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THE USE OF DEMONSTRATION PLOTS 
IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN OHIO
CHAPTER I
THE PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
This report is concerned -with an appraisal of use made of the 
demonstration plot as an aid to the more effective teaching of 
basic principles and new practices of crop production. More spe­
cifically, it deals with demonstration plots developed on the home 
farms of students under the guidance of teachers of vocational 
agriculture, as a means of securing earlier trial and hastened 
acceptance of new practices of crop production.
The purpose of this study is to appraise to some extent the 
use which has been made of demonstration plots by teachers of 
vocational agriculture in Ohio, and to secure information which 
may contribute to the more effective and more extensive use of 
such plots in connection with the instruction of high school, 
young farmer, and adult students.
In order to more nearly achieve this purpose, efforts will be 
directed toward the achievement of the following more specific 
objectives:
- 1 -
21. To secure a measure of the extent to which teachers have 
made use of demonstration plots.
2. To learn the objectives teachers sought to accomplish as 
a result of the use of demonstration plots.
3« To secure an appraisal by teachers of the accomplishments 
resulting from the use of demonstration plots.
4. To identify circumstances favorable to the development of 
demonstration plots, as well as problems commonly 
encountered by teachers.
5. To learn the attitudes toward demonstration plots common 
to selected farmers who have experienced the use of such 
plots on their farms.
6. To identify attitudes and characteristics which appear to 
be more common to farm situations associated with demon­
strations considered by teachers as most successful or 
least successful.
7* To secure the opinions of farmers and teachers relative 
to the future emphasis which should be devoted to the 
use of demonstration plots in vocational agriculture.
3The Need for a Study of 
the Use of Demonstration Plots in Vocational Agriculture
Many of the concerns of teachers center about the problem of 
securing the acceptance and use of new practices on the home farms 
of students of all age groups. Yet teachers have had little help 
in identifying elements which would contribute to a solution. In 
spite of the need, studies which deal with the factors motivating 
farmers to use new practices appear to be few in vocational 
agriculture, A diligent search of studies reported in the publi­
cation, "Summaries of Studies in Agricultural Education," reveals 
that practically all studies dealing with farmer acceptance of 
practices have been concerned with the influence of some phase of 
a classroom instructional program,"*" Too little attention appears 
to have been devoted to a consideration of outside factors which 
may have a major influence upon the outcome of instruction. Thus 
far, most investigations which have dealt with the diffusion and
adoption of new farm practices have been conducted in the area of 
2
Rural Sociology.
•*■ Summaries of Studies in Agricultural Education, Vocational 
Education Bulletin No. 180, Agricultural Series No. 47, Office 
of Education, Washington, D. C,
2
Sociological Research on the Diffusion and Adoption of New Farm 
Practices, A Review of Previous Research, The Rural Sociological 
Society, Report of Sub-committee, Department of Rural Sociology, 
Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, June, 1952, RS ~ 2.
4This study represents an attempt to delve in a limited way 
into the problem of securing hastened acceptance of new practice 
on the farm. On the assumption that demonstration plots were a 
worthwhile and effective means of stimulating interest and 
hastening the adoption of new practices, a research project to 
encourage increased use of such plots was initiated in the Depart­
ment of Agricultural Education in 1951. Through this research 
project, teachers have been given encouragement and assistance in 
the development of demonstration plots on the home farms of 
students. As the program developed over a period of three years, 
teachers have reported increasirg numbers of demonstrations. They 
have also reported varying degrees of difficulty and successes as 
they have sought to initiate local demonstration programs*
At this stage of the development of a state demonstration plot 
program, it seems quite appropriate to review the progress made and 
inquire into some of the problems which arise in the conduct of 
local programs. Only by such means may more valid directions for 
the future result*
Supervised Practice in Vocational Agriculture
Today, certain aspects of instruction in vocational agriculture 
cause it to be somewhat unique among the curricular offerings of 
the rural high schools in which programs are more commonly found.
Many of these features are traceable to the thinking of the early 
leaders in Agricultural Education such as Snedden, Prosser, Small, 
and Stinson, -whose influences are seen in certain of the specific 
provisions of the Smith-Hughes Act which was passed in 1917 for 
the evident purpose of stimulating vocational education. Among 
the more distinguishing characteristics is the emphasis in 
practice devoted to the provision for participation experience 
in connection with the instruction of all students, including 
adults and young farmers, as well as those of high school age.
Evidence of the high value placed upon such experience is 
found in the requirement that high school students must develop and 
carry on individual farming programs under the guidance and super­
vision of the teacher in order to qualify for continued enrollment 
in vocational agriculture. The requirement concerning farming 
programs stems from the provisions in the Smith-Hughes Act concerning 
"supervised practice in agriculture."
A rather interesting commentary on the intent of Congress and 
the prevailing interpretations and practices of the times is pro­
vided in an article prepared in 1933 by W. T. Spanton, then the 
Western Regional Agent in Agriculture of the Federal Board for 
Vocational Education, and currently, Chief, Agricultural Education
o
■' Rufus W. Simpson and Frank W. Lathrop, History of Agricultural 
Education of Less Than College Grade in the United States, 
Vocational Division Bulletin No. 217, Federal Security Agency,
U. S. Office of Education, 1942, pp. 582-589.
6Branch, United States Office of Education. Spanton quotes certain
portions from Section 10 of the Act and comments as follows:**'
Section 10 of the Act provides, "That in order to 
receive the benefits of such appropriations for 
the salaries of teachers, supervisors, or directors
of agricultural subjects, the state board of any
state shall provide in its plan for agricultural 
education; - that the controlling purpose of such 
education shall be to fit for useful employment; 
that such education be designed to meet the needs 
of persons over 14 years of age -who have entered 
upon or who are preparing to enter upon the work 
of the farm; - that such schools shall provide for 
directed or supervised practice in agriculture, 
either on a farm provided for by the school or 
other farm, for at least six months per year
The Importance of Supervised Farm Practice
The last clause of the section quoted is perhaps 
the most explicitly mandatory provision of the 
entire act as far as vocational agriculture is 
concerned* It prescribes the most essential pro­
cedure by which such farmer training shall be 
given, and clearly indicates that the national 
program of vocational education in agriculture 
was designed to be first of all practical.
Congress believed that persons could not be 
properly trained for "useful employment" and 
"the work of the farm" unless they were given 
the opportunity to secure participating experi­
ence in farming under proper supervision. This 
attitude regarding the necessity for participating 
experience in vocational agriculture is psychol­
ogically sound, and can not be questioned by any 
one who recognizes that the one big objective of
**■ W. T. Spanton, "Supervised Farm Practice and the Smith-Hughes 
Act," Agricultural Education Magazine, Vol. V, June, 1933, 
pp. 185-
7a program of vocational education in agriculture 
is to develop ability through systematic train­
ing and participating experience, for greater 
proficiency in farming occupations*
I ,
While the values and benefits of participation experience are 
recognized in other courses of instruction in the high school, the 
practical means of providing such experience through the required 
farming programs of students represents a degree of recognition 
distinctive to vocational agriculture alone. The following 
excerpts concerning the importance and the function of the farming 
program are illustrative of the point
The supervised farming program is an integral part 
of vocational agriculture, not an appendage.
A single project "carried" merely to satisfy the 
literal provisions of the National Vocational 
Education Acts will never lead to establishment 
in a farming business.
The program should be one that will challenge him 
(the student) and provide training through parti­
cipation during the entire time he is in high 
school. It should lead into the young-farmer 
program in which he vd.ll become engaged following 
his high school program. It should also be 
productive enough financially to aid the student 
in his start toward satisfactory establishment 
in a farming occupation.
 ^E. J. Johnson, W. N. Elam, Guiding High School Students of 
Vocational Agriculture in Developing Farming Programs. U. S. 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, U. S. Office of 
Education, Bulletin No. 254, 1954.
8Farming Programs an Opportunity for Demonstrations
The usual practice in Ohio calls for students to select pro­
jects in some one or more of the farm enterprises common to the 
agriculture of the community. Most frequently the students are 
encouraged to develop faming programs which include projects in 
both the livestock and the crops enterprises.
The crop projects of the high school students, along with the 
regular crop production activities of the adult and young farmer 
students, should provide opportunities for the development of 
demonstration plots which may hasten the acceptance of new prac­
tices on the home farms of students and others in the community.
Early Use of Demonstrations in Vocational Agriculture
The use of demonstration plots in vocational agriculture is 
far from a new development. Such plots were used in connection 
with student projects as early as 1918, the first year in which 
vocational agriculture was taught in Ohio. In the early publica­
tion, "Vocational Agriculture in the High School," by W. F. 
Stewart, reference is made to a potato demonstration conducted
by a student in the Medina School under the direction of his
/
teacher, A. C. Kennedy. W. H. Wolf, of the Department of
    — — — — -
W. F. Stewart, Vocational Agriculture in the High School. State 
Board of Education, Vocational Agriculture, Bulletin 3, 1920, 
pp. 26-30.
9Agricultural Education, recalled that he also had conducted such a 
project while enrolled as a student in vocational agriculture in 
1918, R. J. Woodin, also of the Department of Agricultural 
Education, stated that he had made use of an alfalfa demonstration 
plot sponsored by the F.F.A. Chapter, while teaching at Center 
Village in 1932.
Fertility Trials in the State of Washington
An article by Paul C. Dickey, Teacher in the State of 
Washington, tells of work carried on with cooperative field tests 
from 1926 to 1937. Dickey relates that local farmers under the 
direction of the teacher, and cooperating with the Soils Department 
of the State College of Washington, conducted field trials on soil 
fertility. Sufficient data were accumulated to enable the State 
Advisory Council on Soils and Fertilizers to make recommendations 
on practices to maintain fertility throughout the state. From 1933 
to 1937 teachers cooperated with the Bureau of Plant Industry of 
the U. S. D. A. in testing numerous new varieties and strains of 
forage crops. Teachers benefited by acquiring local information 
and data for teaching and found the activity stimulated recruitment 
of adult students.^
? P. C. Dickey, "Cooperative Field Tests," Agricultural Education 
Magazine, Vol. 9, No. 7, January, 1937, p. 108.
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Experiment Plots in Vocational Agriculture in Minnesota
An article concerning the value of experimental plots in teach­
ing agriculture appeared in 1935*® Trial plots on various farms 
throughout the community were conducted in cooperation with the State 
Experiment Station. Each year seventeen to eighteen small grain 
variety plots were developed. During the summer, the plots were 
visited at harvest time in connection with the farm and project tour. 
Yields were harvested and sent to the Experiment Station where 
reports were summarized and printed copies were returned to the 
schools. Similar work was carried on with potato varieties, grasses, 
legumes, peas, beans, and emergency crops.
Benefits included securing local data for teaching, improved 
field trips, samples for teaching crops identification, and the 
early establishment of improved varieties on home farms.
Demonstrations by Extension Agronomists
For a number of years, E. P. Reed, Extension Agronomist for 
Western Ohio, has made use of demonstration plots in extension 
education programs planned with local extension agents. Reed has 
carried on an extensive program of farm trials established in 
cooperation with county agents and sometimes local teachers of
® N. Haugland, "The Value of Experimental Plots in Teaching 
Agriculture," Agricultural Education Magazine. Vol. 8, No. 5, 
November, 1955, p* 71.
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vocational agriculture. This work has accomplished much, not only 
in the way of providing practical farm trials for practices grovdng 
out of research conducted at the Experiment Station, but also in 
hastening the acceptance of new practices on the farms of 
cooperators.
Demonstrations in the I.O.F.T. Program
Another instance of the use of experimental plots was related 
in an article by James Yardley, Instructor for the Institutional 
On-farm Training Program for Veterans in Utah.^ Yardly describes 
the program developed by the local Young Farmer Organization in 
cooperation with the U.S.D.A. Council. An experimental plot was 
developed for the purposes of determining the best adapted and most 
productive grasses for the dry ranges and to demonstrate to local 
farmers what might be accomplished in the way of improving forage 
on arid land. Many Ohio teachers of veterans also made considerable 
use of local demonstration programs.
Additional instances of the more recent use of demonstration 
plots will be related in Chapter II.
o ~  "
7 James Yardley, "An Experimental Grass Plot," The Agricultural
Education Magazine, Vol. 24, No. 6, December, 1951, p. 141.
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Demonstrations Encourage Farm Acceptance of New Practices 
"What a Man Does Himself He Cannot Doubt"
Thus far, most of the illustrations concerning the use of 
demonstration plots have emphasized their use as a means of conducting 
trials and experiments aimed at providing local data for educational 
or research purposes. Little has been written concerning the possible 
benefits from the use of demonstrations as a means of stimulating 
interest and motivating farmers to accept new practices. Yet, demon­
strations have perhaps been used longer for educational purposes 
than many other teaching aids.
In 1903, Seaman A. Knapp, a pioneer among agricultural educa­
tors, laid the foundation for much of the later demonstrations 
involving adopted varieties of corn and cotton on the W. C. Porter 
farm near Terrell, Texas. In 1953, the site of these early 
demonstrations was marked by a plaque sponsored by the United 
States Department of Agriculture and the Association of Land-grant 
Colleges and Universities. Dr. Knapp expressed his philosophy 
regarding the educational potential of demonstrations in this 
light, "What a man hears, he may doubt; what he sees, he may possibly 
doubt; but what he does himself, he cannot doubt.
10 trpifty Years of Progress in Farm Demonstration Work," Agricul­
tural Leaders Digest, Vol. 34, No. 2, February, 1953, p. 10.
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Demonstrations on Home Farms Superior to School Farms
Writing in an article addressed to teachers of vocational 
agriculture, E. M. Juergenson holds forth the point of view that 
demonstrations on the home farms of students are superior to those 
conducted on "school f a r m s . I n  the article entitled, "The 
Community is Your 'School Farm*" Juergenson points out that
  there is a tendency for students not to be
as impressed by practices on the school farm 
because they know it does not have to pay in 
comparison with the farmer who must make his
living as a result of his operations. ....  As
another way of providing demonstration and 
practice facilities, let us consider the prac­
tice of completely utilizing all the resources 
of a community as a training laboratory for 
the students in vocational agriculture. ..... 
practice obtained on the various farms in the 
area, especially the good farms, have an atmos­
phere of authority and trueness to life that is 
respected by students participating in the 
program. Students realize that when they go 
to a farm to see a demonstration, they are 
seeing a segment of a program that must earn 
a living for that particular farmer.
Farmers Look to Other Farmers for Information
Juergenson's contention that students have greater respect for 
practices observed on farms in the community is supported by 
research conducted in recent years, both in Agricultural Education 
and in Rural Sociology. In a study conducted in North Carolina,
11 E. M. Juergenson, "The Community is Your 'School Farm'," Agricul­
tural Education Magazine, Vol. 26, No. 4, October, 1953, p. 88.
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Wilkening investigated farmers1 sources of information concerning 
improved practices. He found that sources varied with different 
practices. Dealers and other farmers were the most important 
sources of information for older practices
Deyoe likewise found farmers to regard other farmers as a 
leading source of usable ideas**^
Farmers Desire to "Try Out" Practices First
In a study of the acceptance of hybrid seed corn in Iowa, Ryan 
and Gross analyzed the conditions and processes under which hybrid 
corn was adopted by two prosperous agricultural communities.-^
They found that the earliest adopters performed a special function 
for their communities in their roles as "experimenters." Most 
adopters first accepted the seed in small quantities, gradually 
increasing in later years. Even late adopters usually went through 
a period of trial in spite of the currently larger plantings by 
those who had tried the seed earlier. The diffusion media by which
E. A. Wilkening, "Sources of Information for Improved Farm 
Practices," Rural Sociology. Vol. 15, March, 1950, p. 19-30*
13 G. P. Deyoe, "Supervised Farming Activities for Adult Farmers," 
Agricultural Education Magazine. Vol. 26, No. 6, December, 1953, 
p. 128.
1^ Bryce Ryan and Neal Gross, Acceptance and Diffusion of Hybrid Corn 
Seed in Two Iowa Communities. Iowa State College Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Research Bulletin 372, January, 1950*
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farmers first learn of the new practice usually differed from the 
influential media motivating them to try the practice on their own 
farms. The most influential source of "knowledge" leading to use 
was neighboring farmers.
Influential Farmers are Teachers of Other Farmers
In a study conducted in Missouri, Lionberger found that there 
were certain farmers in a community who could be termed influentials 
because their advice was sought frequently by other farmers. ^  
Nearly one-half of the farmers could be termed non-influentials 
because no one sought their advice. The most influential farmers 
were users of more improved farming practices, more active in 
organizations, more apt to willingly try new practices, and they 
more often sought information from local educational agencies and 
the University. The non-influential farmers rarely sought 
information from educational agencies, but went to the influential 
farmers instead. Thus, the only educational avenue to some half of 
the farmers was via the leaders who could be reached by educational 
agencies.
Herbert F. Lionberger, Characteristics and Role of Local 
Influentials in the Diffusion of Agricultural Information, 
Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station.
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Youth Programs In Agricultural Education 
Provide a Means of Introducing New Practices
Support for the assumption that the farm project in vocational 
agriculture provides a means of introducing new practices to the 
home farm is provided by a study recently completed in Wisconsin.16 
As part of an investigation to determine how 170 farm families made 
decisions leading up to changes in farm practices, Wilkening found 
that farmers who had children in 4-H or vocational agriculture 
adopted more new practices than others. Farmers with sons 16 or 
older were asked if they discussed the buying of major equipment, 
planting and harvesting crops, and feeding of livestock. Those 
who did not discuss managerial decisions with their sons generally 
did not adopt many of a selected list of practices. Those who 
talked things over were in the "new-practice" group. Those opera­
tors who said their sons had encouraged new practices had adopted 
more of the selected practices than others.
Ten Percent of the Farmers Needed as Demonstrators
Wilkening also found that educational agencies were more 
influential in the early stages of adoption of farm practices;
16
Richard Venne, "Farming is a Family Business," Agricultural 
Leaders Digest, Vol. 35, No. 1, January, 1954, pp. 16-17.
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other farmers were more Important in later stages. He proposed that 
educational agencies should attempt to have around ten percent of the 
farmers ’’sold" on a practice. These farmers then could demonstrate 
its advantages and other farmers would likely follow their lead.
Studies More Particularly Related to This Investigation
Recent studies in Agricultural Education somewhat related to this 
one have been conducted in Pennsylvania and New lork. Ruble’s study, 
conducted in Pennsylvania, sought to identify means and methods of 
improving instruction in vocational agriculture through emphasis on 
improved practices in supervised farming programs."^ He found six 
most frequently named methods, including the teaching of improved 
practices as a definite part of each unit of instruction, the develop­
ment of abilities and skills through field trips, project visitation, 
and systematic checking of improved practices, provision for improved 
practices in project plans, proving the value of use through increased 
cash income, and stimulating interest through F.F.A. contests.
McJunkin completed a study in Pennsylvania which aimed to develop 
and measure the effectiveness of different educational methods which 
could be used to reduce the time-lag between research findings and
^  Russel L. Ruble, Means and Methods of Improving Instruction in 
Vocational Agriculture Through Emphasis on Improved Practice in 
Supervised Farming Programs. Thesis, M. S., 1947* The Pennsylvania 
State College, 75 p. Library, Pennsylvania State College, State 
College, Pennsylvania.
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18their application on the farm. The study indicated that research 
information published as a unified body of knowledge was more 
thoroughly understood and more readily applied, particularly when 
coupled with the participating experiences involved in the use of 
trial acres planned in connection with the regular corn project.
Balser studied the educational effectiveness of the trial acre 
method of presenting research findings concerning corn production.^
The study was conducted in connection with the farming programs of 
Institutional On-farm Trainees in Pennsylvania. It was found that 
the effective and valuable educational procedure, responsible for 
marked improvement in farming practices, and improved understandings 
of basic factors involved.
Myers undertook to study the degree to which farmers were follow­
ing specific recommended practices published by the New York State 
College of Agriculture and the Extension Service. He found that 
farmers tended to use given practices in the same manner on all fields 
without regard for differing soils and topographical factors. On the 
basis of records kept on 134 farms, it was found that recommended
18 Murray C. McJunkin, Development and Measurement of the Effective­
ness of Different Methods of Presenting Data Obtained in Studies 
of Efficient Corn Production. Dissertation, Ph.D., 1949, The 
Pennsylvania State College, 105 p., Library, The Pennsylvania 
State College, State College, Pennsylvania.
Richard Lee Balser, Trial Acre Method of Presenting Research Findings 
Concerning Corn Production as Judged by Adopted Practices. Thesis,
M. S., 1950, Pennsylvania State College, 49 p. Library, Pennsylvania 
State College, State College, Pennsylvania.
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practices when used individually often failed to produce greater 
yields, but increased yields resulted in most cases when several 
recommended practices were used in combination. It was concluded 
that teaching should be in terms of most effective combinations of 
practices, rather than in terms of individual practices.20
Procedures Followed in the Conduct of the Study
The nature of this study is such as to involve a number of the 
commonly used methods of educational research. The procedures used 
in the collection and analysis of data are treated in greater detail 
later in the respective chapters of the report.
The study encompasses developments in the research project 
involving a state demonstration plot program taking place over the 
years 1951 through 1954»
The overall character of the study is construed to be in the 
nature of an evaluation. To the extent that it is concerned with 
an analysis of a state demonstration program which has been 
subjected to periodic evaluations and subsequent modifications, 
and which currently continues in operation, characteristics 
typifying action research are involved.
20 Harry S. Myers, An Evaluation of Agronomic Farm Practices with 
Implications for Agricultural Education, Thesis, Ph.D., 1952, 
Cornell University, 200 p., Library, Cornell University, Ithaca, 
New York.
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Data relative to the extent to which demonstration programs had 
been developed in local departments of vocational agriculture were 
collected by means of annual surveys. In each of the years, 1952, 
1953, and 1954, all teachers of vocational agriculture received a 
postcard questionnaire* The survey was conducted during the months 
of July or August when the growing season was sufficiently advanced 
that all demonstration programs would be underway. Teachers were 
asked to indicate the number of students having demonstration plots, 
whether high school or adult and young farmer, and the respective 
crop enterprises involved.
The historical portion of the study dealing with the chronologi­
cal development of the state demonstration program was developed from 
notes and records maintained over the three-year period covered in 
the study.
Data for that portion of the study concerned with the objectives 
of teachers, difficulties encountered, and circumstances associated 
with successful demonstrationsj the local achievements of demonstra­
tion plots, and teachers’ opinions regarding future emphasis to be 
placed upon demonstrations, were collected by means of a free- 
response questionnaire. One hundred eight teachers who were teaching 
in the same department for which they had reported local demonstration 
programs in 1952 and 1953, were queried. Information for the study 
was summarized from the usable replies of 60 teachers.
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Data with regard to farmer experience and opinions concerning 
demonstration plots were collected by means of a questionnaire 
mailed directly to the home farm. All teachers currently in 
service in the same department for which they had reported demon­
stration programs in the years 1952, 1953, or 1954, were asked to 
provide names and addresses for the parents, or the adult or young 
farmer students on whose farms "most successful" or "least 
successful" demonstrations had been conducted. Questionnaires 
were sent to 265 farmers and usable responses were provided by 
63 percent. Data from the replies were analyzed in respect to the 
student groups in vocational agriculture, and by groups according 
to the teacher's rating of the successfulness of the demonstration.
Basic Assumptions
In undertaking this studjr, it was necessary to accept certain 
assumptions as providing a reasonable and sound basis upon which 
to proceed. The study is based upon the assumption that demon­
stration plots are a worthwhile and effective aid to instruction 
in the basic principles and new practices of crop production.
It was assumed that valuable information could be provided by 
farmers and teachers who have had experience with demonstration 
plots. It was further assumed that such information would facili­
tate the more extensive and more effective use of demonstrations
by other teachers and farmers who may become interested in the use 
of the activity.
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In planning the study and in the analysis and interpretation 
of data, it is assumed that the responses of teachers and farmers 
who have experienced the use of demonstrations would reasonably 
typify those of others of like experience.
Limitations of the Study
The overall evaluation aspect of the study is limited to that 
portion of the state demonstration program taking place during the 
years 1952, 1953, and 1954.
The opinions of teachers regarding demonstrations are limited 
to those of teachers who experienced work with demonstration plots
in 1952 and 1953 and who were continuing to teach in the same
school.
The opinions expressed by farmers concerning demonstrations 
are limited to those of farmers who were reported by teachers to
have had on their farms most successful, or least successful,
demonstrations during one of the years 1952, 1953* or 1954.
The nature of the study precludes the general application of 
the findings, by broad inference to all teachers and all farmers, 
by reason of the fact that the study is limited to experiences, 
attitudes, and opinions, growing out of actual experience with 
demonstration plots. By the same token, the study is considered
23
the more valuable because of the greater validity which such responses 
are deemed to have.
Definitions of Terms
Within the report of the study, the terms demonstration plots 
and demonstrations are used synonymously in reference to one or more 
demonstration plots involving one or more crop enterprises, conducted 
on the farms of students of vocational agriculture or in an occasional 
instance, as a part of a project conducted by a local chapter of the 
Future Farmers of America,
The term "adult students" is used interchangeably vdth the 
phrase "adult or young farmer" in reference alike to the older, 
non-high school students of vocational agriculture.
In the portion of the study dealing with the responses of 
farmers, the term "parents" is applied as well to the farm operator 
not necessarily a parent, of the home farms of high school students.
The term "student groups" is used in reference to the major 
group of students in vocational agriculture, either high school or 
adult, by which the home farm situation is most appropriately 
characterized.
The term "success groups" is used in reference to the major 
classifications into which home farm situations may be grouped
according to the teacher’s rating of a demonstration situation 
"least successful" or "most successful."
CHAPTER II
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DEMONSTRATION 
PLOT PROGRAM IN OHIO
In this chapter is related the major developments over the 
first three years in the demonstration plot program developed on 
a statewide basis in conjunction with the local programs of many 
teachers of vocational agriculture in Ohio.
The first part of the chapter is devoted to an analysis of the 
program in terms of the extent to which demonstration plots were 
being encouraged by teachers, the numbers of students conducting 
plots, and the major enterprise areas in which plots have been 
developed. The latter part of the chapter deals vdth the chronolo­
gical development of the state program.
Part I. The Extent to Which Demonstration Programs Have Been
Developed in Departments of Vocational Agriculture in Ohio
The teacher of vocational agriculture is seldom troubled with a 
lack of activities to occupy his interest. The nature of local 
programs is such that there are numerous problems to which all 
teachers must devote attention. There are other activities in which 
the individual teacher may engage depending upon the needs of his 
students as well as his own personal interests. The development of
- 25 -
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demonstration plots on the home farms of students is an activity 
which falls in the last group. Therefore, it is to be expected 
that the number of teachers reporting demonstrations would vary 
somewhat from year to year, as the teaching personnel, teachers1 
interests, and the needs of students change.
The Number of Departments Having Demonstration Programs
The chart in Figure I indicates the percentage of local pro­
grams in which demonstration plots had been developed and thus 
provides a measure of the extent of teacher participation in this 
activity.
Percent 
40 _
30 _
20
10
0
1952 1953 1954
FIGURE I. DEPARTMENTS IN WHICH DEMONSTRATION PLOTS 
WERE REPORTED AS A PERCENTAGE 
OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF DEPARTMENTS
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On the basis of the data provided in the chart, one could expect 
to find demonstration plots being developed in approximately one out 
of three departments of vocational agriculture in 1955*
The Number of Students with Demonstrations Per Department
The number of student cooperators reported is very likely an 
excellent indicator of teacher interest in the activity, though to 
some extent the needs and interests of the students would also be 
reflected. The chart in Figure II provides some indication of the 
number of demonstration plots which were reported by each teacher.
The chart shows the percent of teachers reporting plots grouped 
according to the numbers of students reported. The figures repre­
sent the average for the three years, 1952-54j inclusive.
Number of 
Students Per 
Department
41 or more
31 to 40
21 to 30
16 to 20
11 to 15
6 to 10
1 to 5
FIGURE
Percent of All Teachers 
Reporting Demonstrations
3%
5%
9%
18%
57%
II. NUMBER OF STUDENT COOPERATORS PER DEPARTMENT; 
THREE YEAR AVERAGE, 1952-1954
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While a few teachers appear to have encouraged rather large 
numbers of students to develop demonstrations, it is evident that 
most teachers have developed more limited programs. The typical 
program involves fewer than ten students. Seventy-five percent of 
the programs involved less than ten students and well over half were 
reported with less than five. The average for all departments 
included in the three-year period was 9.8 students per department.
Which Students Conduct Demonstrations?
Two major groups of students were reported by teachers, those 
enrolled in the high school program, and those in the adult pro­
grams. The last group includes young farmers as well as members of 
the adu.lt class. It is believed that the greatest opportunity for 
developing demonstrations may reside in the farming programs of the 
high school students. Seemingly, this opportunity is being realized, 
according to the information provided in Figure III. In this chart 
is shown the relative proportion of the demonstrations conducted by 
each of the student groups in the three-year period covered by the 
study.
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Year
1954
1953
1952
High School Adult
FIGURE III. RELATIVE PERCENTAGES OF HIGH SCHOOL 
AND ADULT STUDENTS CONDUCTING DEMONSTRATIONS
It is evident from the data in Figure III that an approximate 
ratio of two to one exists between the number of high school 
students conducting demonstration plots and the number of like 
students who were adults. The overall percentages for the entire 
three-year period were 64 for high school students and 36 for 
adult students. These figures are not too far from represnting 
the ratio between the total number of high school and adult 
students in the state. During the same three years, the high 
school group accounted for 66 percent and the adult group included 
34 percent of all students of vocational agriculture in Ohio.^ " 
While it is interesting to note that representative proportions
1 Report of Programs 1953-1954. Vocational Agriculture, Division of 
Vocational Education, Ohio State Department of Education, p. 1.
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of high school and adult students were included in the overall pro­
gram, the fact does not appear highly significant in view of the 
wide variation in local practice reported by teachers. On the 
department level, the ratio seems likely to be more closely related 
to the teachers' relative interest in the high school and the adult 
program. While no systematic study was made, a casual survey of 
the reports received in 1953 revealed that 52 percent of the 
teachers with demonstration programs reported adult or young 
farmer participation. In the same year, 61 percent of all teachers 
had conducted an organized program of instruction for adults or 
young farmers*
The Crop Enterprise Areas in Which Demonstration 
Plots Were Developed
It is of interest to note the various crop enterprises in 
which demonstrations were conducted over the three years included 
in the three years of study. The chart in Figure IV presents the 
percentage distribution of demonstrations by enterprise areas.
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FIGURE IV. PERCENT OF ALL DEMONSTRATIONS BY 
MAJOR CROP ENTERPRISE AiffiA
It is apparent that considerable emphasis has been placed upon 
demonstrations in corn production. When the demonstration program 
was first organized on a statewide basis, it was planned entirely 
for the corn enterprise. However, judging from the figures for 1952, 
a sizable number of teachers found it advisable to encourage demon­
strations in other enterprises, particularly in the small grains.
One would expect to find a greater interest in using demonstrations 
with the corn enterprise, in view of the greater ease with which 
trials may be set up in the field and yields may be checked. This 
crop is often considered best suited for training students in the 
elementary principles of agronomic research. An overall average of 
60 percent of the student cooperators had demonstrations involving 
corn during the three years reported.
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The small grains category of demonstrations included wheat, 
oats, and soybeans. The majority, 59 percent, of these demonstra­
tions were conducted in connection with wheat. Soybeans ranked 
second with 24 percent, and the remainder 17 percent were conducted 
in the oats enterprise. These figures are based upon the total 
number of the small grain demonstrations for the three years. The 
three small grain crops were treated as one enterprise area in the 
study because the major problems involved in setting up educational 
demonstrations are considered to be more or less common to each.
A very few demonstrations were included in a miscellaneous 
area. These included such crops as tomatoes, potatoes, strawberries, 
etc. In only one year, 1953, "was the number in this area large 
enough to amount to more than a fraction of one percent of the 
total of all reported.
The Number of Students Conducting Demonstrations
An idea of the extent to which the demonstration plot program 
in Ohio has developed over the three-year period, 1952, 1953, and 
1954, is provided by the data summarized in Table 10
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TABLE 1
NUMBERS OF STUDENTS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN OHIO 
CONDUCTING DEMONSTRATION PLOTS 
BY ENTERPRISE AREAS AND BY STUDENT GROUPS 
FOR YEARS 1952, 1953, 1954
1952 1953 1954
Numbers of Students Conducting Plots
Enterprise Area
High
School Adult
High
School Adult
High
School Adult
Corn 266 110 334 168 .456 204
Small Grains 40 48 154 113 188 122
Meadow and Pasture 10 8 72 72 76 81
Miscellaneous 1 0 23 7 4 1
TOTAL FOR EACH GROUP 317 166 583 360 724 408
TOTAL NUMBER OF ALL STUDENTS 483 943 1132
Departments of Vocational Agriculture
DEPARTMENTS REPORTED 64 111 115
TOTAL NUMBER OF ALL VOCATIONAL 
AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENTS IN 
STATE 333 334 335
Even though a number of teachers were known to be making use of 
demonstration plots prior to 1952, it seems quite evident from the data 
in the table, that the statewide demonstration program conducted during 
this period had a considerable influence on the increased activity of 
teachers.
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The Relative Emphasis Devoted to Demonstration Programs 
in Various Areas of the State
In order to permit a closer study of the development of the 
total demonstration program and the distribution of the demonstra­
tions in relation to various locations in the state, it is most 
convenient to present the data by vocational agriculture supervisory 
districts. The location of these districts together 'with the 
counties included in each is shown in Figure V on page 35.
Departments with Demonstration Programs 
in Each Supervisory District
In Table 2 are presented figures showing the percent of the 
departments in each supervisory district which had local demonstra­
tion plot programs of some nature. The number of departments 
reported as having demonstration programs underway provides a 
measure of the spread of the demonstration plot activity over the 
state. At the time data were collected for the study, it was 
assumed that most teachers would be likely to report demonstration 
programs if they were in a favorable position to do so. Likewise, 
it appears reasonable to believe that the figures in Table 2 are a 
fairly reliable indication of the upper limit of the demonstration 
activity in each of the districts.
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TABLE 2
PERCENT OF ALL DEPARTMENTS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
IN EACH SUPERVISORY DISTRICT 
HAVING DEMONSTRATION PLOTS UNDERWAY 
1952, 1953, 1954
Percent
District 1952 1953 1954
1 24 50 54
2 41 55 47
3 18 31 26
4 17 30 35
5 23 27 23
6 21 35 39
7 12 17 17
8 19 38 43
9 31 47 29
10 15 20 30
11 8 28 25
12 22 36 41
13 8 22 32
14 19 31 44
15 25 29 24
Mean. 19 33 34
Range 8-41 15-55 17-54
Median 19 31 32
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Though not consistent in the case of every district, there 
appears to be a gradual trend towards the development of demonstra­
tion programs in an increasing proportion of the departments.
Whereas demonstrations were reported in one-fifth of the departments 
in 1952, by 1954 slightly over one-third of all departments had 
programs underway.
Upon further examining the data presented in Table 2, it is 
evident that the emphasis placed upon demonstration programs 
varied considerably from one district to another. One would 
normally expect to find a greater percentage of the departments 
having demonstrations in the districts located in the northwestern 
area of the state where the agriculture is more favorable to the 
production of corn and other cash crops. This conjecture tends to 
be supported by the fact that districts 1, 2, and 6 were among the 
top seven districts each year. On the other hand, District 5* 
near the top in 1952, dropped to rest among the low five districts 
in the latter two years.
It is worthwhile to note here that the large number of plots 
reported for District 1 resulted almost entirely from the activity 
of the teachers in Fulton County. Five teachers of six reporting 
in 1952 were located in this county. Later inquiry revealed that 
most of these teachers had been carrying on similar demonstrations 
for some time. A point of view which appeared to be gaining 
acceptance among this group was to the effect that a high school 
student did not have a crop project unless he was planning to try
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something different from the practices prevailing on the home 
farm.
While opportunities from agriculture are not considered as 
favorable in southwestern Ohio, District 15 ranked third in 1952 
and District 8 ranked fifth in both 1953 and 1954»
The Number of Student Gooperators 
by Supervisory Districts in the State
The number of student cooperators reported provides a measure . 
of both the extent and the intensiveness of interest in demonstra­
tion programs. In Table 3 are provided data which show the total 
number of students who were conducting demonstrations in each of 
the supervisory districts.
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TABLE 3
NUMBER OF HIGH SCHOOL AND ADULT OR YOUNG FARMER STUDENTS 
CONDUCTING DEMONSTRATION PLOTS BY SUPERVISORY DISTRICTS:
1952, 1953, 1954
Numbers of Students
District 1952 1953 1954
1 72 149 341
2 40 84 51
3 18 21 43
4 16 61 29
5 21 53 22
6 8 46 54
7 26 45 15
8 56 98 97
9 88 133 158
10 7 7 18
11 44 70 42
12 13 44 87
13 35 84 112
14 31 24 37
15 8 24 26
Mean 26 53 43
Range 7-88 4-149 14-341
Median 32 63 74
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While it may be noted that an overall increase in the average 
number of students per district had occurred during the three-year 
period, the trend in individual districts was far from consistent.
In only eight of the fifteen districts was a consistently increasing 
number of students reported. Three districts, 1, 8, and 9, were 
among the top five districts each year. Districts 2 and 13 were 
among the top seven districts. Two districts, 10 and 15, were 
consistently among the low five districts. Perhaps the rate of 
teacher replacement could be a factor partially accounting for the 
variability noted in certain districts. Another probable factor 
which could lead to abandonment of the activity would be lack of 
success with the first trials. There were several instances where 
teachers failed to report programs underway for a second or third 
year and some of these were probably attributable to failures in 
the preceding year.
The Scope of Local Demonstration Programs 
in Various Supervisory Districts
Another indication of the local interest in demonstration 
programs is provided by the number of student cooperators taking 
part. The data in Table 4 indicates the average number of students 
per department, based upon the number of departments reported as 
having demonstration programs underway in each supervisory district.
TABLE 4
AVERAGE NUMBER OF 
HIGH SCHOOL AND ADULT OR YOUNG FARMER STUDENTS 
CONDUCTING DEMONSTRATION PLOTS PER DEPARTMENT 
REPORTED HAVING PLOTS - BY SUPERVISORY DISTRICT 
1952, 1953, 1954
Average Number Students Per Department
District 1952 1953 1954
1 12.0 12.4 24.4
2 5.7 7.6 5.7
3 3.6 2.6 6.1
4 5.3 10.2 3.6
5 4.2 8.8 4.5
6 1.6 5.7 6.0
7 8.7 11.2 3.8
8 11.2 8.9 8.1
9 12.3 11.3 22.6
10 2.3 1.3 3.0
11 22.0 10.0 7.0
12 2.6 5.5 9.7
13 17.5 16.8 16.0
14 10.3 4.8 4.6
15 2.0 4.8 6.5
Mean 7.5 8.5 9.9
Range 1.6-22.0 1.3-16.8 3.0-24.4
Median 5.7 8.8 6.1
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Here again may be noted a gradual increase in the attention 
devoted to demonstration work. During the period 1952 to 1954, the 
overall average number of students per department increased from 
7.5 to 9«9, indicating that some teachers were encouraging a larger 
proportion of their students to develop demonstrations. Actually, 
the trend toward an increasing number of students per department 
held true in only 6 of the 15 districts.
Lest the figure of an overall average of 9.9 students per 
department in 1954 be misleading, it should be recalled that 
according to the data in Figure II, page 27, nearly 60 percent of 
the departments had less than five students conducting plots. At 
the time data were tabulated, greater difference was found between 
departments within districts than existed between the extremes of 
the districts.
Of greatest interest is the consistently higher numbers of 
students reported in Districts 1, 9, and 13. The only district in 
the low five each year was Number 10. In this case, a relatively 
high teacher turnover seems likely to have been a factor. Of the 
eighteen teachers serving in 1952, only seven had remained in the 
same school for the full three years. It would seem that a teacher 
would have greater purpose in initiating a demonstration program 
only after he had become rather familiar with the agricultural arri 
educational needs of the community.
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Summary
On the basis of information provided by teachers in surveys 
conducted in 1952, 1953* and 1954, there appears to be a trend 
toward the use of demonstration plots in more of the departments 
of vocational agriculture in the state. In 1954 the trend had 
started to level off slightly with approximately one-third of the 
departments reporting programs underway.
While a few teachers reported as many as forty or more student 
cooperators, the great majority reported no more than five students 
to be conducting demonstrations. Seventy-five percent of the 
teachers reporting demonstrations over the period covered by the 
study had fewer than ten students conducting trials in any one year.
A rather consistent relationship was found in the ratio between 
the number of high school students who had demonstrations underway 
and the number of adult or young farmer students having demonstra­
tions. Over the three years, 64 percent were high school students 
and 36 percent were adults or young farmers. The number of students 
conducting demonstrations increased from 483 in 1952 to 1132 in 1954. 
The number of teachers reporting programs increased from 64 to 115 
during the same period.
The crop enterprise receiving the greatest emphasis was corn 
with 60 percent of the student cooperators having trials in this 
area during the period covered by the study. The small grain enter­
hh
prise area ranked second with 26 percent. Slightly over 12 percent 
of the students reported had conducted demonstrations in the meadow 
and pasture enterprise areas. The trend was toward fewer demon­
strations in corn as experience was gained with the work.
There was generally a higher percentage of the departments 
conducting demonstrations in supervisory districts 1 and 2 in 
northwestern Ohio. However, there appeared to be no generally 
consistent association between the general suitability of the area 
for cash crop production and the attention devoted by teachers to 
demonstration programs. In six of the fifteen supervisory districts 
there was a consistently increasing trend in the total numbers of 
student cooperators reported and the average number per department.
The overall increase in the number of teachers reporting 
demonstration programs and the increasing number of student 
cooperators reported each year appeared to be associated with the 
development of the state program encouraging the use of demonstra­
tion plots in local programs of vocational agriculture.
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Part II. The Chronological Development of the 
Demonstration Plot Program
The Need for Strengthening Crops Instruction
In recent years there has been growing evidence of lessened 
interest in crops projects as well as occasional indications that 
crops teaching was being less successfully accomplished than was 
teaching which dealt with the livestock enterprises. Examination 
of the project records of State Farmer applicants often revealed 
that few practices appeared to be in use in crop projects which were 
not in regular use on the home farm. Supervisors in vocational 
agriculture were heard to say that the typical crop project very 
likely represented little more than a duplication of the usual 
farming practices of the home farm. Perhaps more than a few teachers 
were of the opinion that emphasis should be given first to the live­
stock projects, since rarely could all topics be well taught in the 
time available for class instruction, and boys were not apt to go 
far wrong if they followed Dad's practices with crop projects*
In a study reported in 1949, Phipps identified a trend toward 
fewer crop projects and more livestock projects in the farming 
programs of high school students in Illinois. He further reported 
that many students had only one project and more than three-fourths
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of these were livestock projects#-*-
While no similar study has been ^ completed to determine the 
general trend in Ohio, research currently in progress points toward 
a similar relationship in the projects of freshman and sophomore 
students who are in the classes where the most time is devoted to 
the study of production agriculture,2 If programs of instruction 
are being based upon the farming programs of the students in the 
classes, one wonders whether adequate instruction in crops is being 
provided, in view of the emphasis toward livestock projects. This 
conjecture is partially supported by the nearly 2 to 1 ratio of 
livestock to crops projects and the need for greater attention to
3
pasture and meadow production found in a stucfy- by Fridline.
Another deterrent to effective crops instruction has been the 
shortage of recent up-to-date references and bulletins. Though not 
so true at present, this deficiency was particularly noticeable in 
the years during and immediately following World War II. As a 
result, teachers often found it necessary to assemble experimental
^ L. J. Phipps, "Creating Interest in Farming Programs," Part I, 
Agricultural Education Magazine, Vol. 22, Nov. 1949, p. 108.
2 Earl Gerdeman, Farming Programs of Selected High School Students 
of Vocational Agriculture From Full-Time Farms and Part-Time Farms 
in Ohio, Thesis Study in Progress, Department of Agricultural 
Education, The Ohio State University, 1955*
3 Clarence R. Fridline, Improved Farming Programs in the Hay and 
Pasture Enterprises. Unpublished Master's Thesis, The Ohio State 
University, 1953, p. 19.
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data and information from miscellaneous sources for use in teaching. 
For a number of years it has been customary for teachers to make 
considerable use of data obtained by making comparisons between 
similar projects of students.
A number of teachers found it helpful to make use of yield 
checks and collect data from various crop demonstration plots.
Among those who carried on such work in recent years were the follow­
ing Ohio teachers of vocational agriculture: John Borton, John
Leonard, Clarence Fridline, H. E. Ridenour, Richard Dyer, E. A.
Green, and others.
In an article concerning experimental farm plots published in 
1949, Leonard related some of the values of having the local chapter 
conduct such plots in cooperation with the university and the experi­
ment station.^ Leonard pointed out that test plots were used as 
stops for county crops tours, provided data for use by specialists 
at the university, as well as for high school and adult classes, 
provided students with increased knowledge as to how experiments 
were conducted, and resulted in an overall net increased interest 
on the part of students and farmers in the community.
Around 1948, Harold G. Kenestrick, of the•Department of Agri­
cultural Education, had become interested in demonstration work 
being carried on by a group of teachers in Delaware County who were
^ John H. Leonard, "Experimental Farm Plot Has Many Values in Teaching," 
The Agricultural Education Magazine. Vol. 22, October, 1949, p. 90.
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conducting variety trials in cooperation with a number of local 
hybrid seed corn producers. As an outgrowth of this work, several 
mimeographed helps were prepared which were intended to stimulate 
interest and encourage teachers to make greater use of yield checks 
as a method of securing more accurate estimates of yields from corn 
projects.
In a study conducted in connection with his adult program at 
Covington, Ohio, during the years 1949 and 1950, Kenneth Wilson 
found demonstration plots had resulted in a remarkably high rate 
of improved practice acceptance by farmers. These findings were 
noted with considerable enthusiasm by Kenestrick who was advisor to 
the study. As a result of the success which had been achieved by 
a relatively few teachers, interest developed in encouraging the 
more extensive use of such plots by a number of teachers, at 
least on a trial basis.
Initiation of the Research Fellowship and 
the Development of a Research Project 
Involving Demonstration Plots
During the summer of 1951j Ralph Bender, Chairman of the Depart­
ment of Agricultural Education, learned that a research fellowship 
program might be initiated in Ohio with the assistance of the Coke
5 Kenneth N. Wilson, The Comparative Value of Practices in Corn 
Production at Covington in 1950, Non-thesis Study, The Ohio State 
University, 1951.
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Oven Ammonia Research Bureau. His interest in a project which offered 
possible assistance to the work of teachers with crops instruction 
led to the development of the research project involving an emphasis 
on the use of demonstration plots by students of vocational 
agriculture.
To H. H. Tucker, of the Coke Oven Ammonia Research Bureau, should 
go credit for being among the first to recognize the educational 
potential of an extensive program of demonstration plots included 
within the crop projects of students of vocational agriculture. In 
September of 1951, the Coke Oven Ammonia Research Bureau initiated 
a Research Fellowship jointly sponsored with the Department of 
Agricultural Education similar to one which had been sponsored by 
this organization in Pennsylvania. At that time, the author was 
appointed Research Fellow in the program and work was begun on the 
development of a research project which dealt with the use of demon­
stration plots in teaching fertility and other cropping practices.
The Initial Research Project
The project as it was finally outlined was conceived to be one
which would become a long-time research project for the Department
of Agricultural Education, extending beyond the three-year period
planned for the initial fellowship program. It was reasoned that
within the framework of the overall project, several distinct studies
were possible. A copy of the main features of the research project 
follows:
THE USE OF DEMONSTRATION PLOTS
IN TEACHING 
OBJECTIVES A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
FERTILITY AND OTHER CROPPING PRACTICES
To stimulate the use of demonstration plots 
on farms of students of vocational agri­
culture of all three groups, high school, 
young and adult farmers, as a means of 
providing more convincing information rela­
tive to the worth of selected fertility and 
and other improved cropping practices which 
are developed by the student as a result of 
systematic instruction, to meet the needs 
of his specific situation.
To demonstrate the effect of various fer­
tility and other improved cropping 
practices designed to make the best use 
of the student's particular soil produc­
tive capability, and to develop maximum 
yields.
To bring together from all sections of the 
state the results of comparisons of 
selected cropping practices carried on in 
a wide variety of conditions.
To develop and put into operation more 
accurate and systematic plans for the 
evaluation of the outcomes of various 
improved cropping practices by teachers 
and students of vocational agriculture 
of all age groups.
To secure some measure or indication of 
the value of local demonstration plots as 
aids in teaching improved cropping practices.
To formulate suggestive patterns or plans 
which may be used by teachers of vocational 
agriculture and other agricultural leaders 
in setting up and conducting demonstration 
plots and in making the results available 
to students and other interested persons in 
the community.
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REASONS FOR 
UNDERTAKING 
THE WORK
REVIEW OF
PREVIOUS
WORK
Agronomists and Agricultural Economists 
hold that increased production of corn and 
similar crops can best be secured by the 
more efficient use of that land -which is 
most capable of economical production. If 
through the intensive application of more 
sound cropping practices such as the use of 
more appropriate hybrids, proper fertilization 
and correct rates of planting the needed 
production increases can be achieved, such 
a policy would seem more appropriate than 
that of plowing additional land which should 
remain in sod. There are indications that 
while much information concerning the value 
and application of desirable cropping prac­
tices has been available, too frequently it 
has been little used by farmers. As many 
agricultural leaders are aware, information 
of a statistical nature often has less mean­
ing to farmers than work carried out on the 
farm. Further, because farmers are not 
accustomed to accurately measuring and 
comparing results in terms of increased or 
decreased yields, they are not always con­
vinced of the value of improved cropping 
practices. As a result, they often fail to 
continue using such practices as they may 
try.
Thus, one of the overall purposes of this 
project becomes that of developing the habit 
of a more scientific attitude in those en­
gaged in farming. It is hoped that through 
the application of experimental findings on 
individual farms, and more accurate evaluation 
of results achieved, there will be provided 
more convincing indications of the worth of 
various improved fertility and other cropping 
practices.
A research project somewhat related to the 
one here proposed has been carried on under 
the direction of the Department of Agricultural 
Education at the Pennsylvania State College for 
the past several years.
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WAYS AND 
MEANS OF 
ATTAINING 
OBJECTIVES
No program of this nature has been tried 
on a broad scale in Ohio, though some efforts 
have given encouraging results on a local 
basis* C. R. Fridline and H. E. Ridenour, 
teachers of vocational agriculture in Knox 
County, have been securing systematic corn 
yield checks relative to soil types, and 
conditions, and other practices on farms 
within their school districts. Similar 
yield checks have been made by the teachers 
of vocational agriculture in Delaware County, 
working in conjunction with local producers 
of hybrid seed.
Some pioneer work has been carried on 
for approximately three years by Kenneth 
Wilson, teacher of vocational agriculture 
in Miami County. Working with members of 
his adult group, Mr. Wilson has been rather 
successful in securing farm demonstrations 
dealing with improved practices in growing 
corn. Various practices dealing with the 
application of fertilizer, rates of planting, 
etc., were tried and evaluated.
A. In cooperation with members of the staff 
of the Department of Agronomy and the 
Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, 
carry out the following activities:
1. Survey the literature and research in 
Ohio and the other states. Identify 
new and improved fertilization and 
other cropping practices which hold 
promise for securing increased yields.
2. Develop teaching aids, such as mimeo­
graph, slides, and film strips to be 
made available to teachers for use in 
teaching corn and other crop produc­
tion practices.
3. Plan to have menbers of classes in 
vocational agriculture set up and con­
duct demonstration test plots, first 
with corn and later with other crops, 
as a part of their regular farming 
program.
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km Develop research procedures to be used 
by members of classes of vocational 
agriculture in setting up, conducting, 
and measuring results of demonstration 
plots.
5. Assemble, summarize, and analyze the 
results of various practices on trial 
in the demonstration plots.
6. ’ Present the results of the demonstra­
tion plots to farmers, teachers, and 
other agricultural leaders by such 
means as descriptive reports, charts, 
graphs, slides, newspaper and magazine 
articles.
B. In cooperation with the staff of the Depart­
ment of Agricultural Education, and the 
staff in supervision in Vocational Agricul­
ture, and the Vocational Agriculture 
Teachers' Association, carry out the 
activities named above, and in addition, 
the following:
1. Develop a plan to interest teachers, 
in district and county groups, and 
individually, in undertaking appro­
priate plans for the use of demon­
stration plots.
2. Plan with teachers for an initial 
program of demonstration plots in corn 
production which particularly emphasizes 
trials of various practices in fertili­
zation. These trials to include 
practices already established as sound 
and practices which are new and appear 
to offer promise of maximum yield.
3. Plan for demonstration plots to be 
expanded later to include pasture and 
other crops when (and if) deemed 
feasible.
4. Develop descriptive reports of the ways 
in which teachers may and do make use 
of the results of test plots in class 
teaching and in demonstrations outside.
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5. Develop with the aid of teachers, 
measures of the educational 
effectiveness of the test plots 
in teaching.
G. Formulate generalizations on the various 
procedures which are found to be effec­
tive.
As work on the project was begun, it soon became apparent that 
the initial phase of the program must necessarily be one aimed at 
securing greater teacher use of demonstration plots. Thus, the 
greatest emphasis became largely centered upon the first objective 
of the project "to stimulate the use of demonstration plots on farms
of students ...." with each of the others to receive attention as
appropriate.
While, as mentioned earlier, some teachers had. been making use 
of demonstrations with considerable success, it appeared obvious 
that the great majority had little idea of the possible benefits, 
and it was reasonable to believe that most would be in need of 
instruction and guidance in getting local programs started. There­
fore, it was considered desirable to limit the program to applica­
tion with one enterprise at first and devote considerable effort 
toward the development of teaching aids and helps.
First Attention Directed Toward the Corn Enterprise
Corn was selected as the enterprise to be emphasized because of 
the greater number of such projects and also because the crop offered
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several advantages in setting up demonstration plots. The fact that 
demonstrations are more easily planned and set up in fields of corn 
is a distinct advantage for the teacher who has had little experience 
in demonstration work. The greater relative ease with which a single 
variable may be injected into the design of the trial plot in corn 
is another factor to be favorably considered when one is attempting 
to teach students some of the basic fundamentals of agronomic 
research. Another feature of the corn crop which makes it quite 
suitable for beginning demonstration work is the excellent way in 
which it may offer visual indications of various deficiencies in 
fertility. While the symptoms often observed in the corn leaves are 
not absolute indicators of fertility deficiency, the reliability is 
great enough to offer an excellent aid for teaching in many 
situations.
Personnel of Research Project Committee
In order that sound decisions might be made relative to the 
direction and the development of the program, a Research Project 
Committee of wide and varied experience was established to provide 
guidance in developing final plans for the operation of the demonstra­
tion plot program. This committee was first composed of G. H. 
Stringfield, representing the Experiment Station; F. J. Salter, 
representing Agronomy Extension; G. W. Volk, representing the Depart­
ment of Agronomy; and Ralph E. Bender, Chairman, H. G. Kenestrick, 
and R. J. Woodin, representing the Department of Agricultural Education.
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The committee was later augmented to include J. H. Sitterley, of 
the Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology; and 
E. P. Reed, Extension Agronomist. The committee functioned as a 
"jury of experts" in guiding the overall development of the program 
in the state.
Provision for a Teachers1 Committee
To assure that the viewpoint of the teacher would receive 
fullest consideration, it was considered advisable to secure the 
assistance of a committee of teachers representing the Ohio 
Vocational Agricultural Teachers' Association. A committee was 
appointed consisting of teachers who themselves had had experience 
in the use of demonstration plots. This committee developed 
suggestions for an action program which were formulated as 
recommendations to the Research Project Committee.
The Formulation of a Program for 1952
On December 3, 1951* a meeting was held with the Staffs in 
Supervision and Agricultural Education to present the overall general 
idea of the Research Project in Agricultural Education and to secure 
suggestions for tentative directions in which to move assuming work 
might first be concentrated about the corn enterprise. The following 
questions were raised:
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1. What are the needs of teachers in the area of agronomy?
2. Who are the teachers with whom we should work in develop­
ing a demonstration plot program?
3. Vfhere should work be started in connection with the corn 
enterprise?
The attitude of the entire staff toward the program was favor­
able, and the general concensus of opinion was to the effect that a 
need existed for the improvement of practices being used in the 
majority of the crops projects being carried by high school students. 
Each of the staff was asked to note answers to the above questions.
A summary of these answers resulted in the following conclusions:
1. Teachers need to be given some idea as to what boys might 
be able to do with demonstration plots. They need to be 
informed concerning what was being done and the results 
being secured by teachers already using demonstration 
plots. They need to be provided with teaching aids and 
suggested plans for getting started with and making use 
of demonstration plots. They need technological assistance 
concerning desirable improved practices for the corn 
enterprise and promising practices worthy of trial. They 
need information concerning fertilizer rates, and other 
cultural practices as well as how-to-do-it ideas for 
setting up experiments and evaluating outcomes.
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2. Relative to the teachers who should be included in the 
program, it was generally conceded best to work first 
with selected teachers who would volunteer to cooperate 
in the program. There was some thought that the number 
should perhaps be limited to approximately thirty, but 
most opinion seemed to emphasize the desirability of 
keeping the program on a voluntary basis and seeking the 
active participation of those teachers who had already 
experienced the use of demonstration plots. The need 
for achieving success with a few in the initial develop­
ment of the program was stressed.
3. Concerning what should be done in getting the demonstra­
tion program started, it was suggested that a teacher's 
guide outlining procedures to be followed should be 
prepared. Emphasis should be placed on the participation 
of older students, and those of the adult group, and the 
need for close supervision of demonstrations.
On December 6, 1951* a meeting was scheduled with G. H. 
Stringfield, of the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station for the 
purpose of discussing the cultural practices which should be 
emphasized in corn growing demonstration plots. Stringfield 
reiterated suggestions contained in an earlier letter to the effect 
that the experimental design of demonstrations should be kept 
simple and that no more than one variable should be included in any
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one plot. He believed that each unit demonstration should include 
replicated plots, but indicated that duplicate plots would suffice. 
Duplicate plots would help greatly to avoid unwarranted conclusions 
and would also help to give the cooperator a conception of experi­
mental error. Suggested demonstrations for a starting program were 
rate of planting, hybrid comparisons, fertilizer applications, and 
spraying for weed control. It was suggested that row plots be kept 
narrow, using four rows for rate of planting and fertility plots, and 
two rows for hybrid varieties on test. The need was stressed for 
additional rows on either side of the test rows to counter-border 
effect, particularly in fertility trials. Concerning data which 
should be collected from plots, Stringfield believed there should 
be a standard requirement for reports on stands, moisture content 
at harvest, root-lodged plants, plants broken below the ear, along 
with yield and such other data as the specific demonstrations might 
require.
On the afternoon of December 6, 1951, a meeting of the Research 
Project Committee was called for the purpose of discussing general 
possibilities for a demonstration plot program and reaching tentative 
decisions concerning the nature of the program planned for the first 
year of the research project. Present were Bender, Chairman, Volk, 
Kenestrick, Stringfield, Salter, Woodin, and R. Wilson. General 
agreement \vas reached to the effect that the initial program would 
tentatively be limited to approximately thirty-five schools until some 
idea was obtained as to how the program would be received by teachers.
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It was further agreed that the initial program should deal primarily 
with fertility practices and planting rates and that demonstration 
plots should include no more than one variable. It was hoped that 
data collected from plots conducted by high school students would 
be suitable for summary on a statewide basis and possibly be of 
significant value for experiment station use.
On February 1, 1952, the first meeting of the teachers’ advisory 
committee was called. Present at this meeting were D. E. Smith, 
Teacher at Van Wert; K. N. Wilson, Teacher at Covington; R. C. Liming, 
Teacher at Owensville; R. C. Dyer, Teacher at Grove City; H. R. 
Showalter, Teacher at Augusta; and R. H. Wilson. The general possi­
bilities of a demonstration plot program were discussed. The 
committee was favorable to a voluntary type of a program in which 
no teacher would be under "pressure" to participate. Concern was 
expressed lest teachers form an adverse attitude which could lead to 
the failure of the program, if they felt it was being imposed upon 
them.
On March 7, 1951> a meeting of the Research Project Advisory 
Committee was held for the purpose of reaching final decisions 
concerning the nature of the program to be initiated. Present 
were G. W. Volk, Agronomy; G. H. Stringfield, Experiment Station;
J. H. Sitterley, Agricultural Economics; Ralph E. Bender, H. G. 
Kenestrick, and R, J, Woodin, Agricultural Education. Others 
attending who were closely allied with the program were H. H. Tucker,
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Murry McJunkin, and Aaron Baxter, of the Coke Oven Ammonia Research 
Bureau, sponsor of the research project, and Harold Shoemaker, 
Graduate Student, Agronomy.
Out of this meeting came the rather specific suggestion that 
demonstration plots should be developed around a "package recommen­
dation" made at the university level and aimed at achieving highest 
efficient corn yields. It was noted that many desirable improved 
practices, when tried by themselves, do not achieve efficient 
increases in yield. Therefore, it was believed the recommendation 
of a group of allied practices would result in more sound agronomic 
practice.
It was recommended that teachers be asked to send in soil 
samples and field histories for plots which would be developed by 
a limited number of boys in each department of vocational agricul­
ture. Following the soil test and individual consideration of 
each boy»s situation, special recommendations for fertilizer and 
rate of planting would be developed at the university for each 
demonstration plot. These recommendations were to be followed in 
the test rows of the demonstration plots. The remainder of each 
project field would become the control plot. Data from yield 
checks made at harvest time, together with certain observations 
made during the growing season would be forwarded to the university 
by teachers. Following analysis and interpretation, summaries of 
the data would be returned to all cooperating teachers.
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All of those present expressed much interest in the program 
and agreed that the summary of results should provide information 
of major importance to the Department of Agronomy and the experi­
ment station as well as the teachers who were assisting in the 
program.
The Program in 1952 - 
Publication of "Demonstration Plots - Worth Trying1
Following the refinement of operational details which involved 
cooperation with the Soils Laboratory, the plan was outlined in a 
mimeograph entitled, "Demonstration Plots - Worth Trying." This 
mimeograph together with a letter from Warren G. Weiler, State 
Supervisor, and Ralph E. Bender, Chairman, Department of Agricul­
tural Education, and a letter from the author, was mailed out to 
teachers on March 18, 1952. Also included was a return postcard 
on which teachers were to indicate interest in participating in 
the program, together with the approximate number of high school 
students which they would have participating in the program.
Copies of the publication may be found in the Appendix, page 
The main features of the 1952 program as they were presented to 
teachers in the mimeograph "Demonstration Plots - Vforth Trying" 
are presented here for the convenience of the reader.
DEMONSTRATION PLOTS - WORTH TRYING
HERE IS AN IDEA WORTH TRYING. Include demonstration 
plots which aim for MAXIMUM EFFICIENT YIELDS in crop 
projects carried on by boys. Teachers in other states 
have achieved marked success in their use of such plots 
in corn projects. We are confident that once teachers 
in Ohio have tried this procedure, they too will be 
enthusiastic about its use.
DEMONSTRATION PLOTS IN CORN PROJECTS
START FIRST WITH DEMONSTRATION PLOTS IN CORN. As 
this activity gains acceptance and more is learned about 
its use, such plots may be developed in other crop 
projects. The following appear to be sound reasons 
for working first with corn projects.
a. Corn is a crop of considerable importance 
all over Ohio - some is grown on most farms.
b. More boys have corn projects.
c. The effects of changing many practices are 
easily observed visually.
d. Yield checks can be made more easily on corn.
e. Plant food starvation symptoms show up more 
noticeably on corn.
f. Demonstration plots are easy to set up in corn.
THE BASIC IDEA does not involve using demonstration 
plots in all corn projects in the department. It would 
seem best to start with a limited number. THREE BOYS 
might well be on the maximum the first year.
Using demonstration plots in the projects of a few 
boys would not make it necessary to change classroom 
procedure. Boys conducting demonstrations as well as 
the others, still have a project to plan.
We want farmers to use practices which will secure 
highest economical yields. It is discouraging when boys 
follow the same practices being used on the home farms. 
At best, we are often forced to accept a compromise.
Here is where the demonstration plots can be of help,
WE SHOULD FIND PARENTS MORE TOLLING TO TRY ON A SMALL 
SCALE NEWER PRACTICES WHICH MAY SEEM QUITE A CHANGE.
THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRONOMY, THE SOILS LABORATORY,
AND EXTENSION AGRONOMISTS, ALL HAVE AGREED TO HELP 
DEVELOP RECOMMENDATIONS for each boy's demonstration 
plot. These recommendations for fertilizer and 
planting rate are to be based on soil test and crop 
history and would be "tailor-made" to fit a boy's 
specific situation. They would be designed to enable 
the boy to reach the highest yield consistent with 
conditions existing in his field under normal weather 
conditions,
SPECIALISTS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRONOMY AND AT 
THE EXPERIMENT STATION ARE INTERESTED IN STUDYING THE 
RESULTS SECURED BY BOYS. Much valuable information 
will be provided by observations during the growing 
season and yield checks made this fall. All informa­
tion sent in by teachers will be analyzed by research 
specialists. COMPARATIVE SUMMARIES TOLL BE SENT TO 
ALL TEACHERS HAVING BOYS COOPERATING IN THE PROGRAM.
All boys will be able to profit from information 
provided by these demonstrations.
GETTING STARTED
In order for you to receive this special assistance 
for a limited number of boys, the following steps will 
be necessary:
1, Select NOT TO EXCEED THREE BOYS who wish to 
take part in the program.
a. FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES PREFERRED, with 
seniors ruled out because of the problem 
of follow-up.
2. SELECT LOCATIONS FOR THE DEMONSTRATION PLOTS 
in the project field,
a. Try to select an area of uniform soil type.
3. PREPARE SOIL SAMPLES taken from the demonstra­
tion plot area.
a. RECORD PAST CROP HISTORY of field through 
one rotation using enclosed form.
b. IDENTIFY SOIL TYPE (contact soil conser­
vation service representative if necessary) 
and soil profile if possible.
c. CONTACT COUNTY AGENT to secure soil sample 
bags and fill out necessary forms.
d. Arrange with county agent for MAILING 
SAMPLES TO THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL 
EDUCATION, using the enclosed labels to 
cover the address now on the sample bag. 
(Note: This procedure has been recom­
mended by Dr. F. J. Salter to avoid delay 
resulting from having samples become 
mixed with others being received at lab.) 
The one dollar soil sample charge should 
be paid to the county agent; not sent in.
e. Enclose with soil samples, the yellow soil 
inventory sheet (white copy stays with 
county agent) and the record of past crop 
history.
f. Print "Vo-Ag" above soil sample number on 
both white and yellow soil inventory sheet 
and on the sample bag,
g. Check to be sure soil samples are mailed 
promptly before March 30.
h. Recommendations will be mailed to you (the 
teacher)•
SUGGESTIONS FOR LAYING OUT DEMONSTRATION PLOTS
1. PLAN TO HAVE TWO PLOTS IN THE PROJECT FIELD.
While the Experiment Station repeats (replicates) 
plots at least three times, G. H. Stringfield 
suggests that two replications are sufficient 
for our purposes. Using the average results
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from two plots tends to offset the influence 
of variations in soil. Secondly, identical 
results seldom, occur in any two like plots in 
the same field, and boys can more easily under­
stand the need for trying a practice several 
times before accepting or discarding the 
practice on their own farms.
2. PLOTS SHOULD BE AT LEAST SIX ROWS WIDE and eight 
rows may be used if it is more convenient to 
make two corn planter rounds.
a. At least ONE PAIR OF ROWS AS MADE BY THE CORN 
PLANTER are needed in the center of a plot
in order that accurate yield checks may be 
made. These are the test rows. Corn 
planters may vary in planting rate between 
right and left side, enough to make a 
difference in yield of ten bushels per 
acre.
b. AT LEAST W O  "GUARD" ROWS ARE NEEDED ON 
EITHER SIDE of the test rows in order that 
practices used in adjacent plots will not 
influence the other.
3. Do not expect to have a corn planter apply fer­
tilizer at rates which are exactly as planned to 
the pound. Set the planter so as to apply the 
planned rate as near as possible. Weigh out 
fertilizer for plot and weigh what is left over. 
Then record how much was applied to the plot, 
and determine the resulting rate in pounds per 
acre.
4. Acreage in the plots will need to be figured 
for each project field - plots 8 rows wide 
(42 in rows) and 43 rods long will include 
approximately 1/2 acre.
5. Follow the same idea (as in 3.) when working 
with planting rate. Planting rate should be 
checked in the barn yard. Spacing between 
kernels in the row for specific plots will be 
included in recommendations for planting rate,
6. STAKE OUT PLOTS. Put stakes in fence where they 
will remain undisturbed. You may want to follow 
up and measure effect of fertilizer application 
on later wheat and small grain seedings.
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THERE ARE SEVERAL BOYS IN EVERY VO-AG DEPARTMENT who 
are capable of doing the job well. You have them in your 
department. They need, only to have an interest stimulated. 
Start by outlining the general idea to all of the boys in 
class. Bring out the possibilities for comparing prac­
tices they might like to try but hesitate to put into 
effect on a large scale. BOYS AT THIS AGE ARE NATURALLY 
INTERESTED IN EXPERIMENTING, they have a high sense of 
curiosity, a desire to see what happens. An air of 
competition may develop as they sense the opportunity 
to develop trial plots pointed toward maximum yields. 
CAPITALIZE ON THESE NATURAL IMPULSES. Though only a few 
may be conducting demonstrations, don't be surprised if 
you find all of the boys developing a keen interest in 
the work.
Demonstration plots cannot be merely tacked on to 
boys' projects. To make them most effective, you will 
need to work closely with the boy. He will need help in 
planning and carrying out the demonstration plots. This 
will add up to more work for you, the teacher. Since you 
will have only a few boys carrying on this activity, the 
additional time required should not be excessive. The 
greater educational returns from such projects should 
more than make up for the time spent.
The Nitrogen Balance Sheet - A Teaching Aid
In addition to the mimeograph, "Demonstration Plots - Worth 
Trying," another teaching aid was prepared early in 1952. This 
amounted to a chart called "The Nitrogen Balance Sheet" which 
could be used to calculate the amount of nitrogen required to 
supply the needs of corn for achieving a given yield per acre. 
The teaching aid grew out of a similar but more abbreviated form 
developed by F. J. Salter and E. P. Reed for use in calculating 
nitrogen fertility recommendations.
The "Nitrogen Balance Sheet" enabled a teacher to develop 
basic understandings concerning the various factors affecting the
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field supply and the availability of nitrogen under conditions of 
varying soil textures and field crop histories. Using the chart, 
the teacher could lead a class to establish a yield goal for a 
given field, determine the nitrogen required, and the supply 
provided in the field from the soil and the sod, the amount 
supplied in row fertilizer, and finally the remaining need to be 
supplied by a supplemental means. This teaching aid proved to be 
quite popular with teachers as indicated by the estimate of more 
than 2000 copies which have been mimeographed and distributed by 
the Department of Agricultural Education. A copy of this publica­
tion may be found in the Appendix, page 249*
The Participation of Teachers and Students 
in the 1952 Demonstration Plot Program
Information concerning the program planned for 1952 did not 
reach teachers until late in March, and a response from a high 
percentage of teachers was not expected. While there was hope 
that as many as 100 teachers would participate, the program was 
planned with the expectation that at least thirty would be involved. 
A postcard response was received from 44 teachers representing 46 
departments, indicating plans for cooperation involving the pro­
jects of 115 high school students and 3 F.F.A. crop projects.
When soil samples were received at the laboratory, a more 
firm declaration of intent to participate in the program could be
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inferred since a one dollar charge had to be paid to the local 
county agent at the time of sending the sample. Samples were 
received from 40 teachers for SI student plots and 6 F.F.A. plots.
A total of 98 soil samples were received. With the assistance of
F. J. Salter, of the Soils Laboratory in the Department of Agronomy, 
the author prepared recommendations for each of the samples received 
based upon the field history and the soil test.
In July of 1952 a survey was completed to determine the number 
of schools and students participating in local demonstration plot 
programs. It was reasoned that many teachers may have considered 
it more desirable to develop demonstrations on their own rather 
than participate in the program calling for recommendations made 
at the university. Since the number participating in the organized 
program had been somewhat indicated by the requests for recommenda­
tions, it was desired to learn the total number of students involved 
in demonstration plot work. Therefore, a postcard questionnaire 
was mailed to all teachers requesting information concerning the 
number of students, whether high school or adult and young farmer, 
and the different crop enterprises in which demonstrations were 
being developed. A tabulation, together with an analysis of this 
data, is presented in the first part of this chapter.
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Visits to Departments Participating in 
the State Demonstration Plot Program
During the months of August and September, the author visited 
18 of the 40 schools taking part in the planned demonstration plot 
program. These visits provided first-hand information concerning 
the success being achieved by teachers in the development of local 
programs. A number of teachers were found to have established 
excellent demonstrations on the home farms of high school students.
In many instances, the demonstrations had been carefully planned 
and visual indications of the application of such practices as the 
side-dressing of supplemental nitrogen were easily evident. These 
demonstrations offered excellent chances of success, the interest 
of the student was high, and the attention of parents had been 
aroused.
On the other hand, some instances were found where the demon­
stration bad already failed. Frequently, the effects of adverse 
weather conditions, particularly the drought which hit bard in 
certain sections, was the cause for the failure. In most such 
situations, the teacher was keenly aware of the cause and his 
most difficult task was one of convincing the student that a 
demonstration should be tried again the next year. There was no 
doubt but what the unexpected outcome so often the reverse of the 
predicted result, which occurred as a result of localized drought 
conditions had limited the effectiveness of the demonstration program.
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Another cause of failure observed in more than one instance 
was the lack of adequate and timely teacher supervision, coupled 
with a lack of interest and ooncern on the part of the student.
In one department, the teacher admitted he had failed to actually 
get any demonstrations started largely because he had not had time 
to be out on the farm at the time the crop was planted. In one 
project field, in another community, the demonstration had been 
started but it did not appear as though either the student or the 
teacher had been in the field after the crop was planted. Weeds 
were so high that it was difficult to distinguish the corn rows.
The demonstration plot could be found rather easily because of the 
increased weed growth which had resulted from the additional 
nitrogen applied.
The importance of continued student interest was pointed up by 
the demonstration plot in the project field of another student in 
this same community. In this case, the student had followed 
instructions carefully and tended the crop well. When observed as 
the crop approached maturity, the demonstration appeared to offer 
excellent chance of fulfilling the educational objectives for which 
it had been planned.
As a result of the spot check of the demonstrations underway, 
it seemed apparent that many teachers would not have demonstrations 
at harvest time which would be suitable to provide much information 
of value to a state summary.
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Only fourteen teachers responded with data from demonstrations 
conducted by twenty-four students. Examination of the data and 
consideration of the varying nature of the demonstrations resulted 
in the conclusion that it was neither feasible nor worthwhile to 
attempt a summary. It seemed evident that future effort should be 
directed to securing greater teacher experience with demonstrations 
and greater numbers of plots, if adequate information were to be 
accumulated to make a state summary worthwhile.
Aids to the Teacher Evaluation of the 
Outcomes of Demonstration Plots
While teachers had previously received information concerning 
ways in which such yield checks could be made, there was evidence 
that accurate estimates of yields were not being made. Yield 
figures appearing in Final Reports of Farming Programs sent in to 
the state office were frequently given in conveniently even 
numbers, thus indicating a student guess as the probable source 
of information. There appeared to be a need for teaching helps 
which would stimulate attempts to more accurately measure the 
outcome of various production practices.
In September of 1952, the first of a series of "crop produc­
tion testing" mimeographs was prepared as an aid and made available 
to all teachers. This mimeograph entitled "Corn Production
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Testing" explained a simplified procedure which could be followed in 
conducting yield checks in corn projects and corn demonstrations.
A copy may be found in the Appendix, page 251.
Summary of 1952 Program
A summary of the total student participation in the 1952 
demonstration plot program by crop enterprise areas is provided by 
the data in Table 5*
TABLE 5
THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS CONDUCTING DEMONSTRATIONS 
BY ENTERPRISE AREAS IN WHICH TRIALS WERE DEVELOPED 
483 STUDENTS - 1952
Percent of All Students Reported
Student
Group Corn Small Grain
Meadow 
and Pasture Miscellaneous All Crops
High
School 55 8 2 66
Adult or
Young
Farmer 23 10 2 0 34
Total 78 18 4 mm 100
-'One student
The figures in Table 5 indicate that teachers placed chief 
emphasis upon demonstration plots conducted by high school students. 
Yfhether this was an outgrowth of the emphasis stressed in the 
publication "Demonstration Plots - Worth Trying" and the state
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program for emphasizing demonstration plots could not be 
ascertained.
However, in view of the evidence indicating an emphasis 
toward both the high school demonstration plots and the corn 
enterprise, it appears reasonable to believe that the state pro­
gram was effective in stimulating many teachers to develop local 
programs. The evident interest in the development of demonstra­
tions in enterprises other than corn was considered significant 
and provided a clue to the direction in which the 1953 program 
might be developed.
Evaluation of the 1952 Program 
by the Teachers1 Advisory Committee
On December 30, 1952, the second meeting of the teachers' 
advisory committee was called. The purpose of this meeting was to 
review the 1952 demonstration plot program and formulate recommen­
dations to the Research Project Committee. Members of the committee 
were R. C. Dyer, Chairman, Teacher at Grove City; K. N. Wilson, 
Teacher at Covington; R. C. Liming, Teacher at Owensville; R. W. 
Bergman, Teacher at Rushsylvania; and R. H. Wilson, Research Fellow. 
Those present for the meeting were Dyer, K. Wilson, Liming, and 
R. Wilson.
R. Wilson reported concerning developments in the corn demon­
stration plot program during 1952. A brief summary of the extent
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to which teachers had participated in the planned program was 
given, along with a report concerning the number of teachers and 
students having demonstration plots developed on an individual 
basis, outside of the 1952 plan.
Committee reaction to the overall 1952 program was favorable.
It was pointed out that the limited number of teachers cooperating 
by providing yield data for state summary reflected a probable 
teacher emphasis on the use of demonstration plots chiefly as a 
local teaching aid. The committee agreed in the belief that 
teachers did not as yet place greatest value on demonstration 
plots as a means of supplying experimental data which could be 
summarized on a statewide basis.
The committee felt that the fertilizer recommendations made at 
the University were generally too conservative, and it was noted 
that often many had provided for little increase over the practices 
currently being followed on the farm. The teaching aids, "The 
Nitrogen Balance Sheet" and "Corn Production Testing," were 
evaluated as having been of much value to teaching. The "Nitrogen 
Balance Sheet" was considered of aid to stressing the need for soil 
tests. The committee suggested that material supplied teachers 
should be sent earlier in the future and noted that the sheets for 
recording field data were generally received too late to be of great 
value.
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Among the several suggestions proposed by the teachers' advisory 
committee for consideration by the research project committee were 
the following recommendations concerning the program to be planned 
for 1953:
1. The corn demonstration plot program should be continued.
2. Wheat demonstrations should be added, specifically some 
relating to top-dressing.
3. Work should be initiated to develop demonstration pro­
grams involving the improvement of permanent pasture.
4. Recommendations for demonstrations should, if possible, 
be made by the teacher rather than at the University.
5. A procedure should be developed for teachers to follow 
in arriving at recommendations based on soil tests.
6. The design of plots should be changed to permit study 
of individual practices rather than several in 
combination,
7. The number of students to be conducting plots be left 
up to the judgment of the teacher.
As may be noted from the recommendations, the essential features 
of a program suggested for 1953 would be largely left up to the 
individual teacher, with the state programs becoming largely one of 
providing guidance and assistance through prepared teaching aids.
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The committee also urged that the value of soil tests be re­
emphasized, that time be allotted at the summer conference of 
teachers for a panel discussion by the Fulton County teachers who 
were making extensive use of demonstration plots, that the data 
sheets for summarizing plot results be revised and simplified, and 
that as many individual visits as possible be made to teachers 
during the coming crop season.
Final Plans for the State Program in 1953
On January 30, 1953, the Research Project Committee met to 
review the past year1s work and develop plans for the coming year. 
Committee members present were Ralph E. Bender, Chairman, R. J. 
Woodin, G. W. Volk, E. P. Reed, and R. H. Wilson. Those unable to 
attend were J. H. Sitterley, G. H. Stringfield, F. J. Salter, and
H. G. Kenestrick. Others in attendance were W. H. Wolf, Agricul­
tural Education; Earl Jones, Extension Agronomist; H. H. Tucker, 
Murry McJunkin, and Arron Baxter. A report of progress was 
presented and plans for the coming year were discussed. The 
recommendations of the teachers' committee were accepted.
The committee desired that the opportunity to have recommenda­
tions made at the University should be extended to those teachers 
who wished to avail themselves of the service. Members of the 
committee felt that while it was conceivably not feasible to have 
large numbers of recommendations being made at the University, the
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procedure which had been followed the preceding year was sound and 
should be continued for teachers desiring the assistance.
Further Aids to the Development and Evaluation of Demonstrations
In February, 1953, a new mimeograph entitled "Demonstration 
Plots for Improving Farm Practices" was developed. This publication 
provided suggestions aimed at encouraging teachers to develop local 
demonstration plots. Included were three simple plans for plot 
designs which could be used in developing demonstration plots in 
the corn enterprise.
Introduced with this publication was a new "Soil Fertility 
Inventory and Recommendation Sheet" together with instructions for 
its use in arriving at fertilizer recommendations appropriate to a 
particular project field. This teacher help was developed in 
answer to the request of the teachers' committee that some means 
be provided by which the teacher oould develop on their own 
fertilizer recommendations based upon accurate soil tests. A 
number of copies of this form hav.e been distributed to teachers 
and similar forms, varying slightly in the basic figures, have 
since appeared in publications originating in other states.
Also included with the mimeograph concerning demonstration 
plots were tables for use in calculating planting distances for 
desired stalk populations as well as aids to analyzing the yield
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data from demonstrations. Copies of these materials may be found in 
the Appendix, page 256.
In February of 1953* teachers -were encouraged to develop demon­
stration plots involving the top-dressing of wheat by a letter and 
mimeographed helps in which suggestions were provided concerning 
rates of application of nitrogen and other considerations. They 
were also informed that a mimeograph outlining methods of making 
yield checks would reach them prior to harvest time.
Publication of "Small Grain Production Testing"
In May, 1953, a second in the series of "production testing" 
mimeographs was sent to all teachers. In this publication, entitled 
"Small Grain Production Testing," were outlined simple procedures 
for making yield checks in wheat plots with the combine. Tables 
were included providing distances of combine travel for convenient 
acre fractions, as well as moisture conversion tables for use in 
calculating standard bushel weights. Perhaps because it detailed 
a practical means of making yield checks that avoided hand har­
vesting, it was readily accepted by teachers and many county agents 
as well. A oopy of this publication may be found in the Appendix, 
page 271.
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The Extent of Teacher and Student Participation 
in the Demonstration Plot Program in 1953
- In August of 1953 a survey was conducted to determine the 
number of teachers and students participating in local demonstration 
programs. A brief summary of the data is provided in Table 6.
TABLE 6
THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS 
CONDUCTING DEMONSTRATIONS BY ENTERPRISE AREAS 
943 STUDENTS - 1953
Percent of all Students Reported
Student
Group Corn Small Grain
Meadow 
and Pasture Miscellaneous Total
High
School 35 16 8 2 61
Adult or
Young
Farmer 18 12 8 1 39
Total 53 28 16 3 100
In examing the figures in Table 6, it may be noted that the 
greater emphasis placed upon the conduct of demonstrations by high 
school students was continuing from the previous year, though to a 
lesser degree. Whereas 66 percent were high school students in 1952, 
in 1953 the trend was down to 61 percent.
Perhaps the most significant change from the previous year is 
revealed by the increased emphasis on small grain plots. Student
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plots in the corn enterprise accounted for 78 percent of the total 
in 1952, while those in the small grains amounted to 18 percent.
In 1953, the number of students reported as having plots in corn 
dropped to 53 percent of the total, and those working with small 
grain plots increased to 28 percent.
While not revealed by the data in this particular table, it is 
worthwhile to note that the total number of students conducting plots 
had increased from 438 in 1952 to 943 in 1953.
Modification of the Research Project in 1953
On July 1 of 1953, a change in the personnel of the Research 
Fellowship became necessary. The position of Research Fellow which 
had been occupied by Richard H. Wilson was subsequently filled by 
Kenneth N. Wilson, formerly the teacher of vocational agriculture at 
Covington, Ohio, and a member of the Teachers' Committee for the 
state demonstration program.
At this time it seemed advisable to consider possible changes 
in the nature of the research project. Because there appeared to be 
a need to encourage a greater emphasis on the use of credit in 
connection with the farming programs of high school students, 
particularly with the crops enterprises, it was deemed advisable 
to include provisions for this aspect of farm management in the 
research project. This change involved no great modification of
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the overall operation of the project, but rather amounted to adding 
several major objectives.
The Revised Research Project
A copy of the title and the major objectives of the new research 
project follows:
DEVELOPING DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS 
FOR TEACHING FERTILITY AND OTHER CROPPING PRACTICES 
AND THE USE OF COMMERCIAL CREDIT 
IN CROP PRODUCTION
OBJECTIVES A. To stimulate the use of demonstration pro­
grams on farms of students of vocational 
agriculture of all three groups, high school, 
young and adult farmers, as a means of pro­
viding more convincing information relative 
to the worth of selected fertility and other 
improved cropping practices.
B. To promote the use of commercial credit in 
connection with demonstration programs as 
a means of financing improved cropping 
practices and providing opportunities for 
student experience in the use of commercial 
credit.
C. To demonstrate the effect of various fer­
tility and other improved cropping practices 
designed to make the best use of the student's 
particular soil productive capability, and
to develop maximum yields.
D. To demonstrate financing improved cropping 
practices by the use of commercial credit.
E. To develop and put into operation more 
accurate and systematic plans for the 
evaluation of the outcomes of various 
improved cropping practices by teachers 
and students of vocational agriculture of 
all age groups.
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F. To develop plans for the evaluation of 
the outcomes of the use of commercial cre­
dit in crop production,
G. To secure some indication of the value of 
local demonstration programs as aids in 
teaching improved cropping practices,
H. To secure some indication of the value of 
use of commercial credit in crop produc­
tion as an aid in teaching farm credit 
and financing improved practices,
I. To formulate suggestive patterns or 
plans which may be used by teachers of 
vocational agriculture and other agri­
cultural leaders in setting up and 
conducting demonstration programs and 
in making the results available to 
students and other interested persons 
in the community.
A copy of the complete text of the general plan for the revised 
research project may be found in the Appendix, page 278,
The Mew Research Pro.j ect Committee
With the change in the nature of the research project, the 
personnel of the original project committee was changed in keeping 
with the new emphasis upon the credit financing of certain cropping 
practices. The new committee included Ralph E. Bender, Chairman, 
Agricultural Education; G. W. Volk, Agronomy; Mervin Smith and 
Virgil Wertz, Agricultural Economics; R. J, Woodin and Willard 
Wolf, Agricultural Education; G. R. Gist, Earl Jones, and E. P. 
Reed, Agronomy Extension; D. B. Robinson, Supervisor in Extension; 
and W. G. Weiler, Supervisor of Vocational Agriculture.
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A meeting of the Research Project Committee was called in July, 
1953, to consider plans for a program which would fulfill the 
objectives of the new research project. Members of the committee 
who were present were: Bender, Chairman, Volk, Smith, Wertz,
Woodin, Wolf, Gist, Jones, and Reed. Others closely interested 
in the program who were present were H. H. Tucker, M. C. McJunkin, 
and A. Baxter of the Coke Oven Ammonia Research Bureau, and 0. E. 
Anderson of the Ohio Bankers Association.
R. H« Wilson presented a report concerning progress in the 
program of the initial research project. K. N. 'Wilson then 
directed a discussion relating to the directions in which the new 
program should be developed. It was generally agreed that emphasis 
should continue to be devoted to encouraging the use of demonstra­
tions by teachers of vocational agriculture. In addition, a number 
of selected teachers would be asked to participate in a program 
involving the use of local credit assistance in connection with 
crop production practices over and beyond those which would normally 
be planned for the crop projects of students. In such instances, a 
greater area, or acreage from the project field would be involved 
than was the case with the regular demonstration plots. The program 
was to be planned insofar as possible to result in the application 
of approved practices on a sound basis and a practical scale. 
Participation in the program by a number of local banks throughout 
Ohio would be sought through the offices of 0. E. Anderson.
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The New Program Presented to Teachers
It was hoped that as many as fifty selected teachers of voca­
tional agriculture would be able to take part in the program with 
approximately three high school students each. Some thirty teachers 
responded by indicating a willingness to participate.
As local programs were gotten underway and teachers sought to 
encourage students to take advantage of the opportunity to conduct 
trials involving the use of credit, some difficulties were 
encountered. In many cases, students did not wish to borrow away 
from home. In other cases, students failed to carry to completion 
their plans for trying new practices in their crop project, or 
were unwilling to risk borrowing funds to cover increased costs. 
While success was not achieved in developing the hoped-for trials 
in the use of credit in crop production, the new program did 
result in arousing somewhat the interest of teachers in providing 
further student experiences with credit. The resistance encountered 
in trying to initiate the use of credit in the demonstration pro­
gram tended to highlight the need for more student instruction in 
the use of credit as a production tool which would likely be among 
the first needs of the student who sought to become established in 
farming following graduation from school.
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Teaching Aid to Encourage Demonstrations in Wheat
In early September of 1953 > a brief mimeographed circular was 
prepared and mailed to all teachers for the purpose of encouraging 
more demonstration plots in wheat. This publication was authored by 
K. N. Wilson and in it were described simple techniques for devel­
oping plots which would not interfere greatly with the normal 
seeding practices followed on the farm. Information was also 
supplied teachers concerning the seeding of barley, thus meeting 
a need stimulated by the acreage control program which forced 
farmers to reduce plantings of wheat.
"Demonstration Plots Put Life in Crop Projects"
In April of 1954 a general mimeograph aimed at stimulating 
further interest in demonstration plots was prepared. This publi­
cation entitled, "Demonstration Plots Put Life in Crop Projects" 
outlined timely suggestions for demonstrations in all of the grain 
crops with particular emphasis devoted to the small grain enter­
prises. This mimeograph was supplied to all teachers.
"Production Testing of Pastures and Meadows"
In May of 1954 a third in the series of "production testing" 
bulletins was prepared. This mimeograph, developed by K. N. Wilson 
with the assistance of E. P. Reed, detailed a simple procedure which 
could be followed in making yield checks in pasture and meadow
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demonstrations. The publication entitled "Production Testing of 
Pastures and Meadows" provided instruction concerning the size of 
the area to be included in the sample, methods of harvesting, air 
drying, weighing and the calculation of yield estimates, together 
with the currently recommended practices which could be demonstrated 
in trial plots. Also included were sample data sheets for use in 
calculating the economic returns from practices tried in plots.
This teaching aid was also mailed to every teacher as well 
as a number of county extension agents. Copies of each of the above 
aids may be found in the Appendix, page 292.
The Number of Student Cooperators in 1954
In August of 1954 a survey was again conducted to determine 
the number of students who had demonstrations underway in each of 
the supervisory districts in the state. The results of that survey 
are summarized in Table 7.
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TABLE 7
THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS 
CONDUCTING DEMONSTRATION PLOTS BY ENTERPRISE AREAS 
1132 STUDENTS - 1954
Percent oJ" all Students Reported
Student
Group Corn Small Grain
Meadow 
and Pasture Miscellaneous Total
High
School 40 17 7 ■JHHHi- 64
Adult or
Young
Farmer 18 11 7 36
Total J58_... 28 14 ~ TV 100
•»b b b s - Four students
# One student
The survey revealed an overall net increase in the number of 
students having demonstrations underway; from 943 in 1953 to 1132 
in 1954. On the other hand, the number of teachers reporting 
demonstrations showed no appreciable increase, moving from 111 in 
1953 to 115 in 1954o Inasmuch as forty teachers reported demon­
stration programs for the first time, it was considered likely that 
some teachers had failed to report programs actually underway.
None the less, the increase in the number of students was considered 
adequate enough to indicate the value of the program conducted 
during the year and encourage further work.
The percentage of the demonstrations conducted in the different 
crop enterprise areas appeared to have changed relatively little 
from the previous year. In view of the emphasis seemingly desirable,
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the percentage of students having demonstrations in the pasture and 
meadow area was considered low.
Progress Reported to Research Project Committee
On December 15, 1953, a meeting of the Research Project 
Committee was called for the purpose of receiving reports of 
progress concerning the projects underway. Those of the committee 
present were: Bender, Chairman, Volk, Woodin, Smith, Wertz, Reed,
and K. N. Wilson. Others present were: Tucker, Mcjunkin, Baxter,
Anderson, and R. H. Wilson. R, H. Wilson provided a summary of 
the numbers of departments having demonstrations underway.
K. N. Wilson reported concerning the number of teachers who had 
indicated an interest in participating in the new project. He 
further indicated the probability, based upon reports received 
from teachers, that the number of high school students making use 
of credit to finance crop demonstrations would be insufficient to 
meet the needs of the research project. It was generally agreed 
that a preliminary program to develop interest and create a 
readiness for using credit in crops would be needed prior to the 
initiation of a project such as had been planned.
The committee agreed that the new project should be modified 
to permit the use of cost and production data from the demonstration 
programs already underway in the state. It was reasoned that from 
such data the economic potential for profit, as well as the economic
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risk involved in the use of certain practices could often be deter­
mined to a practical extent.
The committee was favorable to the overall developments of the 
demonstration plot program.
Summary
Recent developments in a demonstration plot program in voca­
tional agriculture in Ohio are briefly reviewed. For a number of 
years, teachers here and there had developed farm demonstrations 
in one or more crop enterprises. Several teachers in Ohio as well 
as in other states regarded the crop projects of students as 
providing an ideal opportunity for such an activity. A few 
conceived the idea that every crop project should provide for 
the trial of improved practices differing to some extent from 
those currently being used on the home farm. The educational 
value of the crop project, which reflected no more than the practices 
being used on the home farm, was being challenged.
In September of 1951 the Coke Oven Ammonia Research Bureau 
initiated a Research Fellowship with the Department of Agricultural 
Education for the purpose of encouraging the use of demonstration 
plots in connection with instruction in vocational agriculture. A 
primary objective of the research project developed in Ohio has 
been to "stimulate the use of demonstration plots on farms of
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3tudents of vocational agriculture of all three groups, high school, 
young and adult farmers, "
The program in the Department of Agricultural Education has 
been formulated as a "long-time research project" which seeks to 
determine the extent to which demonstration plots, included within 
the farming programs of the vocational agriculture student, will 
hasten the adoption of improved practices on the home farm. The 
first emphasis has been limited largely to the promotion of the 
demonstration plot idea, and to the development of methods and 
procedures which may be used by teachers in connection with such 
plots.
During the development of the program, the research project 
has benefited from the advice and guidance of a Research Project 
Committee which included representatives of the Experiment Station, 
the Department of Agronomy, the Department of Agricultural 
Economics, and the Department of Extension, as well as the Depart­
ment of Agricultural Education. Additional help has been received 
from a committee of teachers representing the Ohio Vocational 
Agricultural Teachers' Association.
In connection with the development of the program, a number of 
teaching aids have been prepared among which were:
"Demonstration Plots - Worth Trying"
"A Nitrogen Balance Sheet for Corn"
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"Corn Production Testing"
"Demonstration Plots for Improving Farm Practices"
"A Soil Fertility Inventory and Recommendation Sheet" 
"Small Grain Production Testing"
"Short Cuts to Wheat Fertility Plots"
"Demonstration Plots Put Life into Crops Projects" 
"Production Testing of Pastures and Meadows"
During the latter part of 1953, the research project was 
modified to include an emphasis upon the determination of the 
economic return from improved practices and the economic risk 
involved.
Over the three-year period covered in the study, the number 
of teachers reporting the use of demonstration plots had increased 
from 64 to 115, and the number of students reported had increased 
from 483 to 1132. While the statewide demonstration program had 
evidently resulted in a definite increase in the use of demonstra­
tion plots in vocational agriculture, continued and perhaps greater 
emphasis appeared desirable.
CHAPTER III
TEACHER EXPERIENCES WITH DEMONSTRATION PLOTS
In this chapter attention is devoted to a consideration of 
demonstration plots from the viewpoint of teachers of vocational 
agriculture who have had experience with the activity. There 
would seem to be little validity in an appraisal of a state demon­
stration program which failed to have regard for the opinions of 
those teachers involved. In the final analysis, the use of 
demonstration plots is most likely to be conditioned by the 
objectives teachers seek to accomplish and what they see taking 
place. Therefore, in this portion of the study the objectives of 
teachers for using demonstration plots are sought, along with the 
resulting accomplishments recognized by teachers.
Attention is also given to procedures found to work well in 
getting demonstration programs underway and circumstances favoring 
demonstrations, as well as difficulties encountered in initiating 
and carrying on programs. Lastly, the opinions of teachers 
regarding future emphasis on demonstration programs is considered.
Procedure Followed in Assembling Evidence
The teachers selected for this portion of the study were those 
who had reported experience with demonstration plots in 1952 or
- 93 -
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19531 anc* wl10 were continuing to teach in the same departments. One 
hundred eight teachers were selected for the inquiry.
In order to permit as much freedom of response as possible, it
was deemed advisable to make use of the open-end type of question­
naire. A copy of the questionnaire may be found in the Appendix, 
page 301, One follow-up letter was used.
Of the 108 teachers who received questionnaires, 62 responded. 
Two responses were unusable because of a failure to reply to 
questions as asked, or because the teacher felt his experience 
inadequate. Of the 46 teachers who failed to respond, 20 had 
reported fewer than two demonstrations in any one year.
The general attitude reflected in the responses was over­
whelmingly favorable towards demonstration plots. This judgment 
is based upon the impression gained from a study of those answers 
relating to the future emphasis to be placed upon demonstration 
plots. Only one teacher indicated a negative attitude, and this 
was a comment in regard to the time involved.
In light of the high, extent of agreement (98 percent favorable)
among the responses received, it is difficult to believe that the
failure to respond was conditioned by an -unfavorable attitude,
except in a possible minority of cases. Therefore, in view of
these considerations, as well as the nature of the questions
comprising the inquiry and the purpose for which the study was 
intended, the response was considered to be adequate and valid.
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Analysis of Data
Following receipt of the questionnaires from teachers, it 
was necessary to subjectively sort and classify answers and 
interpret intended meanings. In answering the questionnaire, 
each teacher had eighteen opportunities to respond to inquiry•
An individual response to a question would often include a number 
of ideas, ranging up to six or eight items. The highest total 
number was received in relation to the question concerning 
teacher objectives, with an average of 5«7 items per teacher.
In classifying answers into common categories, an attempt was 
made to extract intended meanings as accurately and as objectively 
as possible. In so doing, much of the vitality and feeling 
contained in the free response was lost and could not be reported 
in the study. Any single free response is considered to have 
significance by virtue of the fact that bias was less likely to be 
prompted by the ’’open-end" type of question. Therefore, categories 
having a limited number of responses are not necessarily less 
important.
The Purposes Teachers Sou^it to Achieve 
Through the Use of Demonstration Plots
Teachers are often considered to have their programs most 
appropriately planned when serious consideration has been given to 
meeting the educational and the agricultural needs of the community.
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What teachers do in terms of planning and carrying out local pro­
grams is quite apt to be determined by 'what they believe needs to 
be accomplished. Therefore, in planning and conducting a state 
demonstration plot program, it is only logical to turn to teachers 
for information concerning the ends best served by such a program. 
The validity of the combined opinions and appraisals provided by 
teachers who have had experience with demonstration programs should 
be subject to little challenge in view of the purpose to be served.
In Table 8 are provided data concerning the overall objectives 
which teachers sought to achieve when they started to make use of 
demonstration plots. The objectives resulted from classifying and 
summarizing all answers to the questions: "When you first decided
to try the use of demonstration plots in your teaching program, 
what did you expect to accomplish - with high school students? - 
with parents? - with adult or young farmer students? - with the 
community as a whole?"
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TABLE 8
A CLASSIFICATION OF 
THE OBJECTIVES OF TEACHERS 
USING DEMONSTRATION PLOTS
Objectives
Frequency 
of Mention
Percent 
of Total
1. Secure acceptance or use of new 
practices 79 23
2. Demonstrate or promote new 
practices 52 15
3. Stimulate farm trial of new 
practices 45 13
4. Provide local data for educational 
purposes 31 9
5. Stimulate or increase class interest 
or under standing. 29 9
6. Develop understanding of experimen­
tal procedures 18 5
7. Improve parent-vo-ag program 
relationships 17 5
8. Improve crop yields, production, 
farm income 15 4
9. Publicize the vo-ag-F.F.A. program 14 4
10. Increase parent interest in farming 
programs 9 3
11. Increase parent confidence in boy 
ability and management 9 3
12. Provide students actual experience 
with new practices 7 2
13. Promote community understanding of 
vo-ag program 6 2
14. Improve parent-son relationships 4 1
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TABLE 8 (Continued)
Objectives
Frequency 
of Mention
Percent 
of Total
15. Increase value of teacher visits 
on home farm 3 1
16. Promote adult or young farmer 
program 3 1
17. Other 2 1
Total 347
No Response or No Experience 0
Referring to the data in the table, it should be noted that 
the first six objectives may be quite generally classed as educa­
tional, and that their positions above others in the list seems 
logical and acceptable.
The top position gained by the first objective, "Secure 
acceptance or use of new practices," would appear to have con­
siderable significance. The fact that this objective ranked first 
for each of the separate groups except high school students, where 
it ranked fourth, tends to indicate that it may be one of the 
purposes uppermost in the minds of agricultural educators who are 
in direct contact with the farm. Yet relatively little research 
has been done concerning the farmer acceptance of new practices.
In view of the emphasis placed upon participation experience 
in vocational agriculture, the writer was somewhat surprised to 
note the rather low position of the objective, "Provide students
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actual experience with new practices." However, of the seven 
responses recorded under this objective, six were in reference to 
the high school group where such emphasis would seem most logical. 
Actually, this objective overlaps the one ranking in third place, 
"Stimulate farm trial of new practices," since both could tend to 
accomplish the same end.
Among those objectives ranking lower in the list are a number 
which pertained more to specific groups, such as parents or adults, 
and were less likely to receive a high total number of mentions.
It was somewhat surprising to find responses included under, 
"Increase value or purpose for teacher visits on the home farm," 
mentioned so infrequently. One of the values attributed to demon­
strations has been that they provide purpose for visits to the 
home farms of high school students, particularly during the summer 
months. Those teachers who mentioned this purpose did so in 
relation to parents or the adult group.
Teachers* Objectives for Using Demonstration Plots;
Relative to High School Students
The crop projects of high school students should provide an 
exceptional opportunity for the development of demonstration 
programs. In this respect they could provide a means of causing 
the educational aspects of such projects to assume more meaningful 
proportions. In Table 9 are provided the objectives applicable to
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high school students ranked in respect to the frequency of mention 
in the open-end responses of teachers.
TABLE 9
A CLASSIFICATION OF THE 
OBJECTIVES OF TEACHERS USING DEMONSTRATION PLOTS; 
RELATIVE TO HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
Ob.i ectives
Frequency 
of Mention
Percent 
of Total
1. Demonstrate or promote new 
practices 21 19
2. Stimulate or increase class 
interest or understanding 20 18
3. Stimulate farm trial of new 
practices 17 15
4. Secure acceptance or use of new - 
practices 17 15
5. Develop understanding of 
experimental procedures 15 13
6. Provide local data for educational 
purposes 12 11
7. Provide students actual experience 
with new practices 6 5
8. Improve crop yields, production, 
farm income 5 4
Total 113
No Response or No Experience 0
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Insofar as high school students were concerned, teachers 
mentioned most frequently the objective, "Stimulate or increase 
class interest or understanding." The educator who holds that the 
first allegiance of the teacher of vocational agriculture is to 
his "all day" students will be pleased by the position of this 
objective because it appears to reflect an appropriate instructional 
emphasis for these students.
The position of the lowest ranking objective, "Improve crop 
yields, production, farm income" does not seem particularly 
unreasonable. The relatively low number of teachers who supplied 
responses which could be grouped with this objective is worth 
noting, in view of the usual emphasis in vocational agriculture 
upon the value of crop projects as a means of supplying cash income 
for students. Very likely, many teachers would agree to the need 
for improvement on the home farm implied by this objective even 
though it was not thought of at the time of responding to the 
question.
Teachers1 Objectives for Using Demonstration Plots;
Relative to Parents of High School Students
Because of the nature of his association with the parents and 
the home farms of students, the teacher can hardly escape a recog­
nition of certain needs to be remedied. Table 10 provides an 
indication of purposes teachers hoped demonstration plots would 
serve in relation to the parents of high school students.
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TABLE 10
A CLASSIFICATION OF THE
OBJECTIVES OF TEACHERS FOR USING DEMONSTRATION PLOTS j
RELATIVE TO PARENTS OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
Objectives
Frequency 
of Mention
Percent 
of Total
1. Secure acceptance or use of 
new practices 29 30
2. Improve parent-vo-ag program 
relationships 17 18
3. Demonstrate or promote new 
practices 12 12
4. Increase parent interest in 
farming programs 9 9
5. Increase parent confidence in 
boy ability and management 8 8
6. Stimulate farm trial of new 
practices 8 8
7. Provide local data for educational 
purposes 7 8
8. Improve parent-son relationships 4 4
9. Increase value of teacher visits 
on home farm 2 3
10. Develop understanding of experi­
mental procedures 1 1
Total 97
No Response or No Experience 0
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The objective in first place, "Secure Acceptance or Use of 
New Practices," might well have been expected to achieve this 
position. The second objective, "Improve parent-vo-ag program 
relationships," is the more significant to the writer by virtue 
of its unexpected appearance as a desired outcome of demonstration 
plots, as well as its relatively high position in the list.
The fourth ranking objective might have been expected to 
achieve first or second place in view of the usual concerns and 
problems of the teacher. The fifth objective, "Increase parent 
confidence in boy ability and management," was another unexpected 
objective. It becomes the more significant because it was 
mentioned independently by more than 10 percent of the teachers.
Teachersf Objectives for Using Demonstration Plots;
Relative to Adult or Young Farmer Students
Not all teachers who responded to the questionnaire would have 
had adult programs. However, eighty percent reported objectives 
for using demonstrations with adult or young farmer students.
Table 11 provides the relative position of the general objectives 
as they pertained to this group.
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TABLE 11
A CLASSIFICATION OF THE
OBJECTIVES OF TEACHERS FOR USING DEMONSTRATION PLOTS;
RELATIVE TO ADULT OR YOUNG FARMER STUDENTS
Objectives
Frequency 
of Mention
Percent 
of Total
1. Secure acceptance or use of 
new practices 18 26
2. Stimulate farm, trial of new 
practices 13 19
3. Demonstrate or promote new 
practices 11 15
4. Provide local data for educational 
purposes 10 14
c Stimulate or increase class interest 
or understanding 9 13
6. Improve crop yields, production, 
farm income 4 6
7. Develop understanding of experi­
mental procedures 3 4
8. Increase value of teacher visits 
on home farm 1 1
9. Provide students actual experience 
with new practices 1 1
10. Promote adult or young farmer 
program 1 1
Total 71
No Response or No Experience 12
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All of the first three objectives deal with the use of new 
practices, and together they account for 60 percent of the 
responses.
Again, the first objective was to "Secure acceptance or use 
of new practices." The objective relating to class interest and 
understanding ranked fifth as compared to second in respect to 
high school students. Those teachers who made mention of demon­
strations in relation to classroom instruction were quite likely 
concerned with securing local data concerning new practices, and 
thus there may be an overlapping of emphasis in the third and 
fourth objectives.
Of some interest is the low position of the objective, "Promote 
adult or young farmer program." Most likely, the use of demonstra­
tion often grows out of organized adult programs, however it seems 
possible for the activity to provide stimulation to on-going 
programs.
Teachers1 Objectives for Using Demonstration Plots;
Relative to the Community as a Whole
In Table 12 are provided the objectives which teachers hoped 
would be accomplished generally in the community through the use of 
demonstration plots.
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TABLE 12
A CLASSIFICATION OF THE
OBJECTIVES OF TEACHERS FOR USING DEMONSTRATION PLOTSj
RELATIVE TO THE COMMUNITY AS A WHOLE
Ob.i ectives
Frequency 
of Mention
Percent 
of Total
1, Secure acceptance or use of 
new practices 15 23
2. Publicize the vo-ag-F.F.A. 
program 14 21
3. Demonstrate or promote new 
practices 10 15
4# Stimulate farm trial of new 
practices 7 11
5. Promote community understanding 
of vo-ag program 6 9
6. Improve crop yields, production, 
farm income 6 9
7. Provide local data for educational 
purposes 2 3
8. Promote adult or young farmer 
program 2 3
9. Increase parent confidence in boy 
ability and management 1 2
10. Other 2 3
Total 66
No Response or No Experience 12
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Of most significance in this table is the second objective, 
"Publicize the vo-ag-F.F.A. program." This particular function of 
demonstration plots had not been anticipated when the statewide 
program was being planned. Likewise, the fifth objective had been 
little expected among the responses of teachers, at least not to 
the extent of achieving the relative position attained.
Objectives one, three, and four deal with the use of new 
practices, and altogether received nearly half of the total number 
of responses. Items two, five, and eight are more of a public 
relations nature, and together account for one-third of the responses*
Objectives Accomplished by Teachers 
Through the Use of Demonstration Plots
The continued use of demonstration plots will rest in no little 
measure upon the extent to which teachers believe worthwhile objec­
tives have been accomplished. In Table 13 are listed the overall 
accomplishments of demonstration plots as reported by teachers.
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TABLE 13
A CLASSIFICATION OF THE 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS RESULTING FROM 
THE USE OF DEMONSTRATION PLOTS
Accomplishments
Frequency 
of Mention
Secure acceptance or use of 
new practices
Stimulate or increase class 
interest or understanding
Provide local data for educational 
purposes
Stimulate farm trial of new 
practices
Improve parent-vo-ag program 
relationships
Promote community understanding 
of vo-ag program
Improve crop yields, production, 
farm income
Develop understandings of experi­
mental procedures
Demonstrate or promote new 
practices
Increase parent interest in 
farming programs
Improve parent-son relationships
Provide students actual experience 
with new practices
Increase parent confidence in boy 
ability and management
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26
17
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14
12
9
7
7
6
4
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TABLE 13 (Continued)
Accomplishments
Frequency 
of Mention
Percent 
of Total
14. Publicize the vo-ag-F.F.A. 
program 2 1
15. Increase value of teacher visits 
on home farm 1 ■ft
16. Promote adult or young farmer 
program 1
17. Other 21 7
Total 294
No Comment---T-—-- t-3---- ■ -------- 0
■;:'Less than
It appears of considerable significance that the accomplish­
ment, "Secure acceptance or use of new practices" ranked at the 
top of the list by reason of being mentioned so frequently. The 
same item ranked first in the list of objectives. It would seem 
likely that teachers who desire to use demonstration plots for 
this particular purpose might well do so with excellent chances 
for success.
All of the items that were in the top five positions as 
objectives, with the exception of the second, are again so found 
in the list of accomplishments, though in slightly differing order. 
Actually the second objective, "Demonstrate or promote new 
practices," which appears lower in this list, seems more of a 
reason for using plots rather than an objective to be accomplished.
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Therefore, it would be difficult to measure, except perhaps as the 
outcomes were reflected in other accomplishments.
To teachers interested in improving classroom teaching, the 
relative position of the item, "Stimulate or increase class 
interest or understanding," will be significant. It ranked 
second as an accomplishment, as contrasted to fourth as an 
objective.
Of interest also is the relative importance of the item, 
"Improve parent-vo-ag program relationships." It moved from a 
relative rank of seventh as an objective to fifth position as an 
accomplishment of demonstration plots.
The greatest difference from the position of an item as an 
objective occurred in the case of the accomplishment in sixth 
place, "Promote community understanding of vo-ag program,"
This item rested in twelfth position as an objective.
What Teachers Accomplished with High School Students 
by the Use of Demonstrations
In Table 14 are listed the accomplishments teachers reported 
for the high school group.
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TABLE 14
A CLASSIFICATION OF THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
RESULTING FROM THE USE OF DEMONSTRATION PLOTS;
RELATIVE TO HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
Accomplishments
Frequency 
of Mention
Percent 
of Total
1. Stimulate or increase class 
interest or understanding 29 28
2. Secure acceptance or use of 
new practices 27 26
3. Provide local data for educa­
tional purposes 11 11
4. Stimulate farm trial of new 
practices 10 10
5. Improve crop yields, production, 
farm income 6 6
6. Provide students actual experience 
with new practices 6 6
7. Develop understandings of experi­
mental procedures 4 4
Total 102
No Comment 5
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In spite of having been the number one objective, "Demonstrate 
or promote new practices" was not listed once as an accomplishment, 
relative to high school students. Earlier comment was made 
relative to the possibility that this objective was reflected in 
other named accomplishments.
"Stimulate or increase class interest or understanding," 
listed second as an objective, was given first place as an accomp­
lishment. Nearly one-third of the teachers mentioned outcomes 
that fell within this objective.
"Provide local data for educational purposes" moved upward 
from sixth as an objective to third as an accomplishment.
Teachers who are conscious of a need for improved yields in 
the crop projects of students may wish to try demonstrations in 
view of the accomplishments noted by six of the teachers who 
responded.
What Teachers Accomplished with Parents 
of High School Students 
Through the Use of Demonstration Plots
Accomplishments with parents of high school students resulting 
from the use of demonstration plots are reported in Table 15.
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TABLE 15
A CLASSIFICATION OF THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
RESULTING FROM THE USE OF DEMONSTRATION PLOTS;
RELATIVE TO PARENTS OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
Accomplishments
Frequency 
of Mention
Percent 
of Total
1. Secure acceptance or use of 
new practices 18 24
2. Improve parent-vo-ag program 
relationships 17 22
3. Increase parent interest in 
farming programs 7 9
A. Improve parent-son relationships 7 9
5. Provide local data for educational 
purposes 6 8
6. Stimulate farm trial of new 
practices 5 7
7. Demonstrate or promote new 
practices 5 7
8. Increase parent confidence in boy 
ability and management 4 5
9. Develop understandings of experi­
mental procedures 3 4
10. Other 4 5
Total 76
No Comment 15
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The first ranking accomplishment, "Secure acceptance or use of 
new practices," represented also the first ranking objective of 
teachers. The responses classed with this item represented nearly 
one-fourth of all responses and were reported by 40 percent of the 
teachers responding.
The second ranking accomplishment should interest many teachers. 
More than one-fifth of all responses could be classed under item 
two, "Improve parent-vo-ag program relationships," reported by 38 
percent of the teachers who responded. The item is the more sig­
nificant to the author because it was not foreseen as an outcome 
of demonstration plots likely to be strongly emphasized.
Another item which appears to have materialized to an extent 
greater than hoped for by teachers was "Improve parent-son 
relationships." Listed seventh as an objective, the item ranked 
third as an outcome of the use of demonstrations.
One item mentioned low in the list as an objective, "Increase 
value of teacher visits on home farm" failed to receive recognition 
as an accomplishment of demonstrations.
Accomplishments with Adult or Young Farmer Students
In Table 16 are listed the items representing the accomplish­
ments of demonstration plots with adult or young farmer students.
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TABLE 16
A CLASSIFICATION OF THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
RESULTING FROM THE USE OF DEMONSTRATION PLOTS;
RELATIVE TO ADULT AND YOUNG FARMER STUDENTS
Accomplishments
Frequency 
of Mention
Percent 
of Total
1. Secure acceptance or use of 
new practices 22 32
2. Stimulate or increase class 
interest or understanding 15 22
3. Provide local data for educational 
purposes 9 13
4. Stimulate farm trial of new 
practices 6 9
5. Improve crop yields, production, 
farm income 5 7
6. Develop understandings of experi­
mental procedures 5 7
7. Publicize the vo-ag-F.F.A. program 2 3
8. Other 3 4
Total 68
No Comment 23
Ranking first as an accomplishment is the item 'which received 
an impressive total number of responses. "Secure acceptance or 
use of new practices" accounted for comments made by 60 percent of 
the teachers responding to the question, and one-third of all 
responses relative to accomplishments with adults or young farmers.
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Item 2, "Stimulate class interest or understanding" ranked 
fifth as an objective and second as an accomplishment. Demonstrations 
would appear likely to provide a definite help in connection with 
adult class instruction concerning many of the crops which allow for 
simple farm trials.
"Provide local data for educational purposes," another help 
for class and farm instruction, ranked third as an accomplishment, 
whereas it had been fourth as an objective. The change in position 
is not regarded so significant as is the retention of position among 
the top five.
An accomplishment never mentioned as an objective in connec­
tion with adults was Item 7, "Publicize vo-ag, F.F.A. program."
The item, "Promote adult or young farmer program," which 
ranked eighth as an objective, received no mention as an accomplish­
ment in spite of the fact that a number of teachers reported more 
interesting classes as a result of demonstration programs.
Accomplishments with the Community as a Whole 
Resulting from Demonstration Plots
The influence of demonstration programs is not limited to the 
classes and the home farms of the students. Improvement in the farming 
practices of others in the community likewise resulted, according to 
comments of the teachers responding.
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In Table 17 are noted the accomplishments in the community as 
a result of demonstration programs.
TABLE 17
A CLASSIFICATION OF THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
RESULTING FROM THE USE OF DEMONSTRATION PLOTS; 
RELATIVE TO THE COMMUNITY AS A WHOLE
Ac compli s hment s
Frequency 
of Mention
Percent 
of Total
1. Promote community understanding 
of vo-ag program 16 33
2. Secure acceptance or use of new 
practices 13 26
3. Stimulate farm trial of new practices 5 10
4. Demonstrate or promote new practices 4 8
5. Improve crop yields, production, 
farm income 3 6
6. Provide local data for educational 
purposes 1 2
7. Promote adult or young farmer program 1 2
8. Other 5 10
Total 48
No Comment 27
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Teachers found the use of demonstration plots promoted commun­
ity understanding of the local program of vocational agriculture, 
as may be noted from the response to Item 1. More than half of 
the 33 teachers responding to the question mentioned this 
ac complis hme nt.
It appears significant that 40 percent of the teachers re­
sponding found that demonstration plots resulted in the acceptance 
or use of new practices by farmers in the community not necessarily 
enrolled in classes.
A corollary accomplishment may be noted in Item 8, "Increase 
crop yields, production, farm income," which ranked sixth as an 
objective and fifth as an accomplishment.
Procedures Used by Teachers 
to Initiate Demonstration Programs with High School Students
Of interest to teachers who are giving consideration to the 
development of demonstration programs are the procedures found to 
work well by those who have had such programs underway. These 
are listed in Table 18, grouped by the overall areas into which 
most seemed best to be placed.
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TABLE 18
PROCEDURES USED TO ENCOURAGE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
TO CONDUCT DEMONSTRATION PLOTS
Procedure
Frequency 
of Mention Percent
A. Class Activities
1. Experiments and demonstrations 
explained and discussed in class 22 22
2. Summarize results of previous 
plots in class 10 10
3. Students challenged to try new 
ideas and improved practices, 
curiosity aroused 9 9
4. Students first plan and conduct 
a Chapter plot 7 7
5» Class observes demonstrations 
via field trips or slides 5 5
6. Class sets up plots on field trips 2 2
B. Farming Programs
1. Students required to have demon­
stration in crop projects 4 4
2. Students encouraged to have
demonstrations in crop projects 3 3
3. Plots considered as supplementary 
farm practices 2 2
4. Plots considered as improvement 
projects 1 1
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TABLE 18 (Continued)
Procedure
Frequency 
of Mention Percent
C. Teacher
1. Provides assistance to 
individuals 4 4
2. Explains to parents; secures 
cooperation 2 2
3. Makes frequent home visits 2 2
D. Miscellaneous
1. Provide materials, seed, fer­
tilizer, etc.-, free or at low 
cost; have help of local 
distributors 13 13
2. Keep demonstrations simple 8 8
3. Encourage competition; provide 
awards; publicity 3 3
4. Ask selected students to conduct 
demonstrations 2 2
5. Plan for time to get work done 1 1
Total 100
No Response or No Experience 0
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It is significant that the most commonly used class activity 
has to do with the discussion and explanation of experiments and 
demonstrations. Recognizing the extent to which most teachers are 
in the habit of using data from the Experiment Station in class 
discussions, it would seem a logical move to relate this work to 
activities of a similar nature which may be carried out in crop 
projects.
Likewise, the use of data from plots conducted by students over 
previous years, noted in Item 2, in connection with the study of 
practices to be followed, provides a natural lead to stimulating 
more interest in demonstration work.
Under the area of "farming programs" are grouped items which 
provide an idea of the varying teacher emphasis placed upon demon­
stration plots. There could be little question but what the first 
item involving the requirement of demonstration plots in all crop 
projects would be effective in securing numbers of demonstrations, 
if it were enforced. Item 2, "Students encouraged to have
demonstrations .... ," represents what seems a more logical position
and one which may result in many sound programs in the long run.
In the list specifically pertaining to the teachers' active 
participation, the low frequency of the mention of home visits is 
somewhat surprising in view of the benefit such visits would seem 
to provide toward the success of demonstration programs. Super­
vision and assistance as indicated by Items 1 and 3 would seem
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definitely required if the student is to learn most from working with 
demons trations.
Among the "miscellaneous" suggestions, the first two items 
desc-rve specific consideration. The first regarding the need for 
provision of materials has been heard frequently. It is to be 
hoped that most students could be brought to see the need for 
meeting the costs of trying new ideas on the same practical basis, 
and assuming the same risks, as does the progressive farmer in 
the normal operation of his business. While the supplying of free 
materials may be justified on the grounds that the end justifies 
the means, teachers should not lose sight of the beneficial 
learning experiences lost to the student who assumes so little 
of the economic risk.
The item concerning the encouragement of competition is one 
which may well deserve further attention, judging from the success 
being achieved by the few teachers making use of this procedure. 
Noteworthy benefits to the community as well as to the local 
agricultural program appear to be resulting from the stimulant 
provided by the "100 Bushel Corn Club" developed by the Canal 
Winchester Department of Vocational Agriculture.
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Procedures Used by Teachers 
to Initiate Demonstration Programs 
•with Adult and Young Farmer Students
While the students in adult programs are more realistically 
faced with farming problems, the general procedures involved in 
interesting students in demonstration programs should differ little 
from those used with a younger group. This opinion is supported 
somewhat by the general similarity of the responses to like items 
found both in the preceding table and in Table 19 which follows.
TABLE 19
PROCEDURES USED TO ENCOURAGE ADULT OR YOUNG FARMER STUDENTS 
TO CONDUCT DEMONSTRATION PLOTS
Procedure
Frequency 
of Mention Percent
A. Class Activities
1. Experiments and demonstrations 
explained and discussed in class 17 28
2. Appeal to desire to increase 
income 7 11
3. Summarize results of previous 
plots in class 6 10
Students challenged to try new 
ideas, new practices on their 
farms 5 8
5. Students experienced with demon­
strations used as resource persons 3 5
6. Class observes demonstrations via 
field trips, tours 2 3
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TABLE 19 (Continued)
Procedure
Frequency 
of Mention Percent
B. Teacher
1. Provides assistance to 
individuals 3 5
2. Plots on teachers1 farm or 
school farm 3 5
3. Agrees to have yield checks made 1 2
C. Miscellaneous
1. Provide materials, seed, fer­
tilizer, etc., free or at low 
costj have help of local 
distributors 5 8
2. Keep demonstrations simple 3 5
3. Encourage competition, provide 
awards, publicity 3 5
4. Ask selected students conduct 
demonstrations 1 2
5. Cooperate in county agronomy 
(extension) demonstration program 1 2
Total 60
No Response or No Experience 22
Again the discussion of experiments and demonstrations in 
class appears to be the most commonly used means of promoting 
interest in demonstration plots.
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When -working with adult students, the teacher does not have 
the same opportunity provided by the farming programs of the high 
school students. On the other hand, these students are perhaps 
more vitally interested in learning ways of increasing farm 
income. Teachers appear to find this a desirable lead to securing 
interest in demonstration plots, judging from the response to 
Item 2.
Again, several teachers report the provision for free or low 
cost supplies and materials an aid to stimulating demonstration 
programs. The practice could have the effect of causing local 
demonstration programs to become too greatly dependent upon the 
availability of such supplies. Such programs could stand in 
danger of collapse when such support on the part of local 
distributors was withdrawn.
Conditions Contributing to the Development of
Local Demonstration Programs with High School Students
In any community in which a department of vocational agricul­
ture is situated, there conceivably exists certain conditions 
favoring the development of demonstration programs. It remains for 
these to be recognized and capitalized upon by the teacher. As an 
aid to this end, teachers experienced with demonstration work were 
asked to name some of the circumstances which they had found most 
favorable to such programs.
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In Table 20 are listed the responses of teachers concerning 
conditions favoring demonstration programs which involve high 
school students.
TABLE 20
CIRCUMSTANCES OR CONDITIONS FOUND BY TEACHERS 
TO BE HELPFUL WHEN STARTING DEMONSTRATIONS 
WITH HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
Circumstances or Conditions
Frequency 
of Mention Percent
A. Students
1. Were much interested 12 23
2. Received help from teacher in 
planning and starting plot 6 11
3. Voluntarily conducted plots 5 10
A o Were allowed school time to 
work on projects 3 6
B. Parents
1. Were progressive, cooperative, 
or adult students 10 19
C. Miscellaneous
1. Materials, machinery, labor, 
no problem 6 11
2. Record charts used 3 6
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TABLE 20 (Continued)
Circumstances or Conditions
Frequency 
of Mention Percent
3. Other
a. Plots considered improve­
ment projects
b. Plots a vo-ag requirement
c. Plots considered part of 
regular part of vo-ag 
programs
d. A Chapter plot used
e. Trials were kept simple
f. Activity publicized
g. Field trips were made
7 13
Total 52
No Response or No Experience 21
The top item in the list relating the need for interested 
students seems so obvious as to call for little discussion. The 
number of responses to the item mentioned next most frequently 
points up the important part played by parents who are open- 
minded and understanding of the educational benefits which may 
result from demonstration programs. The implication that parents 
who are enrolled in the adult program are more often of a pro­
gressive nature may have some significance in truth. More likely, 
however, the teachers who so responded were thinking in terms of 
parents enrolled in an adult program where they also were being 
interested in demonstration plots.
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Conditions Aiding the Development of Demonstration Programs 
Involving the Adult and Young Parmer Students
In Table 21 is provided a summary of the answers of teachers 
to inquiry concerning conditions under which least difficulty was 
experienced in starting demonstration programs with adult or young 
farmer students.
TABLE 21
CIRCUMSTANCES OR CONDITIONS FOUND BY TEACHERS 
TO BE HELPFUL WHEN STARTING DEMONSTRATIONS 
WITH ADULT OR YOUNG FARMER STUDENTS
Circumstances or Conditions
Frequency 
of Mention Percent
A. Students
1. Appreciated purpose, need, 
value of plots 9 39
2. Were former high school, veteran 
or adult students 3 12
3. Were progressive farmers 2 8
4. Had full management of farm 2 8
5. Were assisted in getting plots 
started 2 8
B. Miscellaneous
1. Materials, equipment, labor, 
etc., were provided 2 8
2. Other 4 17
Total 24
No Response or No Experience 36
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Only 24 teachers responded to the query relating to adult pro­
grams as compared to 39 who responded relative to the high school 
students. A number indicated insufficient experience to provide a 
basis for answer. Nevertheless, the responses are believed to 
have significance as indicators of direction for attention.
The importance of thorough discussion in class, brought out 
earlier in Tables 18 and 19, is again emphasized by the teachers’ 
mention of the necessity for student appreciation of the purpose, 
need, or value of demonstration plots. It should be pointed out 
that the classroom is not the only place where such understanding 
can be secured. Teacher contact with farmers on an individual 
basis during farm visits has very likely resulted in the develop­
ment of many demonstration plots.
Difficulties Encountered by Teachers 
When Starting Demonstrations 
Involving High School Students
No doubt many of the teachers who responded have profited from 
their experience and now are able to avoid many of the difficulties 
encountered at one time or another. In order that others likewise 
may benefit, those problems most frequently encountered are reported 
in Table 22.
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TABLE 22
DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED BY TEACHERS
WHEN STARTING DEMONSTRATIONS;
WITH PLOTS INVOLVING HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
Difficulties
Frequency 
of Mention Percent
A. Students
1. Poor planning, lack of under­
standing 7 8
2. Resistance to change, new 
ideas, practices 6 7
3. Fail to appreciate value of 
plots 5 6
4. Lack of finances, cost of plot 5 6
5. Dislike extra labor involved 4 5
6. Undependable in care of plots 1 1
B. Parents
1. Resistance to change, new 
ideas, practices a 9
2. Uncooperative, reluctant to 
provide opportunity 8 9
3. Fail to recognize need for, value 
of plots for teaching 6 7
4. Object to time required 4 5
5. Object to cost of materials 
required 2 2
TABLE 22 (Continued)
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Difficulties
Frequency 
of Mention Percent
C. Miscellaneous
1. Failure to accurately follow 
plans 8 9
2. Lack of materials, seed, 
fertilizer, equipment, etc. 7 8
3. Inaccurate yield check or 
failure to check 4 5
4. Need for close supervision 4 5
5. Influence of soil and weather 
variables 3 4
6. Conflict with school 3 4
Total 75
No Response or No Experience 2
Note: Two responses of no difficulty
An overall appraisal of the problems reported prompts the 
opinion that a sizable number of these difficulties may be avoided 
through careful instruction and preparation of the student for 
work involving demonstrations.
"Poor planning or lack of understanding" on the part of 
students ranked as the most frequently reported cause of problems 
with high school students. Generally, these and the other 
problems involving such students would seem subject to solution 
by more thorough or additional classroom and individual instruction,
and the careful selection of student cooperators, assuming the 
teacher is able to devote the additional time and attention 
necessary.
Most of the problems concerning parents involve the factors 
of attitudes and understandings. Patient and tactful instruction 
by the teacher may help, but probably the most logical answer for 
beginning programs lies in the more careful selection of home 
situations. Once a successful demonstration program is underway, 
parent attitudes should become less of a problem. This conclusion 
is based upon the information reported earlier in the accomplish­
ment of demonstration plots with parents where the second ranking 
item related to the improvement of parent-vo-ag program relation­
ships.
The need for close supervision is listed as a problem and 
well it could be during the season of the year when many plots 
are being started. Perhaps the answer for the busy teacher lies 
in limiting the size of the demonstration program. Generally, 
the increased number of home farm visits attendant to the need 
may, in a sense, become an advantage of demonstration work, 
rather than a problem.
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Difficulties Encountered by Teachers 
When Initiating Demonstration Programs 
Involving Adult and Young Farmer Students
Many of the problems confronting teachers as they undertake 
to make use of demonstrations with adults would be expected to be 
similar to those occurring in work with high school students.
This would be particularly true insofar as parents were involved 
in the work. It is further evident from a study of Table 23 that 
many problems are inherent with demonstration plots per se, no 
matter what group of individuals are involved.
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TABLE 23
DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED BY TEACHERS
WHEN STARTING DEMONSTRATIONS;
WITH PLOTS INVOLVING ADULT OR YOUNG FARMER STUDENTS
Difficulty
Frequency 
of Mention Percent
A. Students
1. Object to time, trouble, 
involved 9 21
2. Poor planning, lack of under­
standing, include too many 
variables 6 14
3. Fail to accurately follow plans 6 14
4. Object to cost or labor involved 5 12
5. Fail to check yields, or make 
inaccurate checks 5 12
6. Resistance to change, new ideas, 
practices 4 10
7. Fail to appreciate value of plots 2 5
8. Inertia, slow to get started 2 5
9. Landlord resistance to change, 
new ideas 2 5
10. Fear of neighbors' ridicule in 
event of poor outcome 1 2
Total 42
No Response or No Experience 28
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Problems common to demonstration work involving either adult or 
high school students are illustrated by the item, "Poor planning or 
lack of understanding." This item was the second most frequently 
mentioned problem with adults and ranked first with high school 
students•
"Failure to accurately follow plans" and "Failure to check 
yields" were also problems frequently mentioned and commonly 
associated with both groups. The three items being considered 
accounted for 28 percent of all the responses concerning problems 
in getting older students started with demonstrations. Again, 
additional class and individual instruction seems an evident 
solution worthy of trial.
The problem area ranking at the top of the list concerns 
"objections to the time, trouble, and labor involved." Very 
likely such objections are encountered frequently when attempting 
to interest farmers in demonstrations, or when the time to lay 
out plots comes during the busy planting season, and more fre­
quently still, when the need for checking yields arrives at the 
peak of the harvest season.
Difficultie s Encountered by Teachers 
Once Demonstration Programs Were Underway 
with High School Students
Problems encountered once demonstration programs involving high 
school students are underway are revealed by the responses listed in 
Table 24.
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TABLE 24
DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED BY TEACHERS
AFTER DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS WERE STARTED;
WITH PLOTS INVOLVING HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
Difficulty
Frequency 
of Mention Percent
A. Students
1. Failed to accurately follow 
plans 14 14
2. Failed to accurately check 
yields 14 14
3. Lacked understanding, loss of 
interest, indifference 9 9
4. Satisfied with visible results 5 5
B. Parents
1. Object to time required by plots, 
yield checks 15 15
2. Resistance to change, or cost 
of change 4 4
3. Failed to follow plan 3 3
4. Indifference, lack of under­
standing 3 3
5. No visual difference, no yield 
check 3 3
6. Fail to accept results as valid 3 3
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TABLE 24 (Continued)
Difficulty
Frequency 
of Mention Percent
C. Miscellaneous
1. Time required (student and 
teacher) 9 9
2. Organizing and evaluating data 
with class 7 7
3. Influence of soil and weather 
variables 6 6
4. Conflict with school 3 3
5. Other 2 2
Total 100
No Comment or No Experience 6
Note: Nine responses of no difficulty with high school students.
Fifteen responses of no difficulty with parents.
It is significant that two problems most frequently encoun­
tered with high school students, "Failed to accurately follow plans," 
and "Failed to accurately check yields," are those which would seem to 
be lessened somewhat by close supervision through follow-up visits on 
the home farm. To some extent, additional class instruction plus 
individual instruction and supervision should assist in eliminating 
both of these problems. Likewise, the problems ranking third and 
fourth seem to involve in common a need for additional instruction 
and understanding on the part of the student.
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The problems named in reference to parents appear to largely 
involve the need of a better understanding of the teachers' 
objectives and the value of demonstrations. The items, "Indiffer­
ence, lack of understanding," and "Neglect of yield checks when no 
visible difference existed," each portend the need for tactful 
instruction of parents by the teacher.
In the miscellaneous group are two items which deserve 
attention. The first refers to the time of the teacher and 
students which demonstration plots require. This criticism of 
demonstrations has been heard frequently, and there seems no 
single remedy. Students may be provided more instruction so as 
to require less supervision. Plans may need to be better under­
stood by all. And finally, the total demonstration program of 
the teacher need not be large to be good.
Of considerable significance is the fact that nine teachers 
specifically indicated no difficulty with high school students, 
and one-fourth of all (15) reported no difficulties with parents.
Difficulties Encountered by Teachers 
Once Demonstration Programs Involving 
Adult or Young Farmer Students Were Underway
Fewer teachers responded to the question concerning problems 
encountered with adults once demonstrations were underway. Whereas 
100 expressions of difficulty were made by 45 teachers relative to
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high school students, only 24 mentions were made by 20 teachers 
relative to adult or young farmer students. Perhaps the open-end 
questionnaire had reached the point of diminishing returns by the 
time teachers came to the question concerning adults. In any 
event, it is interesting to note the responses of teachers con­
cerning difficulties listed in Table 25.
TABLE 25
DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED BY TEACHERS 
AFTER DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS WERE UNDERWAY;
RELATIVE TO ADULT OR YOUNG FARMER STUDENTS
Difficulty
Frequency 
of Mention Percent
A. Students
1. Failed to accurately follow plans 5 21
2. Failed to check yields 4 17
3. Lack of understanding 3 13
4. Indifference, loss of interest 2 8
5. Object to cost 1 4
B. Teacher
1. Collecting, organizing, and 
evaluating data with class 5 21
2. Influence of soil and weather 
variables 3 13
3. Insufficient time 1 4
Total 24
No Response or No Experience 32
Note: Eight responses of no difficulty
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Perhaps the most significant aspect of the table is the appear­
ance again of the three items, "Failed to accurately follow plans," 
"Failed to check yields," and "Lack of Understanding."
The item concerning the "collecting, organizing, and evalua­
tion of data with class" also appeared in the previous table. 
Teachers are believed to have encountered difficulty due to 
attempts to assemble data from many widely varying demonstration 
situations. The more careful planning of demonstrations so that 
some common elements will be included may provide a solution.
There is also apparently a need for additional help to be provided 
on a statewide basis. Perhaps a publication including more 
detailed instructions for planning and organizing demonstration 
programs may be one answer. Another may lie in organized work­
shops for teachers who desired to participate.
Future Emphasis Which Demonstration Programs 
Should Receive in the Opinion of Teachers
Teachers were asked to respond to these questions: "What
place do demonstration plots have in future programs of vocational 
agriculture?" and "Where and in what directions should emphasis be 
placed?"
In answer to these questions, these teachers revealed an 
affirmative attitude toward demonstration work. Only two teachers 
failed to comment. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, only 
one of the 58 who responded included a suggestion of a negative 
attitude, and this was in reference to the time required as an 
addition to the teacher's other duties. Two teachers were uncer­
tain concerning future emphasis but made no comment in a negative 
vein.
The answers of these teachers have been condensed as much as 
it seemed possible to do, and retain the implications for future 
programs contained in the larger comment. A summary is provided 
in Table 26.
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TABLE 26
FUTURE EMPHASIS DEMONSTRATION PLOTS SHOULD RECEIVE; 
ACCORDING TO OPINIONS OF TEACHERS
Teacher Opinion
Frequency 
of Mention
A* General Emphasis or Direction
1. Each teacher should use more 11
2. Demonstrations should be simple and not 
time-consuming 8
3. Need more grassland plots, pasture, 
meadow, conservation 3
4* Most emphasis with adult group where most 
interest lies 3
5. Demonstration plots are the best means of 
teaching that we have 2
60 Use larger plots with more supervision and 
follow-up. Small plots take too much time 
and labor in busy season 2
7. Emphasize recommended practices found good 
by local farmers 1
8. Use plots to secure interest in experimen­
tal data already available. Don't try to 
prove anything. 1
B. Emphasis in Farming Programs
1. Use more plots to make projects meaningful 6
2. Each vo-ag project should include a simple 
demonstration 5
3. Boys should be encouraged to have plots as 
improvement projects - with at least one 
project each year 4
k* Plots belong in vo-ag but don't farce boys 2
TABLE 26 (Continued)
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Teacher Opinion
Frequency 
of Mention
5. Greatest emphasis upon broad farming 
programs plus simple, carefully- 
conducted and analyzed plots 1
C. School, Class, or Chapter Demonstrations
1. Use more class demonstration projects 5
2. Need school plots or land leased for trials 1
D. State Program
1. Need statewide publication on procedures 2
2. Need state coordinated program and pub­
lished results 2
3. Plots justified but more would benefit 
by published results 1
4. Continue about as program has in past 1
5. A course on research techniques needed 1
6. Need techniques for similar trials with 
livestock 1
7. Organize county programs, teachers develop 
field days 2
8. Need classroom demonstrations also 1
E. Other
1. Favorable comment, No direction given 7
2. Uncertain 2
3. Negative — "Question how many teachers can 
continue because of time pressure" 1
Total Number of Expressions 66
No Comment 2
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The suggestions of teachers appear to cover a multitude of 
possible programs. Summarizing briefly, one concludes as follows: 
All or most teachers should use more simple demonstrations which 
are not time-consuming. Each crop project would be made more 
meaningful by including a simple demonstration, and students 
should be encouraged to conduct demonstrations preferably on a 
voluntary basis. If not a part of the production projects, 
demonstrations should be counted as improvement projects or 
supplementary practices. More class or chapter demonstrations 
should be used, and increased emphasis should be placed on using 
demonstrations with the adult group. Emphasis in a state program 
needs to be devoted to a general publication on procedures and 
to the assembly and publishing of results for all teachers to 
use.
In the following paragraphs are included somewhat representa­
tive comments made by teachers in answer to the question related 
above.
When properly conducted, they will serve to advance 
agriculture and vocational departments.
Emphasis should be placed on the department at
O.S.U. and Wooster making available the various demon­
strations and definite steps to follow. These 
suggested procedures will aid in more and better 
demonstrations. - Portage County
Farming program wise, they should command a big 
part of every productive project. They are a 
wonderful teaching tool.
We should be given help in setting up valid 
test plots. A course on research techniques would 
be helpful.
How to set up replicates.
How to lay out test plots.
How to make periodic progress reports.
How to evaluate results.
How to tabulate and report results.
We need to "explode" this wonderful teaching - 
"Hydrogen Bomb." - Henry County
1. More emphasis on a sound farming program 
as a whole. More livestock for more manure, more 
green manure, because it is expensive to do the 
entire job with fertilizer.
2. Small school farms to be operated by the 
Chapter so more students will have an opportunity 
to learn.
It's the simple things that are overlooked
a.) Take one (a plot or trial, ed.) the
students understand.
b.) Do the best possible job.
c.) Publicize it.
d.) Follow through] analyze.
- Allen County
They make crop projects practical. They 
interest father and neighbors. More emphasis on 
changing practices. - Williams County
As I see them, demonstration plots have great 
value in the community if conducted properly. There 
is no better data to use in class than information 
from local plots where the boys or farmers have seen 
the plot planned and in operation. Emphasis should 
be placed on making better use of demonstration 
plots results in the classroon. We can base much 
of our crop teaching on information from these 
plots. - Putnam County
Demonstration plots are one of the most effec­
tive ways to sell the doubters on new ideas. They 
succeed when other procedures and the printed page 
fail, provided the plots are carefully laid out and 
marked and are easily accessible, as along roads. 
New practices probably more important now than 
varieties. - Champaign County
A. 1. Better public relations.
2. Help improve practices
B. Most emphasis should be placed in the 
adult group - most interest lies there. - Marion 
County
There is a place for demonstration plots in 
vocational agriculture but something seems to be 
lacking that makes it colorful enough. Seems like 
all they can see is the extra work involved and 
extra cost. Feel they don't have the time to do 
these things.
I think we need to encourage and promote 
demonstration plots in vo-ag. Some attractive 
literature on value of this worth in the hands of 
the participant might help. Recognition like ton- 
lit ter or pig-producer may help.
Let's take some of the F.F.A. foundation money 
and help provide fertilizer, etc., to participants. 
Publish the results by districts, send each boy a 
copy. Have them send the results in to the district 
supervisor. - Shelby County
Well-selected demonstration plots that have a 
reasonable chance for success make for improved 
farming in the community. We need more good local 
demonstrations•
We need more financial help from seed companies, 
fertilizer companies, and farm organizations.
Emphasis should be placed on selection, securing, 
cooperation, checking and the use of good demonstra­
tion plots. - Huron County
We are taking 16 plots on 16 students' pasture 
fields. The class will spade, fit fertilize, lime 
seed one sq. rd. of an old pasture field as a 
pasture and meadow improvement demonstration. On 
each of these plots 60# lime, 5# fertilizer, 2 oz. 
of seed will be applied, - Medina County
Personally, the use of demonstration plots 
will form a bigger part of my program each year. 
There are so many phases of these plots that the 
entire subject can never be covered, - Fulton 
County
As learning takes place in observation at 
home, I feel we should go all out getting more 
started. I feel that boys with only one crop 
project should be required to conduct some demon­
stration plots. - Union County
Demonstration plots are the best means of 
teaching that we have. - Athens County
Possibility Y.F.A. should move from 
improved practice check list to demonstration 
plot work. - Franklin County
I feel that demonstration plots are very 
worthwhile. It creates much interest on the part 
of the boys. If conducted properly, the results 
are the very best information obtainable for our 
community. It means more to the boys than results 
at the Experiment Station because they have had a 
hand in the experiment and have seen the results 
first-hand. They are more apt to carry out the 
improved practice on a larger scale after seeing 
favorable results close to home.
Boys should be encouraged to have a demonstra­
tion project as an improvement project for at 
least one crop every year if not every crop every 
year.
Farmers should be encouraged to do a little 
experimenting on their own farms. - Van Wert County
CHAPTER IV
ATTITUDES AND OPINIONS OF FARMERS 
CONCERNING DEMONSTRATION PLOTS
This chapter is devoted to a consideration of demonstration 
plots from the viewpoint of farmers who have had experience with 
such plots on their home farms. In the introduction to the 
preceding chapter, it was proposed that the use of demonstration 
plots by teachers would likely be conditioned by what was 
accomplished in terms of teachers* objectives. In a like manner, 
the continued use of demonstration plots will depend much upon 
what farmers believe, because what they do depends so often upon 
the opinions they hold. Therefore, in an attempt to arrive at a 
more valid appraisal of the state demonstration program, it seems 
appropriate that one take into account the opinions farmers have 
to offer as a result of their experiences with demonstrations.
The early part of the chapter is concerned with an analysis 
of certain characteristics of the farmers, their farms, and other 
aspects of background having possible influence upon opinion.
The latter portion of the chapter will deal with judgments con­
cerning demonstration plots, their value and influence on the 
farm.
- 149 -
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Part I* The Nature of the Inquiry
In developing this portion of the study, it was desired to 
learn whether certain conditions or characteristics more often 
associated with certain farmers might also be associated with the 
success or failure of demonstration plots as judged by teachers 
of vocational agriculture.
Were demonstration plots more often successful with adult 
students than with high school students? Some teachers have 
indicated that adults were more often interested in a real sense. 
Were demonstrations more frequently successful when oonducted on 
the home farms of younger farmers? Older farmers are often 
characterized as less open to change.
Were demonstrations more often a success when on farms of
farm leaders active in organizational and community affairs?
Lionberger had found in Missouri that such farmers were more fre-
1
quent users of new farming practice. Did demonstrations succeed 
more often on farms where farmers reported more recent changes in 
farming practices? Was farmer experience with demonstrations such 
as to create a desire to have more on their farms? How did farmers 
regard demonstration plots in respect to the objectives listed by 
teachers? The answers farmers might provide for these and similar 
questions were regarded to be of value in determining the future
Lionberger, ojo. cit.
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directions in which state and local demonstration programs should be 
planned.
Procedure Followed in Assembling Evidence
Because of the time limitations imposed upon the study, the 
mailed questionnaire was chosen as the most expeditious means of 
collecting data. While it was recognized that the use of such a 
procedure involved the risk of a limited response and the possible 
introduction of bias by a proportionately greater favorable 
response, it was considered the most feasible means under the 
circumstances. The questionnaire was formulated with a view to 
securing responses reflective of farmer opinion and attitude 
rather than specific items of data concerning the home situation. 
Item statements were developed in sets so that when one or more 
was indicated by a check mark, general attitude or opinion would 
tend to be revealed. The final questionnaire, a copy of which 
may be found in the Appendix, page 3H> wa-s developed with the 
counsel of personnel in Rural Sociology, The Bureau of Educational 
Research, and The Department of Agricultural Education.
Selection of the Respondents
It was desired to secure a list of the names of the farmers 
which would be comprehensive and in itself become somewhat of a 
measure of the overall demonstration program. One hundred forty-
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five teachers currently in service who had reported demonstration 
programs in one or more of the years 1952, 1953* or 1954 were 
contacted. They were asked to supply the farm operator's name, 
(parent or adult student) for those hojne farms where they had had 
"most successful" or "least successful" demonstration plots.
Due to the variations in the size and kinds of demonstration 
programs reported, the number of situations and the basis for 
judging success were left to the better judgment of the teacher. 
Forty-six teachers responded with names and addresses for 265 
home farm situations which could be used in the study. Additional 
names were received too late, or were duplicates and could not be 
used in the study.
Questionnaires were mailed to farmers with a stamped return 
envelope enclosed, together with a letter explaining the purpose 
and a request for no signature. The return envelope was addressed 
to the office of the Bureau of Educational Research and carried a 
code number in the lower left corner which was used for purposes of 
follow up.
The questionnaire carried an unobtrusive code to indicate 
whether it pertained to high school, or adult home situation, and 
least or most successful demonstration. A follow-up post card was 
mailed two weeks following the questionnaire, followed by a second 
and last card two weeks later.
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The Response by Farmers
The last questionnaire included in the study was received 35 days 
after the questionnaire was mailed. A total of 174 replies, amounting 
to 66 percent, were received. The total number of usable responses 
was 166, or 63 percent. In Table 27 is presented a brief summary of 
the distribution of the farmers selected, and those responding to the 
questionnaire.
TABLE 27
FARMERS SELECTED AND THOSE RESPONDING TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE: 
GROUPED ACCORDING TO MAJOR CLASS IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE AND 
TEACHERS' RATING OF THE SUCCESS OF DEMONSTRATION PLOTS
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Item
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1. Number Queried 124 141 69 196 265
2. Replies Tabulated 76 90 38 128 166
3. Percent Response 61 64 55
65 63
By way of comment relative to the number of individuals reported in 
the table, it is worthwhile to note the ratio between high school students 
and adult students. One may recall from the previous chapter that 
teachers had reported each year a number of high school students involved 
in demonstration programs, greater than had been the case for adults.
As may be observed in the table, the ratio was reversed when farmers' 
names were supplied by teachers. This may indicate that teachers felt
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more secure in the work accomplished with adult students. Certainly, 
it offers the possibility that teachers may have sensed a greater 
understanding of purpose and appreciation of outcomes on the part of 
adult students than may have been apparent on the part of parents.
The overall response to the questionnaire can be considered quite 
satisfactory in view of the return often reported in studies involving 
lay personnel. Two factors acted together to reduce the relative 
number representing least successful demonstrations. First of all, 
teachers supplied the names of fewer individuals, and secondly, there 
was a noticeably poorer response from such situations. In this 
respect, one is forced to assume some bias to have been introduced, 
since it would seem logical to expect persons with less favorable 
attitudes to be among those least likely to respond.
Part II. Characteristics of the Respondents 
And Their Farming Operations
In order to consider home farm situations for the purpose of 
identifying factors which appear to be associated with successful demon­
stration plots, and also to provide a background for later study of 
opinions expressed concerning such plots, the following series of tables 
are presented. In each table, the responses of all individuals will be 
considered first in respect to the major student group involved, and 
second according to the teacher's rating of the success of demonstra­
tions on the home farm.
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Age of Farm. Operator
In Table 28 is presented the age distribution of those who were 
identified as farm operators in the returned questionnaire.
TABLE 28
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 
FARM OPERATORS BY AGE CLASSES
Age Class
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1. - 19 17# 1 8 8 8
2. 20 - 29 4* 18 11 12 12
3. 30 - 39 7 33: 13 24 21
4. 40 - 49 39 36 50 33 37
5. 50 - 59 28 7 13 17 16
6. 60 - 69 4 5 5 4 4
7. 70 - 1 0 0 1 1
Number Responding 72 87 38 121 159
^Response pertains to farm operators, not necessarily parents:
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As would be expected, a higher proportion of the farm operators on 
the home farms of high school students were above the age of 40. Where 
the parent was the farm operator, this age would be reached in most 
cases by the time the student reached high school age. An explana­
tion may be in order regarding the 21 percent of the operators under 
the age of 29, on the home farms of high school students. On a number
of home farms the father is often engaged practically full time in
employment off the farm. It is not uncommon, in such cases, for the 
farm operation to be turned over to a son prior to the time of his 
graduation from high school. Within the 18-30 age bracket the farm 
operator was very likely an older brother of the high school student.
On the basis of the data presented, there seems to be some
association between the age of farm operator and success with demon­
strations. In the case of 44 percent of the most successful situa­
tions, the farm operator was less than 40 years of age, whereas this 
was true of only 32 percent of the operators in the least successful 
siguations. Likewise, 68 percent of the operators in least successful 
situations were over 40 years of age, while only 55 percent were in 
this age group in most successful situations.
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Tillable Acreage Operated
Size of farm operation is a factor often considered to be associ­
ated with farmer interest in new practices. A distribution of the 
responses according to tillable acreage operated is presented in 
Table 29.
TABLE 29
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 
RESPONSES BY TILLABLE ACREAGE OPERATED
Tillable Acreage
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
All
Farmers
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer. Least Most
1. - 19 1 0 0 1 1
2. 2 0 - 4 9 5 0 5 1 2
3. 50 - 99 20 11 26 12 15
4. 100 - 179 34 38 47 33 36
5. ISO - 259 18 24 16 23 21
6. 260 - 499 21 22 5 26 22
7. 500 - 0 4 0 3 2
Number Responding - ™ . J 6 -.. 89 38 127 165
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First of all, it is evident that the farming operations of adult 
students are generally larger than is the case on the home farms of 
high school students.
There appears to be a positive association between farm size and 
successful demonstration plots. While 81 percent of all farm opera­
tions involved more than 100 acres, 85 percent of the successful demon­
stration situations involved operations of this size. Only 65 
percent of the least successful situations involved more than 100 
acres of tillable land.
Farm Ownership
A few teachers have reported landlord resistance as a factor 
occasionally causing difficulty. On the other hand, one might expect 
farm owners to be interested more often than tenants in the trial of 
practices which would have long-run value on the farm. In Table 30, 
the farm ownership status of the demonstration situations is 
presented.
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TABLE 30
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 
FARM OPERATORS BY OWNERSHIP AND RENTAL STATUS
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Ownership Status
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1* Rented only 16 24 24 19 20
2. Owned and Rented 42 54 40 51 49
3. Owned only 42 22 36 30 31
Number Responding 76 89 38 127 125
Twenty percent of all farming situations were rented completely, 
while 31 percent involved total ownership. Various combinations of 
owned and rented acreages comprised the remaining group accounting for 
49 percent of all responses.
Forty-two percent of the high school home farm situations involved 
full ownership, a considerably greater percentage than was true for 
adult home farm situations where only 22 percent were thus reported.
While full rental of the farm was reported in 24 percent of the 
least successful situations, as compared to 19 percent for those where 
most successful plots were conducted, the overall differences revealed 
in the table are inconsistent and seem not great enough to appear of 
much significance.
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General Nature of Farming Operation
The possibility that a relationship existed between the emphasis 
placed upon crop production and the successful conduct of demonstration 
plots involving crops does not appear to be supported by the evidence 
presented in Table 31•
TABLE 31
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY 
GENERAL TYPE OF FARMING
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Type of Farming
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1. Mostly cash crop 10 7 11 8 8
2. General: crop 
and livestock 81 77 81 78 79
3o Mostly livestock 9 16 8 14 13
Number Responding 76 90 38 128 166
Total Responses 76 90 38 129 167
On nearly eighty percent of the farms a combination of the crops 
and livestocks enterprises was reported. Though the differences are 
likely not significant, there is a slight indication of less success 
with demonstration plots on cash crop farms and an indication of greater 
success on farms where the type of farming was characterized as "mostly 
livestock." Perhaps the greater scale of the operation often character­
izing cash crop farming permitted less time for laying out demonstrations
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during the planting season and for accurate yield checks during the 
harvest season.
Farm Fertility
Table 32 provides an indication of the fertility of the farm in 
comparison with others in the community, as evaluated by respondents.
TABLE 32
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES 
CONCERNING RELATIVE FERTILITY LEVEL OF HOME FARM
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Farm Fertility
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1. Low to fair 6 3 8 4 5
2. Average to good 57 56 58 56 56
3. Among best in 
community 37 41 34 40 39
Number Responding 76 90 38 128 166
Total Responses 76 91 38 129 167
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The difference between all groups are slight and are not apt to be 
significant in view of the nature of the evaluations. There is evident 
a slight chance for greater success with demonstrations on farms regarded 
by the operators to be among the best in the community.
Farm Income
It was desired to learn whether a relationship may have existed 
between farm income and successful demonstration plots. The difficulty 
projected by the probable response to a request for actual figures lead 
to a question asking for a relative comparison of farm income with that 
for other farms of the same size in the community. It was assumed that 
the attitudes of farm operators are more commonly conditioned by their 
impression of relative farm incomes, than by actual figures which could 
have varying significance from one agricultural area to another. The 
responses to this inquiry are presented in Table 33.
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TABLE 33
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES 
CONCERNING RELATIVE INCCME LEVEL OF HOME FARM
Income Level
STUBEM? GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
All
Farmers
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
1. Somewhat lower 8 6 11 6 7
2. About the same 63 61 68 60 62
3* Somewhat larger 29 33 21 34 31
Number Responding 76 89 38 127 165
Total Responses 76 89 38 127 165
In retrospect, it appears that data collected were limited in value 
by the three point degree scale which permitted less discriminated 
responses. A four or five point scale might have provided data of 
greater value.
Nevertheless, the data in the table do permit some interesting 
observations. The fact that 62 percent reported incomes about the same 
as for other farms of like size in the community appears as a probably 
realistic appraisal. One might expect to find on impartial appraisal, 
a larger proportion in the lower range than the 7 percent reported.
The differences between student groups are so slight as to seem 
insignificant.
On the other hand, a possibly significant difference shows up in 
the two extreme ranges when the success groups are studied. The chances
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for successful demonstrations appear to be better on farms where the 
income is considered above average for the size operation involved.
Extent of Changes in Farming Practice
To the extent that the teachers' criterion for successful demon­
stration plots was changed farming practices on home farms, the 
operators' inclination to change practices would become associated 
with success. A measure of the farm operator's propensity to change 
could be provided by his evaluation regarding the relative number of 
recent changes made in farming practices. In Table 34 are indicated 
the number responding in relation to the relative number of changes 
in farming practices effected within the past five-year period.
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TABLE 34
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES CONCERNING
HOME FARM CHANGES IN FARMING PRACTICES DURING PAST FIVE YEARS
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Changes in 
Practices
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1. Changed no prac­
tices in past 
five years 6 0 5 2 3
2. Changed only a 
few practices in 
past five years 34 18 25 25 25
3. Changed several 
practices in past 
five years 45 55' 56 48 50
4« Changed many
practices in past 
five years 14 27 13 24 21
Number Responding 76 88 38 126 166
Total Responses 77 88 39 126 165
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According to the responses of farm operators, fewer changes were 
made on the home farms of high school students than on those of adult 
students. The difference appears to be significant and may hold 
implications for teaching associated with high school students and 
their home farms.
In respect to the success groups, the difference appears to be 
significant only in the range of "many changes" made, where more 
responses appear from the group associated with "more successful" 
demonstrations. In view of the opposite tendency in the area indic­
ating "several changes" and the general similarity in the remaining 
responses, no overall conclusions appear to be warranted.
Enterprise Areas in Which New Practices Were Applied
The enterprise areas where most new practices were recently used 
provides another indication of the farmer's attitude toward changes 
in farming practice. In Table 35 is presented a tabulation of 
responses in relation to major enterprise areas, listed singly and 
in combination.
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TABLE 35
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO 
MAJOR ENTERPRISE AREAS WHERE NEW PRACTICES WERE USED
STUDENrP GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Use of 
New Practices
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1. Mostly with the 
livestock 8 3 10 4 5
2. Mostly with the 
crops 28 25 38 23 27
3. With both crops 
and livestock 64 72 53 73 67
Number Responding 72 89 37 124 161
Total Responses 74 91 40 125 I65
A surprisingly greater percentage of those in the "least successful 
group" reported most new practices used in connection with the crops 
enterprises. In contrast, the "most successful group" indicated a much 
greater tendency to use new practices in both crops and livestock enter­
prises. The apparent inference seems to be that interest in using 
appropriate new practices in all farm enterprises may be a more desirable 
prerequisite to the conduct of successful crop demonstrations than may 
an interest in the use of new practices with crops alone.
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Interest and Leadership in Farm Organizations
The finding of research in related fields gave rise to the hypo­
thesis that greater farm operator activity in farm organizations would 
be associated with the conduct of successful demonstrations. In an 
attempt to test this thesis, responses were secured to the items listed 
in Table 36 relative to the inquiry, "Your interest in farm organiza­
tions?"
TABLE 36
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO 
ACTIVITY OF FARM OPERATOR IN FARM ORGANIZATIONS
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Degree of Activity
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1. Don't have much 
to do with them 20 8 20 11 13
2. Belong, sometimes 
go to meetings 30 26 23 29 28
3. Attend meetings 
regularly 19 30 28 24 25
4. Attend meetings 
and hold office 30 36 28 35 35
Number. Responding 77 88 38 125 163
Total Responses 79 92 39 131 170
^ Lionberger, o£. cit.
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The variation in the responses of the student groups appears to be 
of most interest. Sixty-six percent of the responses by those in the 
adult group indicated regular meeting attendance, or attendance at 
meetings and the holding of office. Only 49 percent of the responses 
in the high school group reported a similar interest in farm organiza­
tions .
The responses suggest a tendency towards a greater interest in farm 
organizations on the part of farm operators associated with more 
successful demonstrations than seems true for least successful opera­
tors. However, no consistent pattern is evident and differences 
appear so slight as to hardly warrant a conclusion in favor of the 
hypothesis.
Interest and Leadership in Community Affairs
There have been indications that those who were regarded as local
"influentials" were more often also leaders in the use of up-to-date 
3
farming practice. One may readily suppose that such individuals 
would more frequently be associated with more successful demonstrations. 
On the strength of the assumption that interest and positions of 
leadership in local community affairs would indicate position as local 
influentials, responses were sought to test the above thesis. Responses 
to items following the statement, "Your activity in community affairs?" 
are shown in Table 37.
3 Lionberger, 0£. cit.
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TABLE 37
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO 
ACTIVITY OF FARM OPERATOR IN COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Degree of Activity
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1. Don't get out 
Much 10 1 5 5 5
2. Don't attend 
meetings much 6 3 7 4 5
3. Attend meetings 
now and then 29 24 20 28 26
4* Attend meetings 
quite a bit 23 45 40 33 35
Often hold one 
or more posi­
tions of 
responsibility 32 27 28 30 29
Number Responding 75 88 38 125 163
Total Responses 79 93 AO 132 172
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Again the variation in the responses of the student groups shows 
up as being of greater possible significance. The parents and farm 
operators on the home farms of high school students were considerably 
less active in community affairs than were adult students, as measured 
by the response to the two items, "Attend meetings quite a bit" and 
"Often held one or more positions of responsibility." In respect to 
the latter item, parents held a slight advantage.
The differences between the responses of the "success groups" is 
so slight as to provide little basis for conclusion in favor of the 
hypothesis.
Influence on Other Farmers
Another indication of position as a "local influential" may be 
offered by a farm operator's appraisal of the extent to which other 
farmers sought his opinions or were influenced by his example. 
Responses to items following the inquiry, "Your influence on other 
farmers?" are presented in Table 38.
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TABLE 38
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO
FARM OPERATOR EVALUATION OF PERSONAL INFLUENCE ON NEIGHBORS
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Degree of Influence
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1. They do things 
their own way 30 15 25 21 22
2. They often 
follow my 
example 16 15 20 15 16
3. They occasion­
ally ask me for 
information 42 54 43 50 48
4* They frequently 
ask my advice 12 16 14 14 14
Number Responding 75 86 37 124 161
Total Responses 91 100 44 147 191
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Adult students continued to respond in a way indicating greater 
influence than was true for the parent, or farm operator on the home 
farms of high school students. Items three, four and five, which were 
positive for influence, received a total of 70 percent of the responses 
by the high school group, as compared to 85 percent in the case of the 
adult group.
Again no difference great enough as to appear significant shows 
up between the "success groups."
Sources of Information Concerning the Farm
Research by Lionberger, cited earlier, has demonstrated that local 
"influentials" may more likely make use of sources of farm information 
requiring active effort, such as the University, the local extension 
agent, or the teacher of vocational agriculture. The decision to 
investigate this possibility in relation to situations associated with 
demonstrations was prompted primarily by the desire to learn the 
extent of variation in the number and nature of sources sought. In 
Table 39 is presented the frequency of response to each of a number of 
sources of information generally available to farmers. Responses were 
in answer to the question, "What are your best sources of information 
on farming?" - followed by the items listed in the table.
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TABLE 39
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO
BEST SOURCES OF INFORMATION ON FARMING
STUDENrr GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Sources
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1. Magazines & 
newspapers 25 25 25 25 25
2. Vo-ag department 23 23 24 23 23
3» The Ohio State 
University or 
Experiment 
Station 16 16 14 17 16
4. Extension office 11 13 8 13 12
5. Radio and TV 8 6 10 6 7
6. Government 
bulletins 7 6 6 7 6
7. Neighbor farmers 6 4 7 5 5
8. Local dealer 2 3 5 2 3
9. Other 2 3 2 3 3
Number Responding 76 89 38 127 165
Total Responses 246 289 125 u o 535
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There is such slight difference in the responses tabulated, regard­
less of the groups studied, that the uniformity in itself appears as 
significant. The average number of sources of information per individ­
ual responding was 3.2 for each group, except those associated with 
"least successful demonstrations." In this case the number was 3.3* 
hardly a difference from other groups which could be considered 
significant.
Part III. Farmer Opinion Regarding Demonstration Plots
Overall Appraisal of Demonstration Plots
In answer to the inquiry seeking an indication of general attitude 
towards demonstration plots, the responses presented in Table kO were 
received.
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TABLE AO
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO
GENERAL ATTITUDE TOWARD DEMONSTRATION PLOTS
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Attitude
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1 . A waste of time 0 0 0 0 0
2. Interesting, but 
not too helpful 7 3 6 A 5
3 . Practical and 
worth the time A6 A6 50 AA A5
A. Definitely they 
should be 
continued AS 51 AA 52 50
Number Responding 76 88 38 126 16A
Total Responses 96 111 A8 159 207
Of considerable significance is the fact that 95 percent of the 
responses were favorable toward demonstrations. Forty-five percent of 
the responses indicated a belief that demonstration plots were "practical 
and worth the time." Most significant of all is the fact that 103, 
nearly 63 percent of the individuals responding, checked the item 
indicating that they believed demonstrations should definitely be con­
tinued. The response to this item accounted for 50 percent of all 
responses recorded. The response by groups was remarkably alike. There 
appeared to be no significant difference regardless of whether responses 
were studied by student groups, or according to success with demonstra­
tions.
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Desire For More Demons trat ions on Home Farm
It would have been possible for farmers to approve the general 
idea of demonstrations and yet not approve insofar as they themselves 
were involved. In Table 41 are presented the responses to items 
listed after the question, "Would you like to have more demonstration 
plots on your farm?"
TABLE 41
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO 
DESIRE TO HAVE MORE DEMONSTRATIONS ON HOME FARM
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Desire for 
Demons trations
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1. No, I don't 
think so 6 0 3 3 3
2. Maybe 29 16 20 22 21
3. Yes, if I could 
have some help 
in planning them 37 38 33 39 38
4* I definitely
plan to continue 29 45 44 37 38
Number Responding 75 86 37 124 161
Total Responses 79 99 39 139 178
17$
Of considerable significance is the fact that a total of 7$ per­
cent of the responses indicated a desire to have more demonstrations on 
the home farm by one of the two statements, "Yes, if I could have some 
help in planning them," or "I definitely plan to continue." When the 
five non-respondents are subtracted from the total of 166, the favorable 
response to these two items represents that of 84 percent of the 
individual farm operators.
The difference between the responses by success groups is slight 
and not regarded as apt to be significant. It is interesting to note 
that a greater percentage of the responses in the least success group 
indicated definite plans to continue with demonstrations. Apparently, 
farmers see value in demonstrations even though they may not be 
regarded by the teacher as highly successful.
The differences which may be noted in the responses of the 
student groups appear to have some significance. While 45 percent of 
the responses, or 52 percent of the individuals in the adult group, 
indicated definite plans to continue demonstrations, only 29 percent 
of the high school group responded with this intention. The general 
tendency toward a less favorable attitude may be noted in the responses 
of the high school group.
Advantages of Having Demonstrations on the Farm
The reasons why farmers favor demonstrations may provide informa­
tion helpful toward improvement as well as further insight into
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attitudes. In Table 42 are presented responses to selected items 
following the query, "What are the advantages in having a demonstration 
plot on your farm?"
TABLE 42
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO 
ADVANTAGES OF HAVING DEMONSTRATION PLOTS ON HOME FARM
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Advantages
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1. No particular 
advantages 2 0 3 0 1
2, I learned some­
thing more 
about crops 29 37 34 38 34
3. The vo-ag
teacher comes 
around more 
often 12 13 13 12 12
4. The vo-ag
teacher gives 
us more help 19 12 11 17 15
5. New practices 
can be tested 
before taking a 
chance on them 37 38 39 38 38
Number Responding 73; 83 35 121 156
Total Responses 129 159 64 224 288
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The two items checked most frequently in answer to this question 
were "Learned more about crops," with 34 percent of the responses, and 
"New practices can be tested before taking a chance on them," receiving 
38 percent of the responses. The latter item was checked by 70 percent 
of the individuals responding to the question.
There was little difference between groups in the responses to 
like items, the greatest amount showing up in the responses by student 
groups. More responses by parents, and more responses by those in the 
most successful group, indicated a liking for demonstrations because 
more help was received from the teacher of vocational agriculture.
Disadvantages in Having Demonstrations on The Home Farm
Farmers would conceivably lose interest in demonstration plots if 
they presented many problems interfering with the normal operation of 
the farm. A number of disadvantages frequently mentioned by teachers 
were submitted to the judgments of the farmers, following the question, 
"What are the disadvantages in having demonstration plots on your 
farm?" The responses are listed in Table 43.
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TABLE 43
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO
DISADVANTAGES OF HAVING DEMONSTRATIONS ON HOME FARM
STUDEm GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Disadvantages
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1. No particular 
disadvantage 66 67 68 66 67
2. They are not 
dependable 4 2 5 2 3
3. They take too 
much time or 
work 17 23 19 20 20
4. They cost too 
much 3 2 0 3 2
5. Yield checks 
are a nuisance 10 6 8 9 8
Number Responding 72 86 36 120 156
Total Responses 76 89 37 128 165
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Of considerable significance, particularly to those teachers who 
are making use of the activity, is the fact that 67 percent of the 
responses and 71 percent of the individuals responding indicated no 
particular disadvantages for demonstration plots.
The item representing the area of greatest disadvantage was, "They 
take too much time and work," checked by 21 percent of the individuals 
responding. A slightly greater percentage of adult student responses 
were received by this item than was the case for parents of high school 
students
The item of cost which had been named by teachers as a particular 
disadvantage did not appear to be regarded as important by farmers.
The problem created by the need for yield checks was recognized, but 
not to the extent expected on the basis of teacher reports.
Intentions of Farmers to Use New Practices 
As a Result of Demonstration Plots
Farmers were asked the question, "As a result of demonstration 
plots on your farm, do you plan to use any new cropping practices?" 
Answers to this question could be indicated by checking items, the 
responses to which are shown in Table 44.
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TABLE 44
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO
THE USE OF NEW PRACTICES AS A RESULT OF DEMONSTRATIONS
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Use of 
New Practices
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers’
1. Never thought 
much about it 2 2 5 1 2
2. Change doesn't 
seem practical 8 5 2 8 6
3. Want to try again 
before deciding 39 29 33 34 34
4. I'm definitely 
changing some 
practices 51 64 60 57 58
Number Responding 75 88 38 124 162
Total Responses 77 96 40 133 173
Fifty-eight percent of the responses indicated definite changes in 
farming practice as a result of the demonstrations. Thirty-four percent 
indicated uncertainty but expressed a desire to try practices in demon­
strations again.
Parents of high school students revealed more cautious attitudes by 
their responses than did adult students. Those who had conducted the 
more successful demonstrations were slightly more cautious in their 
responses than were those who had had the less successful plots.
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Practices Likely to Change as the Result of Demonstrations
In order to learn the general nature of the changes in practices, 
the question was asked, "What farming practices are you likely to 
change as a result of the demonstration plots?" The responses to this 
question are listed in Table 45*
TABLE 45
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO 
FARMING PRACTICES LIKELY TO BE CHANGED AS A RESULT 
OF DEMONSTRATIONS ON HOME FARM
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Practices
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1. No changes 2 1 1 2 2
2. Use more fertil­
izer 31 32 35 31 32
3. Use improved 
varieties 24 25 22 25 24
4. Use newer seed­
ing methods 15 19 19 17 17
5. Use newer meth­
ods of spraying 
for weeds 17 11 11 14 14
6. Use newer meth­
ods of insect 
contro1 11 12 11 11 11
Number Responding 69 87 37 125 162
Total Responses 171 204 86 289 375
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The responses tend to indicate the area about which demonstrations 
have been centered. It is interesting to note that fertility practices 
appear to have received most emphasis, followed by improved varieties. 
Only 2 percent of the responses indicate no likelihood of a change in 
.practices. When the four who failed to respond and the six indicating 
no changes are subtracted, there remains 156, or 94 percent, of the 
farmers included in the study who indicate by their response to this 
question that they are considering the use of new practices as a result 
of demonstrations on their farms.
It is interesting to study the number of practice areas checked by 
respondents. Dividing the number responding into the total of the 
responses indicating change provides the average number of major practice 
areas per individual. The average for all is 2.4 new practice areas.
In other words, the typical individual reporting contemplated change 
very likely checked "more fertilizer," "improved varieties," and 
possibly another area such as "newer seeding methods."
The differences between groups in the response to like items is 
slight and no conclusions appear to be warranted by the evidence.
Improvement in Future Net Income of the 
Farm as a Result of Demonstrations
Good farm management necessitates planning beyond the moment. It 
was desired to learn how farmers would regard demonstrations as a means 
by which the future net income of their farms might be ultimately
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increased. The question asked was, "Do you think the future net income 
of your farm will be improved as a result of the demonstration plot?" - 
referring to the plots which had existed on their own farms. The 
response to this question is given in Table 46.
TABLE 46
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO 
THE IMPROVEMENT OF FUTURE NET INCOME OF FARM 
AS A RESULT OF DEMONSTRATIONS
STUDENTr GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Future 
Farm Income
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers:
1. Never thought 
much about it 3 3 5 2 3
2, Not enough dif­
ference in income 
to change 13 8 10 10 10
3. Would have more 
income but can­
not finance the 
change 8 11 13 9 10
4. Yes, the income 
will be improved 76 78 72 79 77
Number Responding 73 87 38 122 160
Total Responses 75 91 39 127 166
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Responses to the same item varied little between the student groups, 
and but slightly between the success groups.
Of greater significance is the fact that 77 percent of all responses 
were checked in relation to the item, "Yes, the income will be improved."
A subtraction of the six who did not respond leaves 128 out of 
160, or 80 percent of those included in the study, reporting the posi­
tive belief that their farm incomes would be improved as a result of 
the demonstrations on their farms.
Interest of Neighbors in Demonstrations
An appraisal of the interest of neighbors in demonstration plots 
may provide a measure of the educational influence of this activity 
beyond the home farm. In Table 47 are shown the responses of these 
farmers to the question, "Have your neighbors and others been interested 
in the demonstration plot on your farm?"
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TABLE 47
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO 
INTEREST OF NEIGHBORS OR OTHERS IN DEMONSTRATIONS ON HOME FARM
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Degree of Interest
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1. They were not 
interested 7 4 7 4 5
2. They made fun 
of it 2 4 2 3 3
3. They asked ques­
tions about it 29 24 22 27 26
4* They came over 
to see it 18 18 20 17 18
5» They wanted to 
know how it 
came out 38 38 35 39 38
6. They are using 
some new prac­
tices as a 
result of the 
plot 6 12 14 9 10
Number Responding 72 87 37 121 158
Total Responses 113 169 59 223 282
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It is significant to note that 92 percent of the responses indicate 
an interest in the demonstrations on the part of others away from the 
home farm. There is little difference in the responses of any group, 
in respect to individual items.
Subtracting the responses to the first two items for each group 
leaves all remaining responses as indications of positive interest by 
outsiders. When all responses to items three, four, five, and six are 
added together and divided by the number responding to these items, 
the average number of positive responses per individual is obtained.
This number for each group was as follows: High school, 1.5; Adult,
1.9; Least successful, 1.4; Most successful, 1.7. When responses are 
compared in this respect, it appears that interest by outsiders was 
evidenced in more ways in reference to demonstrations on the farms of 
adult students, and those classed as the more successful demonstration 
situations.
Ways The Teacher of Vocational Agriculture 
Might Have Helped Improve Demonstrations
The answers to the question, "How might the vo-ag teacher have 
helped make the demonstration plots better?" are recorded in Table 48.
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TABLE 48
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO
WAYS DEMONSTRATION PLOTS MIGHT HAVE BEEN IMPROVED
BY TEACHER OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Suggested
Improvement
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1. Helped make plans 
for the demon- 
stration 25 23 24 24 24
2. Helped start the 
demonstration in 
the field 11 12 12 11 11
3. Visited farm 
during growing 
season 34 26 32 29 30:
4. Helped make 
yield checks 30 39 32 36 35
Number Responding 61 77 31 107 138
Total Responses 76 95 41 130 171
There was a noticeable reluctance on the part of many to answer this 
question. It received the greatest number of "no-responses and the 
highest number of comments. Numerous respondents wrote to the effect 
that "he did all he could" or "he did all of these." Few comments were 
of a derogatory nature.
In respect to those responses tabulated, it is worthwhile to note 
that the largest group, 35 percent, desired the teachers’ help in making 
yield checks. More of those in the adult student group, and more of
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the group conducting "most successful" demonstrations, requested this 
assistance.
The next larger percentage desired visits by the teacher during 
the growing season. More of these requests came from the home farms 
of high school students and from those having less successful demon­
strations.
Nearly one-fourth of the responses were for help in making plans 
for the demonstration. The need for this assistance appeared to be 
rather uniform among all groups.
Contrary to expectations, a relatively low percentage o f the 
responses called for help in getting demonstrations started in the 
field.
Farmers1 Opinions With Regard to Future 
Work With Demonstration Plots in Vocational Agriculture
The opinions of farmers who have experienced demonstrations 
concerning the future course teachers should follow in the use of such 
activities merit serious consideration. In Table 49 are presented 
the responses indicating various courses of action in answer to the 
question, "What future action should vo-ag teachers take in the use 
of demonstration plots?"
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TABLE 49
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO 
FUTURE ACTION OF TEACHERS CONCERNING DEMONSTRATION PLOTS
STUDENT: GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Course of Action
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1, Not bother with 
them any longer 17 0 32 0 7
2. Have plots now 
and then on farms 
of a few high 
school and adult 
farmer students 23 23 21 24 23
3. Encourage most 
high school and 
adult farmers to 
have plots 41 40 42 40 40
4. Require all high 
school students 
to have plots 12 13 15 12 13
5. Urge all adult 
students to have 
plots 21 23 19 23 22
Number Responding 74 85 37 124 161
Total Responses 121 142 62 201 263
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The item receiving the highest percentage of responses was number 
three, "Encourage most high school and adult farmer students to have 
plots." This item received 107 responses, indicating that it was 
selected by nearly 6? percent of the individuals responding to the 
question. It was selected by 68 percent of those responding from the 
home farms of high school students, and by 67 percent of the adult or 
young farmer students.
The next higher response, 23 percent, was in relation to the item, 
"Have plots now and then on the farms of a few higjh school and adult 
farmer students."
It is significant that a sizable proportion, 39 percent, of those 
responding in the adult group, selected the item, "Urge all adult students 
to have plots."
The item, "Require all high school students to have plots" does not 
appear to be a desirable answer for most communities, in view of the more 
limited response that it received.
Only two individuals out of the 161 responding to the question, less 
than 2 percent, indicated that teachers should no longer bother with demon­
strations. These responses came from least successful high school situa­
tions.
It appears, on the basis of the responses by these individuals, that 
most farmers would welcome the continued use of demonstration plots in
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connection with programs of vocational agriculture. The course of action 
outlined in item three appears to be a most desirable direction in which 
to proceed.
Farmer Opinion Concerning the Extent That New 
Practices Differing From Those Used on the Home Farm 
Should be Used in High School Crop Projects
The following question, somewhat related but not entirely within 
the realm of demonstration plots, was asked: "Should each high school
vo-ag student include some new practices in his crop project which are 
different from those used on the home farm?" It was believed that 
farmers, particularly parents, might reveal attitudes which would tend 
to further illuminate points of view toward demonstration programs.
The response is presented in Table 50•
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TABLE 50
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO
THE USE IN HIGH SCHOOL VO-AG PROJECTS OF NEW PRACTICES
DIFFERING FRCM THOSE OF THE HOME FARM
Possibilities
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
All
Farmers
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
1. Never 0 0 0 0 0
2. Occasionally 33 25 33 27 29
3. Usually or often 39 43 36 42 41
4. Always 28 32 31 31 31
Number Responding 70 87 36 121 157
Total Responses 70 87 36 121 157
It is significant that not one response to the item, "never" was 
received. Less than one-third said, "occasionally." Forty-one percent 
indicated that the high school project should "usually or always" include 
practices differing from those used on the home farm. A total of 72 
percent of those responding indicated "usually or often" or always.
There was no marked difference in the responses across the different 
groups, though parents tended to be somewhat more conservative in their 
response than did adults.
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Farmer Attitude or Interest in Cooperating 
With the Experiment Station in Trials Conducted on the Home Farm
As another measure of farmer attitude toward demonstration work, 
a's well as to provide further direction for possible future emphasis, 
answers to the following question were sought: "Farmers could be of
help to the Experiment Station by conducting farm trials with the 
assistance of the local vo-ag teacher; would you be interested in 
cooperating with such trials on your farm?" Responses to items in­
dicating varying degrees of interest are presented in Table 51.
TABLE 51
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO 
INTEREST IN CONDUCTING FARM TRIALS IN COOPERATION 
WITH THE EXPERIMENT STATION
STUDENT GROUPS SUCCESS GROUPS
Degree of Interest
High School 
Parents
Adult and 
Young Farmer Least Most
All
Farmers
1. No, I would not 
be interested 3 3 3 3 3
2. I might be 
interested 55 44 50 48 43
3. Yes, I would 
definitely be 
interested
\
42 53 45 49 48
Number Responding 66 88 37 119 156
Total Responses 66 87 36 117 153
Comments 6 66 3 9 12
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The fact that only three percent definitely indicated no interest 
seems quite significant. Equally significant is the response by nearly 
one-half of the farmers indicating a definite interest in cooperating 
■with the Experiment Station by conducting trials on their own farms.
The total of a 96 percent response to items two and three would appear
to open up possibilities for a new avenue of applied research in 
agronomy.
Responses to individual items, when compared across groups, varied 
somewhat in the case of the student groups and extremely little in 
the case of the success groups. Generally, respondents from the high 
school groups were somewhat more conservative in that 55 percent 
indicated a possibility of interest while only 42 percent indicated 
definite interest. The trend was in the opposite direction in the 
case of the adult group.
Farmers1 Evaluation of the Accomplishments
Resulting From the Use of Demonstrations
in Respect to Teachers* Objectives
It was desired to secure an appraisal by farmers of the extent to 
which teacher objectives for using demonstration plots were being 
accomplished. The objectives of teachers which were discussed in the 
preceding chapter were listed in the questionnaire. Respondents were 
asked to indicate upon a three-point scale of "much," "some," or 
"little," the degree to which each item had been accomplished, first
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on the home farm and second, in the community. On the basis of the 
responses received, it is believed a four or five-point scale might 
have encouraged more discriminating replies. Nevertheless, the 
responses received were not without considerable value. Responses 
were tabulated by assigning a weight of three to the rating "much," 
two to the rating "some," and one to the rating "little." The total 
number of responses indicating a given rating in respect to an item 
were multiplied by the respective value. All weighted responses to 
an item were added, and the total was divided by the respective total 
number of responses. The result became the average rating representing 
the sum total of the individual ratings.
A comparison of the responses of individuals associated with least 
successful and most successful demonstrations are presented in Table 52.
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TABLE 52
RESPONSES BY FARMERS INDICATING DEGREE TO WHICH 
TEACHER OBJECTIVES WERE ACCOMPLISHED BY DEMONSTRATIONS; 
GROUPED ACCORDING TO ASSOCIATION OF RESPONDENT WITH LEAST, 
OR MOST SUCCESSFUL DEMONSTRATION SITUATIONS
Evaluation by Success Group#
On Home Farm In Community
Teacher Objectives* Least Most Least Most
1. Secure acceptance or use of 
new practices 2.2 2.2 1.9 1.9
2. Demonstrate or promote new 
practices 2.3 2.3 2.0 2.0
3. Stimulate farm trial of new 
practices 2.0 2.2 2.1 1.9
4. Provide local data for 
educational purposes 2.3 2.3 2.0 2.1
5. Stimulate or increase class 
interest or understanding 2.3 2.3 2.0 2.0
6. Develop understanding of 
experimental procedures 2.3 2.4 1.9 2.0
7. Improve parent-vo-ag program 
relationships 2.5 2.4 2.3 2.2
8. Improve crop yields, produc­
tion, farm income 2.5 2.5 2.1 2.1
9. Publicize the vo-ag-F.F.A. 
program 2.4 2.4 2.3 2.4
10. Increase parent interest in 
farming programs 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.2
11. Increase parent confidence in 
boy ability & management 2.5 2.4 2.2 2.3
12. Provide students actual exper­
ience with new practices 2.6 2.4 2.2 2.2
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TABLE 52 (Continued)
Evaluation by Success Group#
On Home Farm In Community
Teacher Objectives* Least Most Least Most
13, Promote community under
standing of vo-ag program 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.3
14, Improve parent-son 
relationships 2.5 2.4 2.3 2.2
15, Increase value of teacher 
visits on home farm 2.4 2.3 2.1 2.1
16, Promote adult or young 
farmer program 2.4 2.3 2.4 2.2
# Scale of values: 3 - Much; 2 - Some; 1 - Little,
* In order of frequency of mention by teachers.
It is of interest to note that the average rating assigned indi­
vidual items by the "least success group" varies little in most 
instances from that assigned by the "most success group," The most 
marked difference in the appraisal of accomplishments on the home farm 
are noted in respect to items three and twelve, each differing by two- 
tenths of a point. The "least success group" did not appear to feel 
that the farm trial of new practices had been stimulated as much as 
did the "most success group." On the other hand, the "least success 
group" appeared to believe that students had been provided actual 
experience with new practices, more so than did the "most success 
group,"
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Generally, accomplishments in the community were rated slightly 
lower than on the home farm. While both the "least" and the "most 
success" groups agreed across the table on only three items, two, five, 
and eight, all differences appear so slight as to warrant no general 
conclusion concerning variations in ratings by groups.
The overall average ratings would appear to place the degree of 
accomplishment of most items in a range more often nearer to "some" 
than "much," thus amounting to a favorable evaluation in light of 
the quality scale provided.
A Comparison of Teachers1 Evaluations of 
Accomplishments with the Ratings of Farmers
In Table 53 is provided a summary of the overall average ratings 
by farmers of the degree to which teachers' objectives were accom­
plished, together with the relative rank of the objective in terms of 
the accomplishments reported by teachers.
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TABLE 53
A COMPARISON OF THE EVALUATIONS OF THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
OF DEMONSTRATION PLOTS BY TEACHERS, AND BY FARMERS
Evaluation
By Teachers 1 By Farmers#
Teacher Objectives* Rank
I Mean 
Rating
Home
Farm
Community 
As Whole
1. Secure acceptance or use of 
new practices 1 2.1 2.2 1.9
2. Demonstrate or promote new 
practices 9 2.2 2.3 2.0
3. Stimulate farm trial of 
new practices 4 2.1 2.2 1.9
4. Provide local data for 
educational purposes
3
2.2 2.3 2.1
5. Stimulate or increase class 
interest or understanding 2 2.2 2.3 2.0
6. Develop understanding of 
experimental procedures 8 2.2 2.4 2.0
7. Improve parent-vo-ag 
program relationships 5 ; 2.3 2.4** 2.2
8. Improve crop yields, 
production, farm income 7 2.3 2.5 2.1
9. Publicize the vo-ag-F.F.A. 
program
14
2.4 2.4 2.4
10. Increase parent interest 
in farming programs 10 2.4 2.5** 2.2
11. Increase parent confidence 
in boy ability & management
13
2.4 2.6** 2.3
12. Provide students actual 
experience with new 
practices 12 2.3 2.5 2.2
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TABLE 53 (Continued)
Evaluation
1 By Teachers B3T Farmers^
Teacher Objectives* I Rank
Mean
Rating
Home
Farm
Community 
As Whole
13. Promote community under­
standing of vo-ag program
6
2.4 2.4 2.3
14. Improve parent-son 
relationships I rL 2.3 2.5** 2.2
15. Increase value of teacher 
visits on home farm 1 15 2.2 2.3 2.1
16. Promote adult or young 
farmer program | 16 2.3 2.4 2.3
# Scale of values: 3 - Much; 2 - Some; 1 - Little.
* In order of frequency of mention by teachers. 
**Responses include High School Group only.
Of some significance is the variation of the average farmer rating 
from the rank of an item based upon teacher evaluation. For example, 
the teachers' evaluation placed item number one in first place, yet 
it achieved an average farmer rating four points below that received 
by number eleven. The item rated highest in respect to accomplish­
ments on the home farm. From a practical viewpoint, there is so little 
range in variation displayed between any of the average farmer ratings 
that an attempt to determine how far any one departs from a position 
of rank based on teachers' evaluations seems of questionable value.
It seems appropriate to note a few items regarding which teachers 
and farmers appeared to differ most. In so doing, the "mean rating" 
column should be considered as providing a more general overall
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rating. The "mean rating" column represents a combination of those 
ratings made in reference to the home farm and those made relative to 
the community.
It is of interest to note the rating assigned items nine, ten, 
eleven and thirteen. Whereas these items received the higher ratings’ 
from farmers, all except item thirteen ranked down in the list when 
evaluated by teachers. These are items concerning which farmers should 
have valid appraisals.
Items four and five were ranked high by teachers and relatively 
low by farmers. Teachers' appraisals concerning these items should 
be the more valid.
It is worthwhile to note that the farmers' lower appraisal of the 
degree to which item one, "Secure acceptance or use of new practices," 
was accomplished, is somewhat at variance with the answers indicated 
by the data they provided, shown in Tables 44 and 45. It appears 
likely that farmers may not be able to provide valid appraisals in 
respect to generalized statements of items such as were used here and 
in the questionnaire.
In attempting to summarize the data in Table 53, one may visualize 
some of the more common and more favorable outcomes associated with 
demonstrations when viewed by teachers and by farmers.
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As a teacher, it appears one may have reason to hope for the 
following outcomes from successful demonstrations*
1. Greater acceptance or use of new practices by students 
and others in the community.
2. Stimulated class interest and greater understanding of 
basic principles and new practices of crop production.
3. Local data regarding certain production practices for 
use in class and individual instruction.
4. Increased willingness to try new practices on the farm.
5. Improved parent-vocational agriculture program 
relationships.
6. Increased community understanding of the objectives and 
accomplishments of the program of vocational agriculture.
In the eyes of farmers, demonstration plots appear to be 
accomplishing the following:
1. Increased parent confidence in boy ability and manage­
ment of farming enterprises.
2. Increased parent interest in farming programs of high 
school students.
3. Greater community knowledge and understanding of the 
objectives and accomplishments of the program of 
vocational agriculture.
4. Increased student experience with new practices of 
crop production.
5. Improved parent and son relationships.
6. Improved crop yields and increased farm incomes.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to provide an appraisal of the 
use made of demonstration plots by teachers of vocational agriculture 
in Ohio, and to secure information which may contribute to the more 
effective use of such plots in conjunction with the instruction of 
high school, young farmer, and adult students.
In order to more nearly achieve this purpose, efforts were 
directed to the achievement of the following more specific 
objectives:
1. To provide a measure of the extent to which teachers 
have made use of demonstration plots.
2. To learn the objectives teachers sought to accomplish 
by the use of demonstration plots.
3. To secure an appraisal by teachers of the accomplish­
ments resulting from the use of demonstration plots.
4. To identify circumstances more favorable to the 
development of demonstration plots as well as prob­
lems commonly encountered by teachers.
5. To learn the attitudes toward demonstration plots 
common to selected farmers who had experienced the 
use of such plots on their farms.
6. To identify attitudes and characteristics which appear 
to be more common to farm situations associated with 
demonstrations considered by teachers as most success­
ful or least successful.
- 206 -
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7. To secure the opinions of farmers and teachers relative 
to the future emphasis which should be devoted to the 
use of demonstration plots in vocational agriculture.
The Meed for a Study
Many of the concerns of teachers center about the problem of 
securing the acceptance and use of new practices on the home farms 
of students of all age groups. Few studies which relate to factors 
motivating farmers to use new practices appear to have been under­
taken in vocational agriculture. Most have dealt with farmer 
acceptance of practices in relation to some phase of a classroom 
instructional program.
On the assumption that demonstration plots were a worthwhile 
and effective aid to the teaching of basic principles as well as 
new practices of crop production, a research project to encourage 
increased use of such plots was initiated in the Department of 
Agricultural Education. As the program developed over a period of 
three years, teachers reported increasing numbers of demonstrations, 
as well as varying degrees of difficulty and success in the 
initiation of local demonstration programs.
In order to develop more valid courses of action relative to 
the future emphasis to be devoted to demonstration plots, it seemed 
appropriate to review the progress and the achievements of the 
current program.
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Student Farming Programs 
An Opportunity for Demonstration Plots
The crop projects of high school students and the crop produc­
tion activities of the young or adult farmer provide a focal point 
for instruction in vocational agriculture. The use of demonstration 
plots in connection with the faming programs of such students would 
appear to provide a logical means of improving the effectiveness of 
instruction.
There is evidence that farmers are often more impressed by 
what they see on their own farms or on others in their locality 
than by what they are told of results at experiment stations. 
Research has indicated that many farmers credit their neighbors as 
being a primary source of new ideas, or information motivating them 
to try new practices.'*" Likewise, research has demonstrated that 
farmers are apt to first adopt a new practice on a trial basis, 
in spite of the fact that it has already been accepted completely
p
on many of the farms in the community. Other research has 
indicated that farmers who have sons enrolled in vocational agri­
culture or 4-H programs, or those who discuss farm management 
decisions with teenage sons, are more often likely to be among 
those who use more new practices.
1 Wilkening, op. cit.
2
Ryan and Gross, op. cit.
3
Venne, op. cit.
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When considered together, these research findings serve to lend 
support to the assumption that demonstration plots on the home farms 
of students would contribute to more effective instruction.
Procedures Used in the Study
The nature of this study was such as to involve a number of the 
commonly used methods of educational research.
The overall character of the study was construed to be in the 
nature of an evaluation. To the extent that it was concerned with 
an analysis of a state demonstration program which had been subjected 
to periodic evaluations and subsequent modifications and which 
currently continues in operation, characteristics typifying action 
research were involved.
Data relative to the extent to which demonstration programs 
had been developed in local departments of vocational agriculture 
were assembled by means of annual surveys conducted during the months 
of July or August when the growing season was sufficiently advanced 
that all demonstration programs would be underway. In each of the 
years, 1952, 1953., and 1954, all teachers of vocational agriculture 
received a postcard questionnaire. Teachers were asked to indicate 
the number of students having demonstration plots, whether high 
school or adult and young farmer, and the respective crop enter­
prises involved.
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The historical portion of the study dealing with the chronologi­
cal development of the state demonstration program was developed from 
notes and records maintained over the three-year period covered in 
the study.
Information for that portion of the study concerned with the 
objectives of teachers, difficulties encountered, and circumstances 
associated with successful demonstrations; the local achievements of 
demonstration plots, and teachers' opinions regarding future em­
phasis to be placed upon demonstrations, was collected by means of 
a free-response questionnaire. One hundred eight teachers who were 
teaching in the same department for which they had reported local 
demonstration programs in 1952 and 1953 were queried. Information 
for study was summarized from the usable replies of 60 teachers.
Data with regard to farmer experience and opinions concerning 
demonstration plots were collected by means of a questionnaire mailed 
directly to the home farm. All teachers currently in service in the 
same department for which they had reported demonstration programs 
in the years 1952, 1953, or 1954 were asked to provide names and 
addresses for the parents or the adult or young farmer students on 
whose farms most successful or least successful demonstrations had 
been conducted. Questionnaires were sent to 265 farmers and usable 
responses were provided by 63 percent. Data from the replies were 
analyzed by student groups in vocational agriculture and by groups 
according to the teacher's rating of the successfulness of the 
demonstration.
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The Development of the Demonstration Plot Program 
in Ohio; 1952-1954
The extent to which teachers were making use of demonstration 
plots was determined by a survey of all teachers conducted each 
year during the late summer. The percentage of teachers reporting 
local demonstration programs increased from 19 percent in 1952 to 
34 percent in 1954.
The number of students conducting demonstrations ranged from 
1 to 40 per department. The average for all departments over the 
three years of the study was 9.8 students per department. Seventy- 
five percent of the programs involved less than 10 students and 
well over half (57 percent) were reported with less than five. An 
approximate ratio of two to one existed between the number of high 
school students and the number who were adults. The overall per­
centages for the three years of the study were 64 for high school 
students and 36 for adult students.
The enterprise which received the most emphasis in local 
demonstration programs was the corn crop, which accounted for 60 
percent of the demonstration plots. Twenty-six percent of the 
demonstrations were conducted with the small grains. Fifty-nine 
percent of these were conducted in connection with wheat; soybeans 
ranked second with 24 percent; and the remaining 17 percent 
involved the oats crop. Slightly over 12 percent of the demon­
strations involved crops such as tomatoes, potatoes and strawberries.
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The Chronological Development of the 
Demonstration Plot Program 
During the Period 1951-1954
For a number of years, a teacher here and there had developed 
farm demonstrations in one or more crop enterprises. Several 
teachers in Ohio, as well as in other states, regarded the crop
projects of students as providing an ideal opportunity for such an
activity. A few conceived the idea that every crop project should 
provide for the trial of improved practices differing to some extent 
from those currently being used on the home farm. The educational
value of the crop project which reflected no more than the practices
being used in the home farm was-being challenged.
In September of 1951 the Coke Oven Ammonia Research Bureau 
initiated a Research Fellowship with the Department of Agricultural 
Education for the purpose of encouraging the use of demonstration 
plots in connection with instruction in vocational agriculture.
The program in the Department of Agricultural Education was 
formulated as a "long-time research project" by which may be deter­
mined the extent to which demonstration plots, included within the 
farming program of the vocational agriculture student, may hasten 
the adoption of improved practices on the home farm. The first 
emphasis was limited largely to the promotion of the demonstration 
plot idea, and to the development of methods and procedures which 
could be used by teachers in connection with such plots.
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Throughout the development of the program, the research project 
has benefited from the advice and guidance of a Research Project 
Committee which included representatives of the Experiment Station, 
the Department of Agronomy, the Department of Agricultural 
Economics, and the Department of Extension, as well as the Depart­
ment of Agricultural Education. Additional help was received from 
a committee of teachers representing the Ohio Vocational Agricul­
tural Teachers' Association.
In connection with the development of the program, a number of 
teaching aids were prepared and distributed to teachers, among 
which were the following:
"Demonstration Plots - Worth Trying"
"A Nitrogen Balance Sheet for Corn"
"Corn Production Testing"
"Demonstration Plots for Improving Farm Practices"
"A Soil Fertility Inventory and Recommendation Sheet"
"Small Grain Production Testing"
"Short Cuts to Wheat Fertility Plots"
"Demonstration Plots Put Life into Crops Projects" 
"Production Testing of Pastures and Meadows"
During the latter part of 1953 > the research project was modified 
to include an emphasis upon the determination of the economic return 
from improved practices and the economic risk involved.
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Over the three-year period covered in the study, the number of 
teachers reporting the use of demonstration plots had increased
from 64 to 115 and the number of students reported had increased
from 483 to 1132. While the statewide demonstration program had 
evidently resulted in a definite increase in the use of demonstra­
tion plots in vocational agriculture, continued and perhaps greater 
emphasis appeared desirable.
Teacher Experience with Demonstration Plots 
Teacher Objectives for Using Demonstrations
Statements in which teachers gave their purposes for using 
demonstration plots were grouped into sixteen general objectives. 
These were as follows:
1. Secure acceptance or use of new practices
2. Demonstrate or promote new practices
3* Stimulate farm trial of new practices
4. Provide local data for educational purposes
5. Stimulate or increase class interest or understanding
6. Develop understanding of experimental procedures
7. Improve parent-vo-ag program relationships
8. Improve crop yields, production, farm income
9. Publicize the vo-ag-F.F.A. program
10. Increase parent interest in farming programs
11. Increase parent confidence in boy ability and management
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12. Provide students actual experience with new practices
13. Promote community understanding of vo-ag program
14. Improve parent-son relationships
15. Increase value of teacher visits on home farm
16. Promote adult or young farmer program
The objective most frequently mentioned was, "Secure acceptance 
or use of new practices." Four objectives generally relating to 
the use of new practices accounted for 55 percent of the responses 
by teachers. Five objectives best described as educational 
accounted for 26 percent of the responses. The remaining seven 
objectives were of a public relations nature and accounted for 
19 percent of the responses by teachers.
Objectives Accomplished Through the Use of Demonstration Plots
Statements of teachers relative to accomplishments resulting 
from the use of demonstration plots were classed according to the 
sixteen objectives. The accomplishment most frequently mentioned 
was, "Secure acceptance or use of new practices." The four accomp­
lishments relating generally to the use of new practices accounted 
for 44 percent of the accomplishments mentioned by teachers. The 
five accomplishments best classed as educational accounted for 
30 percent of the responses. Seven accomplishments in the area 
of public relations accounted for 17 percent of all reported by 
teacherso
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Procedures Used by Teachers to Initiate Demonstration Programs
The greatest number of procedures reported used in starting 
demonstration programs centered about work with an entire class.
Most frequently mentioned of these was the discussion in class of 
demonstrations and experiments. Considerable mention was made of 
the practice of summarizing in class the results of previous trials. 
A direct appeal challenging students to try new ideas or new 
practices was also mentioned frequently.
Conditions, or factors, mentioned more frequently as helpful to 
the starting of demonstration programs were, interested students, 
teacher help with planning and starting plots, and parents who were 
progressive-minded and cooperative. Student appreciation of the 
purpose, need, and value of plots was also important.
Difficulties Encoutered in Conducting Demonstration Programs
"Poor planning or lack of understanding" was a problem of 
teachers common to work with both high school and adult students, 
when getting demonstrations started. Other troublesome factors 
were, "a failure to accurately follow plans, failure to check 
yields," and "objections to time or trouble involved," indicating a 
lack of appreciation of the benefits plots may provide. In the 
case of high school students, resistance to change or new ideas on 
the part of parents was mentioned a number of times.
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Many of the difficulties encountered once demonstration programs 
were underway would seem subject to partial solution by additional 
or more thorough classroom instruction. Typical of the problems 
mentioned more frequently were, "failure to accurately follow plans," 
"lack of understanding, loss of interest, or indifference," and 
"failure to check yields." The most frequent objection by parents 
was in regard to the time required by care of the plots or yield 
checks.
A considerable number of teachers expressed a difficulty in 
collecting, organizing, and evaluating data with the class. The 
extraneous influence of soil and weather came in for mention a 
number of times.
The need for follow-up and on-farm instruction by the teacher 
seemed to be emphasized by the nature of the majority of the 
problems mentioned.
Teacher Opinion Concerning Future Emphasis 
to be Devoted to Demonstration Plots
The attitude of teachers toward demonstration plots judged on 
the basis of response concerning future emphasis could be conser­
vatively regarded as highly affirmative. Only one teacher indicated 
a negative attitude by a remark questioning whether teachers could 
continue because of the time pressure they were working under.
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The general consensus of opinion seemed to be that all or most 
teachers should use more simple demonstrations which were not too 
time-consuming. Students should be encouraged to conduct demon­
strations, preferably on a voluntary basis. If not a part of the 
production projects of high school students, demonstrations should 
be counted as improvement projects, or supplementary practices.
More class, or chapter demonstrations should be used, and increased 
emphasis should be placed on using demonstrations with the adult 
group. Emphasis in a state program was asked to be devoted to a 
general publication on procedures and the assembly and publishing 
of results for the use of all teachers.
Farmer Attitudes and Opinions 
Concerning Demonstration Plots
In an effort to secure a more valid appraisal of the state 
demonstration program, opinions were sought of farmers who had had 
experience with demonstrations. Data were analyzed with regard to 
selected conditions or characteristics associated with the farm 
and farm operator of the home farms of students. Usable replies 
were received from 63 percent of the farmers queried.
Age of Farm Operator
Three-fourths of the farm operators were between the ages of 30 
and 60. The modal age group was AO to 49 years, accounting for
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37 percent of the respondents. There was some indication that 
younger farm operators were more often associated with most success­
ful demonstration situations.
Size of Farming Operation
The total tillable acres operated was used as a measure of the 
size of farm operations. Generally, the farming operations of 
adult students were larger than was the case for home farms of 
high school students. There was an indication that most successful 
demonstrations were more often associated with larger scale farming 
operations. There seemed little association between ownership and 
rental operations and success with demonstrations.
Operator Appraisal of Farm Fertility and Farm Income
Few farmers considered their farms in the low to fair fertility 
range. A majority fell into the average to good range, and nearly 
forty percent considered their farms "among the best in the 
community." There appeared to be little relationship between 
operators' evaluations of farm fertility and success with demon­
stration plots.
Sixty percent of the respondents reported farm incomes "about 
the same" as others in the community, while 31 percent regarded the 
income as "somewhat larger." There was some association indicating 
the chances for successful demonstrations to have been better on
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farms -where the income was considered above the average for the size 
operation involved.
Changes in Farming Practices
The farm operator's propensity to change farming practices was 
measured in terms of the number of farming practices changed during 
the previous five years. One-half of the farmers indicated "several 
changes" in farming practices, 25 percent had changed "only a few," 
and 20 percent indicated many changes in practices. Fewer changes 
appeared to have been made on the home farms of high school students 
than on those of adults. No great amount of difference appeared 
in respect to situations associated with most successful or least 
successful demonstrations.
Leadership Activity of Farm Operators
Farmers were asked concerning their interest and activity in 
farm organizations. Adult or young farmer respondents tended to 
demonstrate greater interest in farm organizations and community 
affairs than did parents of high school students.
A slightly higher amount of leadership activity was associated 
with "most successful" demonstrations though the difference could 
not be identified as significant.
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Farmer Influence on Other Farmers
Adult students responded indicating greater influence upon the 
farming of neighbors than -was true for the parents of high school 
students. No consistent difference appeared in the responses 
according to "success groups*"
Best Sources of Information on Farming
Farmers responded in relation to eight sources of farm informa­
tion. The uniformity of response, regardless of the group 
considered, appeared in itself significant. An average of 3.3 
sources of information was reported by each farmer.
Farmer Opinion Regarding Demonstration Plots
Ninety-five percent of the farmers indicated a belief that 
demonstration plots were "practical and worth the time," or 
"definitely they should be continued." There was no consistent 
difference in the responses between "student" or "success" groups.
Seventy-six percent of the respondents desired to have more 
demonstrations on their home farms, 38 percent indicating a desire 
for help in planning, while another 38 percent evidenced definite 
plans to continue.
There was a tendency for adult farmers to react more favorably 
toward demonstrations than did parents of high school students. There 
was little difference between student groups or success groups.
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Advantages of Demonstrations on Home Farm
Farmers indicated they liked demonstrations because they learned 
more about crops. New practices could be tested before taking a 
chance on them. The vo-ag teacher was around, or gave help more 
often. Approximately one-third of the farmers responded to each 
of the above three "advantages." There appeared to be little 
difference in the responses by groups.
Disadvantages of Demonstrations
Sixty-seven percent of the farmers indicated "no particular 
disadvantage" for demonstration plots. Twenty percent indicated 
plots took too much time or work.
Use of New Practices and Improvement of Future Net Income of Farm
Nearly 60 percent of the farmers indicated definite plans to 
change some practices as a result of the demonstration plot on their 
farm. One-third indicated a desire to try a practice again before 
deciding finally to change. Parents of high school students revealed 
slightly more cautious attitudes than did the adult students.
Eighty percent of the farmers believed the future net income of 
their farms would be improved as a result of demonstrations on their 
farm. A slightly higher percentage of those associated with
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demonstrations rated "most successful" responded in this light.
There was little difference in the responses of the student groups.
Interest of Neighbors or Others in Demonstrations
Ninety-two percent of the responses indicated an interest in the 
demonstration on the home farm on the part of neighbors or others. 
Eight percent of the responses indicated no interest or that 
neighbors "made fun" of the demonstration.
The Need for Teacher Help
Responses concerning ways the teacher of vocational agriculture 
might have helped improve the demonstration indicated a desire for 
help in planning, visits to the farm during the growing season, and 
assistance in making yield checks. There was less indication of 
need for help when the demonstration was being started in the field. 
Many farmers indicated a reluctance to appear critical of the 
teacher, often commenting in the vein, "he did ail he could" or "he 
did all of these."
Farmer Opinions in Regard to Future Emphasis 
on Demonstrations in Vocational Agriculture
Sixty-seven percent of the farmers indicated that most high school 
and adult students should be encouraged to have demonstrations. The
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next higher response, 23 percent, favored having plots now and then 
on the farms of a few high school and adult farmer students. Only 
two of the 161 farmers indicated that teachers should no longer 
bother with demonstrations.
New Practices in Student Projects
Generally farmers favor the inclusion of new practices differ­
ing from those of the home farm, in the projects of high school 
students. Seventy-two percent indicated such practices should be 
included "usually or often" or "always."
Farm Trials in Cooperation with the Experiment Station
As a measure of farmer attitude toward demonstrations as well 
as to provide direction for possible future emphasis, farmers were 
asked to react regarding interest in conducting farm trials in 
cooperation with the Experiment Station. Only three percent 
definitely indicated no interest in such trials. Nearly one-half 
of the farmers indicated a definite interest. A total of 96 
percent responded either that they might be interested or that 
they would definitely be interested. Response from the home farms 
of high school students was somewhat more conservative than that 
from those of adult students.
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Farmer Evaluation of the Accomplishments of Demonstration Plots
Farmers responded in light of the objectives which had been 
developed from the purposes mentioned by teachers. There was 
little difference in the responses by success groups. All objec­
tives were rated as having been accomplished to a degree ranging 
between "some" and "much."
Generally, farmers rated accomplishments of a public relations 
nature higher and those of an educational nature and those dealing 
with new practices lower. These relationships were somewhat the 
reverse of those assigned by teachers.
Recommendations
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After due consideration of the findings of the study in light 
of personal experience -with the state demonstration program., the 
following recommendations are made relative to the use of demon­
stration plots in vocational agriculture in Ohio
1. The decision to use demonstration plots should continue 
to rest with the teacher as a voluntary choice made in 
light of local needs and potential benefits to the 
program of vocational agriculture and the community.
a. The scope and nature of local demonstration pro­
grams should be determined by the teachers and 
their students who, with suitable guidance, are 
in the most favorable positions to appraise needs 
and evaluate outcomes.
b. Teachers should encourage most students of all 
age groups to conduct demonstrations, limiting 
the number in keeping with resources for pro­
viding adequate follow-up instruction and 
assistance on the home farm. Increased emphasis 
should be devoted to the development of demon­
stration plots on the home farms of adult and 
young farmer students.
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Careful consideration should be given to the 
selection of student cooperators and home farm 
situations, to assure understanding concerning 
the demands for time, care, and accuracy in the 
development of plots.
c. Teachers should provide adequate class and 
individual instruction prior to the planning 
and development of demonstrations in order to 
avoid problems which arise due to poor planning 
or lack of understanding.
d. Teachers should aim to secure the active coopera­
tion of local farm leaders who are recognizable 
as "local influentials" in that their opinions 
concerning farming practice are sought by other 
farmers in the community.
e. Teachers should strive to have F.F.A. Chapter 
crop projects become more than a means of 
raising funds, capitalizing upon such plots as 
means of developing understandings of elementary 
and basic techniques in agronomic research.
f. Teachers should endeavor to broaden their sphere 
of educational influence on the community during 
the summer months by developing educational 
tours around a core of well-planned and well- 
conducted farm demonstrations.
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g. More teachers should devote attention to the
placement of demonstrations along roads traveled 
by farmers, using attractive signs to inform
4»
concerning the nature of trials being conducted.
2. In the Department of Agricultural Education, continued 
emphasis should be placed upon stressing the educa­
tional potential of local demonstration programs in 
vocational agriculture.
a. The Research Project in the Department of Agri­
cultural Education should be continued as a means 
of providing impetus to the use of demonstra­
tion plots for teaching the basic principles and 
new practices of crop production.
b. The emphasis in the Research Project upon pro­
viding help to teachers in the form of aids and 
information should be continued, with effort 
being made to work closer with teachers in small 
group workshops.
c. Attention should be devoted to the preparation 
of an agricultural leader's reference concerning 
the planning and use of demonstration plots with 
more common crops of the farm, containing an 
explanation of basic principles of research plot 
design and the assembly, analysis, and interpre­
tation of data.
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d. Future attention in the Research Project should be 
devoted to bringing together on county levels the 
demonstration programs of vocational agriculture 
and extension, recognizing and utilizing more 
fully the educational activities of local dealers 
and distributors who so frequently are advisors
of farmers.
e. The value of demonstrations and techniques of 
developing and using them should be dealt with 
during the course of preparation for teaching. 
Until the time such instruction can be provided
in connection with one or more courses in Agronomy, 
prospective teachers and county extension per­
sonnel should gain some degree of familiarity 
with demonstration work and with the principles 
of simple agronomic research during the periods 
of student and apprentice teaching.
3. Supervisory personnel in vocational agriculture should 
encourage greater recognition, more extensive and more 
intensive use of demonstration plots on the part of 
teachers as a means of enhancing the crops instruction 
being provided in local programs.
a. The support which has been provided for the 
Research Project in Agricultural Education 
should be continued.
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b. Consideration should be given to providing for 
small group workshops to serve those teachers 
who need and desire instruction in the techniques 
applicable to the conduct of successful demon­
stration programs, as well as other phases of 
agronomy.
c. Additional emphasis should be devoted to encour­
aging all teachers to make use of yield checks 
in connection with most crop projects as a means 
of providing training in the techniques, as well 
as to provide more accurate and more reliable 
project records.
d. Consideration should be given to the provision of 
some means whereby teachers would furnish data 
from demonstration plots which could be accumulated, 
summarized, and published for all to use.
e. The possibility of recognizing outstanding crop 
production records in the manner now followed 
with the "Ton Litter Contest" should receive 
serious study with a view to the eventual imple­
mentation of such a program.
f. Provision should be made to continue the annual 
survey of demonstration programs in vocational 
agriculture to measure as well as promote the 
interest of teachers in such programs.
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4. There is need for further studies concerning:
a. The educational influence of demonstration plots upon 
students of vocational agriculture, particularly those 
of the high school group.
b. The influence of demonstration programs upon the accep­
tance of new and improved practices by farmers.
c. The factors motivating farmers to initiate trial of 
new practices.
d. Influences conditioning the acceptance of new or 
improved practices by farmers.
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A RESEARCH PROJECT
USE OF DEMONSTRATION PLOTS 
IN TEACHING FERTILITY AND OTHER CROPPING PRACTICES
OBJECTIVES - A. To stimulate the use of demonstration plots on
farms of students of Vocational Agriculture of all 
three groups, high school, young and adult farmers, 
as a means of providing more convincing information 
relative to the worth of selected fertility and 
other improved cropping practices which are 
developed by the student as a result of systematic 
instruction, to meet the needs of his specific 
situation.
B. To demonstrate the effect of various fertility and 
other improved cropping practices designed to make 
the best use of the student's particular soil 
productive capability, and to develop maximum 
yields.
C. To bring together from all sections of the state the 
results of comparisons of selected cropping practices 
carried on in a wide variety of conditions.
D. To develop and put into operation more accurate and 
systematic plans for the evaluation of the outcomes of 
various improved cropping practices by teachers and 
students of vocational agriculture of all age groups.
E. To secure some measure or indication of the value 
of local demonstration plots as aids in teaching 
improved cropping practices.
F. To formulate suggestive patterns or plans which may 
be used by teachers of vocational agriculture and 
other agricultural leaders in setting up and con­
ducting demonstration plots and in making the results 
available to students and other interested persons in 
the community.
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REASONS FOR 
UNDERTAKING 
THE WORK
REVIEW OF
PREVIOUS
WORK
Agronomists and Agricultural Economists hold 
that increased production of corn and similar crops 
can best be secured by the more efficient use of 
that land which is most capable of economical pro­
duction. If through the intensive application of 
more sound cropping practices such as the use of 
more appropriate hybrids, proper fertilization and 
correct rates of planting, the needed production 
increases can be achieved, such a policy would seem 
more appropriate than that of plowing additional 
land which should remain in sod. There are indica­
tions that while much information concerning the 
value and application of desirable cropping 
practices has been available, too frequently it 
has been little used by farmers. As many agricul­
tural leaders are aware, information of a statis­
tical nature often has less meaning to farmers than 
work carried out on the farm. Further, because 
farmers are not accustomed to accurately measuring 
and comparing results in terms of increased, or 
decreased yields, they are not always convinced of 
the value of improved cropping practices. As a 
result, they often fail to continue using such 
practices as they may try.
Thus one of the overall purposes of this project 
becomes that of developing the habit of a more 
scientific attitude in those engaged in farming.
It is hoped that through the application of experi­
mental findings on individual farms, and more accurate 
evaluation of results achieved, there will be provided 
more convincing indications of the worth of various 
improved fertility and other cropping practices..
A research project somewhat related to the one 
here proposed has been carried on under the direction 
of the Department of Agricultural Education at the 
Pennsylvania State College for the past several years.
No program of this nature has been tried on a 
broad scale in Ohio, though some efforts have given 
encouraging results on a local basis. C. R. Fridline 
and H. E. Ridenour, teachers of vocational agriculture 
in Knox County, have been securing systematic corn 
yield checks relative to soil types, and conditions 
and other practices on farms within their school 
districts. Similar yield checks have been made by 
the teachers of vocational agriculture in Delaware Coun­
ty, working in conjunction with local producers of 
hybrid seed.
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Some pioneer work has been carried on for 
approximately three years by Kenneth Wilson, teacher 
of vocational agriculture in Miami County. Working 
with members of his adult group, Mr. Wilson has been 
rather successful in securing farm demonstrations 
dealing with improved practices in growing corn. 
Various practices dealing with the application of 
fertilizer rates of planting, etc., were tried and 
evaluated.
A. In cooperation with members of the staff of the
Department of Agronomy and the Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station, carry out the following
activities:
1. Survey the literature and research in Ohio 
and the other states. Identify new and 
improved fertilization and other cropping 
practices which hold promise for securing 
increased yields.
2. Develop teaching aids, such as mimeograph, 
slides, and film strips to be made available
• to teachers for use in teaching corn and 
other crop production practices.
3. Plan to have members of classes in vocational 
agriculture set up and conduct demonstration 
test plots, first with corn and later with 
other crops, as a part of their regular 
farming program.
4. Develop research procedures to be used by 
members of classes of vocational agriculture 
in setting up, conducting, and measuring 
results of demonstration plots.
5. Assemble, summarize, and analyze the results 
of various practices on trial in the demon­
stration plots.
6. Present the results of the demonstration plots 
to farmers, teachers, and other agricultural 
leaders by such means as descriptive reports, 
charts, graphs, slides, newspaper and magazine 
articles.
WAYS AND MEANS 
OF ATTAINING < 
OBJECTIVES
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1
PROBABLE
DURATION
B# In cooperation with the staff of the Department 
of Agricultural Education, and the staff in 
supervision in Vocational Agriculture, and the 
Vocational Agriculture Teachers* Association, 
carry out the activities named above and in 
addition the following:
1, Develop a plan to interest teachers, In 
district and county groups, and individu­
ally In undertaking appropriate plans for 
the use of demonstration plots.
2. Plan with teachers for an initial program 
of demonstration plots in corn production 
which particularly emphasises trials of 
various practices in fertilisation. These 
trials to include practices already estab­
lished as sound and practices which are 
new and appear to offer promise of maximum, 
yield*
3* Plan for demonstration plots to be expanded 
later to include pasture and other crops 
when (and If) deemed feasible,
4, Develop descriptive reports of the ways in 
which teachers may and do make use of the 
results of test plots in class teaching and 
in demonstrations outside*
5* Develop with the aid of teachers, measures 
of the educational effectiveness of the 
test plots in teaching*
C. Formulate generalizations on the various pro­
cedures which are found to be effective.
Three years - subject to annual review and revision.
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PERSONNEL
FINANCIAL
SUPPORT
AGENCY IN 
CHARGE
COOPERATING
AGENCIES
A. Research fellow: Richard Wilson
B. Advisory committee:
Ralph £* Bender, G. W. Volk, Harold G. Kenestrick, 
F* J* Salter, Ralph J. Woodin, and G* H. 
Stringfield.
Coke Oven Ammonia Research Bureau through The Ohio 
State University Development Fund, §2000 per year 
to cover Research Fellow stipend and necessary 
travel*
Department of Agricultural Education, The Ohio State 
University.
Department of Agronomy, The Ohio Agricultural 
Experiment Station, The State Department of Voca­
tional Agriculture, The Agricultural Extension 
Service*
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DEMONSTRATION 
PLOTS
V'/ORT H 
T RY ING
Richard. H. Wilson - Research Fellow 
Department of Agricultural Education 
The Ohio State Univeristy 
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DEMONSTRATION PLOTS - WORTH TRYING
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HERE IS A N  IDEA WORTH TRYING-, Include demonstration plots 
which aim for MAXIMUM EITICIENT YIELDS in crop projects carried on by 
boyes Teachers in other states have achieved marked success in their 
use of such plots in corn projects. We are confident that once teachers 
in Ohio have tried this procedure! they too will be enthusiastic about 
its use,
 _ _ _ _ _ _ PROJECT FIELD_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Demonstration Plot 1
Demonstration Plot 1 A
DEMONSTRATION PLOTS IN CORN PROJECTS
START FIRST WITH DEMONSTRATION PLOTS IN CORN. As this activity 
gains acceptance and more is learned about its use, such plots may be 
developed in other crop projects. The following appear to be sound reasons 
for working first with corn projects.
a. Corn is a crop of considerable importance all over Ohio - 
some is grown on most farms.
b. More boys have corn projects.
Regular project
as normally -. . .. )
planned.
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c. The effects of changing many practices are easily observed 
visually.
d. Yield checks can be made more easily on corn.
e. Plant food starvation symptoms show up more noticeably on corn,
f. Demonstration plots are easy to set up in corn.
THE BASIC IDEA does not involve using demonstration plots in 
all corn projects in the department. It would seem best to start with 
a limited number. THREE BOYS might well be the maximum the first year.
Using demonstration plots in the projects of a few boys would 
not make it necessary to change classroom procedure. Boys conducting 
demonstrations as well as the others, still have a project to plan.
We want farmers to use practices which will secure highest 
economical yields. It is discouraging when boys follow the same practices 
being used on the home farms. At best, we are often forced to accept a 
compromise. Here is where the demonstration plots can be of help. WE 
SHOULD FIND PARENTS MORE WILLING TO TRY ON A SMALL SCALE NEWER PRACTICES 
WHICH MAY SEEM QUITE A CHANGE.
THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRONOMY, THE SOILS LABORATORY, AND EXTENSION 
AGRONOMISTS, ALL HAVE AGREED TO-HELP DEVELOP RECOMMENDATIONS for each boy’s 
demonstration plot. These recommendations for fertilizer and planting 
rate are to be based on soil test and crop history and would be ’’tailor- 
made" to fit a boy's specific situation. They would be designed to enable 
the boy to reach the highest yield consistent with conditions existing in 
his field under normal weather conditions,
SPECIALISTS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRONOMY AND AT THE EXPERIMENT 
STATION ARE INTERESTED IN STUDYING THE RESULTS SECURED BY BOYS. Much 
valuable information will be provided by observations during the growing 
season and yield checks made this Fall. All information sent in by teachers 
will be analyzed by research specialists, COMPARATIVE SUMMARIES WILL BE
3.
SECT TO Jill TEACHERS HAVING BOYS COOPERATING IN THE PROGRAM. All koyc 
will be able to profit from information provided by these demonstrations.
GETTING STARTED
In order for you to receive this special assistance for a 
limited number of boys, the following steps will be necessary:
1. Seletft NOT TO EXCEED THREE BOYS who wish to take part in
the program,
a. FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES PREFERRED, with seniors ruled 
out because of the problem of follow up.
2. SELECT LOCATIONS FOR THE DEMONSTRATION PLOTS in the project
field.
a. Try to select an area of uniform soil typo.
3. PREPARE SOIL SAMPLES taken from the demonstration plot area.
a. RECORD PAST CROP HISTORY of field through one rotation
using enclosed form,
b. IDENTIFY1 SOIL TYPE (contact soil conservation service 
representative if necessary) and soil profile if possible.
c. CONTACT COUNTY AGENT to secure soil sample bags and fill 
out necessary forms,
d. Arrange with county agent FOR MAILING SAMPLES TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION, using the enclosed 
labels to cover the address now on the sample bag.
(Note: this procedure has been recommended by Dr. F. J.
Salter to avoid delay resulting from having samples 
become mixed with others being received at lab.) The 
one dollar soil sample charge should be paid to the 
county agent; not sent in.
e. Enclose with soil samples, the yellow soil Inventory 
sheet (white copy stays with county agent) and the 
record of past crop history.
f. Print MVo-Ag” above soil sample number on both white 
and yellow soil inventory sheet and on the sample bag.
g. Check to be sure soil samples are mailed promptly before 
March 30.
h. Recommendations will be mailed to you (the teacher).
SUGGESTIONS FOR LAYING OUT DEMONSTRATION PLOTS 
PLAN TO HAVE TWO PLOTS IN THE PROJECT FIELD. While the Experiment 
Station repeats (replicates) plots at least three times, Dr. G. H. 
Stringfield suggests that two replications are sufficient for our 
purposes. Using the average results from two plots tends td offset 
the influence of variations in soil. Secondly, identical results 
seldom occur in any two like plots in the same field, and boys can 
more easily understand the need for trying a practice several times 
before accenting or discarding the practice on their own farms.
PLOTS SHOULD BE A* LEAST SIX ROWS WIDE and eight rows may be used if 
it is more convenient to make two corn planter rounds,
a. At least ONE PAIR OF ROWS AS MADE BY THE COHN PLANTER are needed 
in the center of a plot in order that accurate yield checks may 
l»e made. These are the test rows. Corn planters may vary in 
planting rate between right and left side, enough to make a 
difference in yield of ten bushels per acre,
b. AT LEAST TWO "GUARD" ROWS ARE NEEDED ON EITHER SIDE of the test 
rows in order that practices used in adjacent plots will not 
influence the other.
Do not expect to have a corn planter apply fertilizer at rates which 
are exactly as planned to the pound. Set the nlanter so as to apply 
the planned rate as near as possible. Weigh out fertilizer for plot 
and weigh what is left over. mhen record how much was applied to 
the plot, and determine the resulting rate in mounds per acre.
Acreage in the plots will need to be figured for each project field 
- plots 8 rows wide (h2 in rows) and hO rods long will include approx­
imately 1 /2 acre.
5.
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4. Follow the same idea (as in 3«) when working with planting rate.
Planting rate should "be checked in the h a m  yard. Spacing "between
kernels in the row for specific plots will "be Included in recommendations 
for planting rate.
5. STAKE OUT PLOTS. Put stakes in fence where they will remain undisturbed.
You may want to follow up and measure effect of fertilizer application
on later wheat and small grain seedings.
6. Example Diagram of a portion of a hoy’s project field.
 ________ PROJECT FIELD___________
Regular project
as normally----
planned.
Demonstration Plot 1 > test rows
Demonstration Plot 1A >test rows
¥
"Guard” rows
Regular project, aside from demonstration plots, is used as the check plot.
THERE ARE SEVERAL BOYS IN EVERY VO-AG DEPARTMENT who are capable 
of doing the job well. You have them in your department. They need only 
to have an interest stimulated. Start by outlining the general idea to 
all of the hoys in class. Bring out the possibilities for comparing 
practices they might like to try but hesitate to put into effect on a 
large scale. BOYS AT THIS AGE ARE NATURALLY INTERESTED IN EXPERIMENTING. 
They have a high sense of curiosity; a desire to see what happens. An 
air of competition may develop as they sense the opportunity to develop
trial plots pointed toward maximum yielas. CAPITALIZE ON THESE NATURAL 
IMPULSES. Though only a few may he conducting denpnstrations, don’t he 
surprised if you find all of the hoys developing a keen interested in 
the work.
Demonstration plots cannot 1»e merely tackod on to hoys’ projects. 
To make them most effective, you will need to work closely with the hoyi 
He will need help in planning and carrying out the demonstration plots.
This will add up to more work for you, the teacher. Since you will have 
only a few hoys carrying on this activity, the additional time required 
should not he excessive. The greater educational returns from such 
projects should more than make up for the time spent.
THE O H IO  STATE UNIVERSITY
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SUBJECT: Nitrogen Balance Sheet
TO: Teachers of Vocational Agriculture
FROM: Richard H, Wilson, Research Fellow
Enclosed is a copy of a Nitrogen Balance Sheet which is 
designed for use in vo-ag classes of all age levels. It has been 
developed on the basis of recommendations secured from the Depart­
ment of Agronony.
As you are aware, present soil tests provide information 
relative to available phosphorus and potash but none concerning 
nitrogen. The greatest factor limiting corn yields in Ohio aside 
from water, is nitrogen, according to Dr. 0. H. Stringfield of the 
Ohio Experiment Station,
In using this work Bhoet, it should be kept in mind that 
it assumes other nutrients such as lime, phosphorus and potash, are 
not limiting factors. To reliably estimate the amount of nitrogen 
available, the soil organic matter level should be secured from a 
soil test. We have already found it an advantage to precede the work 
sheet with instruction on planting rate. I am quite sure you will 
find that many adult groups desirb * follow up on ways and means of 
applying supplementary nitrogen.
Will you make suggestions for the improvement of this 
teaching aid? In no other way can material be as well developed to 
meet your needs. We would appreciate knowing your desire for similar 
helps on phosphorus and potash.
RHW/jn
Encl.
NITROGEN BALANCE SHEET FOR COEN
I. Nitrogen Needed to Reach Desired Yield
7a) Peslred yield in bushels per acre ...... ( )
(b) Lbs, nitrogen needed per bushel.......  2.5
(c) Total lbs. nitrogen required (b x a) ............
II.
A,
Nitrogen Supply 
From Soil
(d) Lbs. soil per acre to plow depth  ......    2.000,000
(e) Organic matter (from soil test)  .....   (0*0 )
(f)
(e)
(h)
(i)
Lbs. organic matter per acre (e x d)  .......   (
Nitrogen in organic matter .....................
Lbs, nitrogen per acre (g x f) .....................(
Availability Factor (Select •proper soil texture)
Texture of 
W  soil 
Sandy
Jilt
Clay
loam
like
Nitrogen avail- 
able this year
.050
.025
.020
B. From Sods &  Crop Residues (select
(k) Lbs. Org. Matter Tier Acre .. 
(1) Nitrogen in Org. matter ....
(m) Lbs, nitrogen tier a c r e ....
(n) Nitrogen available....... .
(o) Lbs. nit. available per A...
proper column)
Good Sod Fair Sod Poor Sod Straw
Alfalfa Clover Mostly Stalks
Clover Grass Grass Mature
Grass Grass
A000 2000 1000 3000
.01 .01 .02 .015
120.00 60.00 20.00 h5.000
,5 , .5.. .5 -.7
60,00 30.00 10.00 -31.5
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Lbs. per 
acre
( )
(j) Total lbs. nitrogen available per acre ( i x h )   ............   (
C. From Manure
(p) Tons per acre  ...... .
(q) Nitrogen per ton ........
(r) Nitrogen per acre (q x p) 
(s) Nitrogen available
P.
Protected Open Lot
( ) 
10
( ) 
6
u( ) = ( )
(t) Lbs, nitrogen available per acre (s x r)  .........    (
From Row Fertilizer
(u) Lbs. row fertilizer per acre  .....................  ( )
(v) Nitrogen in ( )-( )-( ) analysis...................  (0.0 )
(w) Lbs. nitrogen per acre (v x u) .......................... . 1
E. Total nitrogen supplied (j-4- o -4- t~$»w) ...........     (
III. Nitrogen Deficiency
(x) Total nitrogen needs from I. (c)  .........     ( )
(y) Total nitrogen supplied (ftem B) ...................  ( )
(z) Lbs. additional nitrogen needed (x - y)  ...................    ( )
NOTE: The amount of nitrogen available to crops is dependent upon the amount of
organic matter present, the texture, and other physical properties of the soils. This 
balance sheet will provide an estimate of the supply of nitrogen available in average 
soils. The figures will probably not be reliable with mucks, or similar highly or­
ganic soils. In some very highly productive soils, it may be necessary to use a figuro 
of 2 for the pounds of nitrogen needed per bushel of corn. However, Extension Agrono­
mists at Ohio State University believe the figure of 2>5 to be more generally applica­
ble. (Source of basic data: Department of Agronomy, 0SU).
Prepared by R.H, Wilson, Research Fellow, Dept, of Agricultural Education, O.S.U.
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HOW TO MAKE YIELD CHECKS IN CORN PROJECTSO
R. H. WILSON
1952
Issued by x
The Department of Agricultural Eduoation
The Ohio State University
HOW TO MAKE YIELD CHECKS IN CORK PROJECTS
DON’T LET IT PASS UNNOTICED 
Every year a sizable amount of your time is spent teaching the production 
of~'corn. .The climax to this teaching comes when the corn is harvested. Cap­
italize on this interest by comparisons of yields attained and praotioos 
followed. No better teaching material is available than that coming from the 
farms of your students. What happens on their farms is important to them.
YIELD CHECKS ARE NEEDED 
Yield checks are an important part of every boy’s corn project. They 
should be made-. Inaocurate yields commonly reported at the completion of pro­
jects records will not maintain student interest. Students who carry on dem­
onstration plots in their corn projects sxp.ot to make yield ohook3. Thoy 
want acourate measurement of yields.. All corn projects worthy of the name 
deserve similar attention.
YIELD CHECKS ARE NOT DIFFICULT 
Checking the yield of a oorn project is not a difficult task. Most boys 
capable of growing a crop of corn can do the job without difficulty. Onoe they 
have had some instruction with the group, they are soon able to make accurate 
yiold checks on thoir own.
Making a yield check is simple and amounts to weighing a representative
salplo from the field. The• perfectly accurate oheok would be made by weighing
all of the corn from the field. Weighing the corn 
from .l/lOO acre will provide an accurate estimate 
of yiold suitable for all praotical purposes.
This method is the one used by Dr. G. H. String- 
fi3ld at the Experiment Station. Taking, the. 
av.’ragi of several yield checks from t he same 
field -will provide quite an accurate estimate of total yield.
WHERE TO MAKE THE YIELD CHECK
Yield checks should be made in places in th9 field or the demonstration 
plot, which are more •■toprssentative of the whole area» Avoid making checks 
in areas which are not typical.
Always pick corn from a pair of rows made by the right and left side of 
the corn planter. A difference of 10 bu. per acre yield may result from 
variation in rate of planting and fertilizer application between the two 
sides of the planter.
When making checks in demonstration plots, always pick near the center 
of the plot, skipping at least two outside rows. Outside rows may be in­
fluenced by practices used in adjacent plots.
how much 10 harvest
The number of feet to be harvested and weighed from a pair of rows de­
pends upon the row width. The area will always be 1/100 of an acre if you 
use this table.
I ' * ) )
■CVtfSSl /
Yfidth 
of Row
Distance 
Down Two Rows
•38"
40"
42"
. /
A i d
68^ ft.
65^ ft.
62 ft.
Measure the distance across 12 corn middles 
The reading in feet is the average row 
width in inches. 4 steel tape is best for 
measuring. A heavy twine string may be used for laying off the'distance down 
two rows for l/lOO of' an acre.
The average of 2 representative checks is sufficient for any one dem- 
onatrution plot. To estimate total yield from a field, at least 6 woight 
checks should be trade in different parts of the field.
\  1 „ 0* \  
A f
'• '"y " /. f> J . < o' 4
iN; V' ~  ^
t .: -V*. ..'-V.y .. - * I
t  ■ n  i 1
1 I T  I
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WEIGHING YIELD CHECKS
Standard bushel fruit baskets will make a good 
container. Milk scales will be found most convenient 
but any good soales weighing down to l/lO pounds 
will be satisfactory.
MOISTURE SAMP IDS
Moisture samples are taken by shelling two or three rows of kernels with 
a screwdriver. Corn should be shelled from at least 10 ears picked at random 
from the yield check. Place this corn in moisture proof pliofilm bags, such 
as those used to line freezer locker boxes. Tightly close and label the bags. 
Have thf> moisture tests made as soon as possible. Most local elevators have 
moisture testers and will be glad to oheck your samples. Caloulate the aver­
age p?roent moisture for all samples taken from one field, or demonstration 
plot. Yield checks lose accuracy as moisture runs higher than 34??.
CALCULATING YIELDS
Average your sample weights from
a field or demonstration plot. Mul­
tiply this average by 100. This gives 
total weight of corn per aore. Look 
up the moisture percent of your corn 
in the table to find out how much a 
bushel weighs at that moisture.
A!Divide the Tsotal acre weight by this bushel weight to determine your corn 
yield in bushels of dry (15^) shelled corn per acre.
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MOISTURE IN CORN AND POUNDS OF EARS 
TO MAKE A BUSHEL OF 15 l/2 PER CENT CORN
Percentage of 
Moisture 
In the Grain
Pounds of Ears 
to Make a Bushel of 
No. 2 Corn 
15 l/2 Per Cent Moisture
Pounds of Ears 
Percentage of to Make a Bushel rf 
Moisture No. 2 Corn 
In the Grain 15 l/2 Per - Cent Moisture
15,0 6 8 .1 25.0 80.7
15.5 6 8 .6 25.5 81.3
16.0 69.2 26.0 82.0
' 16.5 69.8 26,5 82.7
17.0 70.4 27.0 83,4
17.5 71.0 27.5 84.0
18.0 71.6 28.0 84.7
18.5 72.2 28.5 85.4
19.0 72.8 29.0 8 6 .1
19.5 73,5 29.5 8 6 .8
2 0 .0 74.1 30.0 87.4
20.5 74.8 30.5 8 8 .1
21 .0 75.4 31.0 89.5
21.5 76.1 31.5 90.2
2 2 .0 76,6 32.0 90.9
22.5 77.3 32.5 91.6
23.0 78.0 33.0 92,3
23.5 78.7 33.5 93.0
24.0 79.4 1 34.0 93.6
21.5 80.0 | 34.5 94.3
Example Problems
Four yield checks : ea» 6&|- ft. of 2 rows 40 inches wide— Recorded in 
the field.
Number 
of Yield 
Checks
Weight
of
Corn
Number
of
Ears
Nubbins 
Less Than 
6 in. Long
Barren
Stalks
Down
Stalks
Total 
Number of 
Stalks
Average 81.2 106 4.5 3.2,5 9.5 112
: Average moisture test = 29.25/?
Calculations:
Field weight of corn from one acre : 81.2 x 100 = 8120 pounds
From Table: 86.1 wt. of 29% moisture corn to make a bushel of
shelled corn at 15^% moisture
81.2 x 100 - 8120 ~ 94.3 bushels per a ere 
86.1 ' 8 ^ 1
Stand = 112 x 100 = 11200 stalks per A. ;Percent Barren Stalks «
- 3.25 _ .g ^ grf
Percent Down Stalks ” 9.5 = 112 * °
112
Filo Ur. 2 . n
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DEMONSTRATION PLOTS - TSORTH USING
The demonstration plot is regarded as a valuable asset to teaching vocational 
agriculture. More and more teachers are making use of this activity. Teachers
u
l i k e  demonstration plots because they:
1. Create much needed interest in crop projects,
2. Enable students to try out and evaluate new practices at
3. Provide an opportunity for many new and improved practices 
to be willingly tried on the home farm,
U. Place improved practices on the home farm where comparisons 
with old practices’are usually more significant to farm 
people.
5. Accustom students to the use of systematic methods of 
research in evaluating new practices on their home farms.
6. Provide a center of common interest about which year-round 
adult programs may be developed.
7. Provide opportunity for purposeful summer visitation.
g. Stimulate interest in the program of the 7o-Ag Department 
''h among a larger number of farmers in the community.
less cost and less risk.
j C L  f '’ - 1 x include some demonstration plots in their
yr.l !‘( r I fI J  ' 1 'u  - - * teaching programs.
The materials in the following pages have been
assembled as a guide to teachers who wish to
^  V  V ' - - .
v '■/> -/ Regular project
as normally ---
planned
\J •
demonstration Plot A
Demonstration Flot 3
DEMONSTRATION PLOTS IN COHN PROJECTS
'V;
I' 1 (  j  START FIRST WITH DEMONSTRATION PLOTS IN COEN, As this activit
fr\ \ ,u j
j \ x y '" '^  Sains acceptance and more is learned about its use, such plots may
i j ■ v \ /  y
\\V\/ / he developed in other crop projects. The following appear to he 
sound reasons for working first with corn projects.
A. More hoys have corn projects.
B. There is need for improvement in the corn 
growing practices employed hy many students,
C. The effects of changing many practices are 
easily observed.-
D. Yield checks can he made easily on corn.
E. Plant food starvation symptoms shov/ up more
noticeably on corn.
F. Demonstration plots are easy to set up in 
corn.
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The basic idea does not involve using demonstration plots in all corn projects 
in the department. It is well to start with a limited number. Demonstration plots 
in the projects of a few boys do not'make it necessary to change classroom 
procedure. Boys conducting demonstrations as well as others, still have a pro­
ject to plan.
SUGGESTIONS FOB LAYING OUT DEMONSTRATION FLOTS
Important Foints to Keep in Mind
1. Have a ’’control plot" and a "trial plot" in each 
demonstration. The "control plot" sometimes called 
the "check" is the standard against which the "trial 
plot" is measured. The "control plot" should con- 
^-•tain the regular practices used on the farm. The 
"trial plot" contains the new practice or group of 
v\ Y\ practices being tried.
. .A
2. Have' control plot" and the "trial plot" side by side. Soil 
variations in either plot may change the yields and the plots would 
not be accurate. Previous crops in the rotation will often have an 
effect on yield. Placing both the "control plot" and the "trial 
plot" close together reduces the chance of variation in yield caused 
by factors other than those being measured.
3. It is well to repeat trials at least twice in the field. While the 
Experiment Station repeats (replicates) plots at least three times,
G. H, Stringfield suggests that two replications are sufficient for 
our purposes. Using the average results from two plots tends to 
offset the influence of variations in soil. Secondly, identical
v_n
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results seldom occur in any two like plots in the same field, and
boys more easily understand the need for trying a practice, several
times before accepting or discarding it on their own farms,
b. "TRIAL PLOTS" should be at least SIX ROWS VirIDE and eight rows may 
be used if it is more convenient to make two corn planter rounds.
a. At least ONE PAIR OS’ SOWS AS MALE BY THE CORN 
PLANTER are needed in the center of both the
"control plot" and the "trial plot" in order that
accurate yield checks may be made. These are the 
"test rows." Corn planters may vary in planting
rate between right and. left side, enough to make a
difference in yield of ten bushels per acre.
b. Use care in locating the "test rows" in the "con­
trol plot." These "test rows" must not be located 
over fertilizer plowed down for the "trial plot."
c. AT LEAST TWO "GUARD" ROWS are needed ON EITHER 
SIDE of the "test rows" in order that practices 
used in adjacent plots will not influence the 
yield.
Do not expect to have a corn planter apply fertilizer at rates which 
are exactly as planned. Set the planter to apply the planned rate 
as near as possible. Weigh out fertilizer for plot and-weigh what
is left over. Then, record how much was applied to the plot, and
determine the resulting rate in pounds per acre.
6 . Follow the same idea (as in 3) when working with planting-rate.
Planting rate should be checked in the barn yard. Spacing between 
kernels in the row for specific planting rates are given in the 
table, page lb.
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7 . STAKE OUT PLOTS. Put stakes in fence where they will remain 
undisturbed. You may want to follow up and measure effect of 
fertilizer application on later wheat and small grain seedings.
8 . Locate the demonstration plots along public roads where people 
will see them. Many farmers in the community will be interested 
in the trials. Put up signs telling the practices used. The 
educational value of the plots is in direct proportion to the num­
ber of people who learn from them.
A SUGGESTED DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM FOR CORN HtOJEOTS
There are numerous trials which the teacher may devise. An excellent demo 
stration will result if Trials A, P, and C are included in the same field as 
described below. Jf only one demonstration may be included, it is suggested tt 
Trial £  be used. Trial 0 wodld be suggested as next.
Eifrld’Layout for Demonstration Plots 
Including Trials A 3 B, and C
PROJECT FIELD
Regular Project as Normally Planned: 
Normal farm fertility level and planting 
rate
Trial B: Farm fertility level: Planting
rate increased above farm level in steps 
of 2C00 kernels per acre
Trial A: Higher fertility level (IPO bu.
per acre goal): Planting rate l6pOC per
acre
i
!/
* Trial C: H i ^ e r  fertility level: Planting
rate increased above farm level in steps of 
2000 kernels per acre
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THESE SUGGESTED PLANS FOE DEMONSTRATION PLOTS IN COE 
Trial A
To determine if 100 tu. per acre yields may he attained by anplying needed 
fertility and -planting at a rate of 16500 kernels per acre.
You will need
"Control Plot" - contains regular practices (fertility, planting rate, etc.) 
ua in the project or on the farm. Should, contain at least two "test rows" and 
ha two "guard rows" next to the "trial plot."
"Trial Plot" - contains the higher fertility level and planting rate of 
l’if'0 kernels per acre. Should contain at least two "test rows" and have two 
'hard rows" on either side.
C*3) Field History
(a) Soil Test (O.S.U. Test Recommended)
(1) Tons manure applied
(2) Previous crop
(c) Fertilization - Increase on "Trial
Plot" to level indicated Ly the 
"Soil Inventory and Recommendation 
Sheet"
rou WON'T KNOW UNLESS YOU TRY 'O
(d) Planting Rate - 16500 per acre - 
drill spacing 9 i f 2 ins. in Uo in. 
rows - (hills; U0- x 40, U kernels 
per hill) (See table, page lU)
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Diagram of Trial A
Regular project as 
normally planned
a 
o•H
13
w
fl
§a>
n
( Control ! 
Plot {
Trial J  
Plot
1
PORTION OF PROJECT FIELD
^ r  / Test Rows 
EEt / Guard Rows 
~ - /  Guard Rows 
zzn/ Test Rows 
~ —/ Guard Rows
(Trial plot contains fertility and 
planting rate practices for ICO tu. 
per acre as determined with the aid 
of the ’Soil Inventory and Recommen­
dation Sheet,11)
(Note: See Trial C, page 9)
AD JU ST  KATE Or 
P L A N T  UNA {O
Y J E L D  G O A L  ‘
A D E Q U A T E
f E K T J L J ' / A T J O M
_ /JJAriEK
V J
V  $
X : S m f  
< 0
PAYS
O  T RY
It is hoped that teachers all over Ohio may have several demonstrations this 
year which are based upon Trial A, This demonstration will provide a means of test- 
ing the new "Sail Fertility Inventory and 38egmssA&tlOA-Shfiet J|
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Trial R
To determine the proper planting rate for the regular fertility practices 
used on the field.
"Control Plot" - contains regular practices (fertility, planting rate, etc,) 
used in the project or on the farm. Should contain at least two "test rows."
"Trial Plot" - Several pairs of rows (Item 4c, page h) . in which the planting 
rate is boosted above the level of the "control plot" in the following steps:
(a) 2CC0 above "control plot" (in first pair of "test rows")
(b) UOQO above "control plot" (in second pair of "test rows")
(c) 6000 above "control plot" (in third pair of "test rows")
(d) Etc.
The fertility level should be the same as regular field practice in both 
"control" and "trial plots." No "guard rows" are needed since the fertility level 
remains the same.
Diagram of Trial B
Regular project as 
normally planned
a:o: j Control Plot <
3 j
S 1
§ Trial Plot
QJt
CA
PORTION OP PROJECT FIELD
~Farm Planting Rate- 
Increase /2000^ 
Increase /U000~
^Increase /6000 
"'Increase -/gOOO"
k
/ Test Rows 
/ Test Rows
~  / Test Rows 
~  / Test Rows 
~  / Test Rows
(Rates higher than l600C on normal 
fert ility levels are apt to give 
little increase in yield)
0)> wrH
t
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Trial C
To determine the proper planting rate on the higher fertility level which was 
need in Trlal A. (Note: This plot may he laid out adjoining the high fertility
side of Trial A.)
"Control Plot"- contains the regular field planting rate on the high fertility 
level used in Trial A. (Fertility for IOC bu. per acre yield as indicated "by the 
"Soil Fertility Inventory and Recommendation Sheet.")
"Trial Plot" - several pairs of rows set up (as in Trial B) in which the plant­
ing rate is "boosted above the level of the "control plot" in the following steps:
The fertility level should be the same as in the "control plot" (Fertility 
for 100 bu. per acre). "Guard rows" are needed only on the side of the plot adjoin 
ing the low fertility level. Note: This demonstration may be developed by itself
if Trial a is not being carried on. A high fertility level will continue to be 
necessary if the demonstration is to suecedd.
(a) P.OOC above "control plot"
(b) '4000 above "control plot"
(c) 6000 above "control plot"
(d) Etc.
Diagram of Trial C
PORTION OF PROJECT FI3LD
Regular Project
^ | Control Plot
Trial Hot — >■
Tarrn Planting Rate'
’Increase /UOOO'
Increase /20CKP
Increase f t000
•f Test Rows p^i
■f Test Rows.*
/ Test Rows’ im4
M «rt
Test Rows -h* j a
(Rates higher than 20,000 are apt to 
be limited by lack of moisture es 
well as fertility)
/ Test Rows <2 
 ^ , V
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SUPPLY YOUR CROP REELS
HAVE YOUR SOIL TESTED INVENTORY ElELD FERTILITY 
LEVEL
DETERMINING FERTILITY NEEDS
The "Soil Fertility Inventory and Recommendation Sheet" offers a possible 
procedure for determining the fertility needs of a crop. This form is intended 
as a help in developing fertilizer recommendations. It will become valuable 
only as it is tested under field conditions and subsequently improved.
The procedure in using the form is simple. It first assists one to deter­
mine the fertility needs of a crop. Second, it assists in providing an inven­
tory of the fertility level in the field. Third, it provides a guide for mak­
ing up any fertility shortage with commercial fertilizer.
Sample Problem (See Example)
Step 1. Crop Yield Goal (1O0 bu. per A)
Step 2 . Fertility Level Needed - Multiply yield goal (100) x pounds
of nutrients needed per bushel of corn. Nitrogen 100 x 
2,5 - 250 lbs./A; Enter in space on line "A", do the same 
for Phosphorus and Potash needs.
Step 3. Section B - Field Fertility Level. Soil Part 1; fill in 
from soil test; Organic Matter (3 ), lbs. P per acre (50); 
lbs. K per acre (lU-O)
Step b. Check Your Soil Texture; Example: Silt Loam ( J )
Step 5. Multiply Nitrogens lbs. N per A (25) x 0o M* (3) I (75);
Phosphorus L lbs. P per A (50) x 2.3 r (115); Potash - 
lbs, K per A (llJO) x 1.2 r (l6S).
Cio-grass
Step 1 , Select probable amount of nutrients supplied from soft 
and residue checked. Enter In proper space. Example;
Nitrogen (30), Phosphorus (20), PotaBh (30)
Step 8, Manure Part 3. Check open lot or protected (>/') and rate
per acre. Example; (8) tons, (One load taken to equal one ton. 
Step 9« Multiply tons applied x pounds nutrients per T. Enter
in proper space. Example; Nitrogen 8 x 5 = (HO),
Phosphorus S x 2 - (l6), Potash 8 x 5 - (**0).
Step 10u Total Field Fertility Supply, Line 11C”, Add parts 1, 2, 
and 3 under N, Phos, and Potash,
Step 11, Determine Fertilizer Nutrients Needed. Subtract Field 
Supply (line "C") from Fertility Needed (line "A")
Step 12, Determine Fertilizer Nutrients to be applied in row, kind 
and amount (follow rule given in line "E”). See example.
Step Ijjv Determine Fertilizer Nutrients to be plowed down or side 
dressed, kind and amount. Subtract nutrients supplied 
by row fertilizer (line "E211) from fertilizer nutrients 
' needed (line ’’D"),
Data vocded. from Soil lost: 
PH 6,2 Org. Matter r: 3$ 
Phosphorus (P) Z 50 (poor^
(EXAMPLE COPY)
SOIL FERTILITY inventory and recommendation sheet
FOR CORN
Potassium (K) -lhO CooorJ 
INVENTORY NITROGEN (N)
t
PHOSPHATE (FpoO
A. FERTILITY NEEDED for yield goal 
of (lOO) bu. ner A* x 2.5 lbs./bu. 12501 1 x 2.C lbs,7b
I200|
B. FIELD SUPPLY
Texture C
he
ck Lbs. N Per A Per Percent 
Org. Matter
Percent 
Org. Matter 
(Soil Test)
:Lbs. P Per A 
Available 
'(Soil Test)• m M a n w i n r a a l i n j
. 1. SOIL Sandy
V
5C
(3) = [ mSilt loam V 25 X (50) x 2.3 r [b-5j
Clay like 20
Plow-Down Lbs. Nitrogen 
Available/A
■Lbs. PgOtj 
Available/A
2. SODS & Alf-Clo-Grass bo ) 20 )
RESIDUES CLo-Grass <y' 30 I 20 )
Mostly Grass 10 ) U « 1 10 ) i_20j
Stalks-Straw -30 ) 10 ) 1
3. MANURE Open Let Tons/A x 3 lbs./.ton) * 2 lbs./tfon)
I*1 a rl / J. ._\Protected ( g ) 5 lbs./ton) L iiQ j I lb iV ' c  xuy. / tun; 1
c. TOTAL FIELD SUPP-H (1/7 2 4 3)' Available Nitrogen/A 
D. FEHTI LIZER~TfOTRIEI T S NEEDED
Available PoOr /A OfiD
(Subtract C from A) Nitrogen, lbs./A 105 PgOg-,. lbs./'A______________________________      ^  J f l  1 X U fa »
E. ROW FERTILIZER (Limit application in row to a total of 60 pounds of II •/ Kg(j
needed PgO^ and ^gO as possible within this limit.)
HED
Suggest row ap;
1. Appropriate ratio for field ( 1 ) ( k ) ( H ) Suitable Standard Grade ( 3 ) ( 12 ). (12
2. ROW FERTILIZE! per A ____
(Maximum N ■/ KpO z6o lbs.) Nitrogen, row. lbSo/A UllHL-l PgQg« row. lbs./A
F. PLOW DO’VN
Remaining Needed N -/ FoQc 4 N. P.P. or S._D,. lb./A L -^ J r r
Plant Efficient: N, 60%• ^05 25$; KgO, UO$
.  .__________________ PoOc. P.P.. lbs./A
Plow down Roc lbs; 20-0-0; might P7 D, 100 lbs. 3~9~18
(EXAMPLE COPT)
IL FERTILITY INVENTORY AND RECOMMENDATION SHEET
FOR CORN
NITROGEN (N)
x 2.5 lbs ./bu.
Lbs. N Per A 
Per Percent 
Org. Matter
Percent 
Org. Matter 
(Soil Test)
125Q
:Lbs. P Per A 
Available 
(Soil Test)
5C ____ _
25 x (3) = C H ]
20
Lbs. Nitrogen 
Available/A
bo )
30 \
10 )
-30 )
JO.
PHOSPHATE (PppQ
x 2.C lbs./bu IgQOl
(50) x 2.3 r | 115
Lbs, P2O5 
Available/A
20 T  
20 )
10 )
10 )
20
Tons/A x 3 lbs./,ton)  ____
J g ) 5 lbs./ton) L itQj >X 2 lbs./ton)
2 lbs./tfon) 1— tt— ;
O Tho f +.r\ y\ \ * 1 " 1 *" I
POTASH (KpQ)
3c 3 .0  lbs./bu )^ - 1
Lbs. E Per A 
Available 
(Soil Test)
(ltiD) x 1 .2  = [Tfeg j
Lbs. KgO 
Available/A
 b b j
30 )
10 )
30 )
Ljoj
2 1* 8./ton) • [-TJ5-
5 lbs./ton)____
1 Available Nitrogen/A LlSLi Avail able P?0r/A . Available KbO IA
Nitrogen, lbs./A rioj] PgOir , lb S. /A ~Wj KoO. lb s. / A [ M I
;ion in row to a total of 60 pounds of II •/ Kg^o Suggest row application of as much
id ifeO as possible within this limit.) ____
L ( 1 ) ( 4 )  ( H ) Suitable Standard Grade ( 3 ) ( 12 ) ( 12 ) Rate per acre } U-OCj lbs.
) Nitrogen, row. lbs0/A i_J2-. PgO^. row, lbs./A KqO . row, lbs./A F+F"
i  t t  *d t s  ~  — o n  T v / n  I . W  J r > r \ "D  T i  / a r r 1 0 -0  "P Ti T h e  /<^ rim
A 6 3
SOIL FERTILITY INVENTORY AND RECOMMMDAT ION SHEET**
FOR CORN
INVENTORY ....I NITROGEN (N) PHOSPHATE (Pp
A. FERTILITY NEEDED for yield goal 1
x 2.0 lbsc/bu.of ( ) bu. per A* ±  2.5 lbs./bu. L _ U
1
B. FIELD SUPPLY '
Texture
:LbsrN'PerA I Percent ' 
Per Percent Orgn Matter1 
!Orgn Matter!(Soil T.est 1
Lbs.P Per A'1 
Available 
(Soil Test)'
1. SOIL Sandy
----
1 50
( ) x 2 .3 :Silt loam ' ts * ( ) = r  "i
61 ay like : 20
1
Plow—Down 1
Lbs. Nitrogen 
Available f k
Lb s, P2O5 
Available j k
2. SODS & Alf-Glo-Grass 1 60 ) ?!■ ) 
20 )RESIDUES Rlo-Grass 30 ) |-----1
Mostly Grass 10 ) 1-----1 U  )
Stalks-Straw 1 ! ) 16 )
3. MANURE Open Lot 1 !Tons/A 3 lbs0/ton)_ \---1
( ) 5 lbs. /ton) 1---1
T 2 lbs./ton)
Protected d. lbs./ton)
0. TOTAL FIELD SUPPLY (1 4  2 ^ 3 ) Available Nitrogen/A J— ■— } Availab ie PoOc/A
D. FERTILIZER NUTRIENTS NEEDED 
(Subtract C from A) Nitrogen. Ibs./A i---- *• P<->0c . lbs, /A
E. ROW FERTILIZER (Limit application in row to a total of 60 pounds of T T  KmO o Sugges
needed en^ ^2° as Possible within this limit.)
1. Appropriate ratio for field ( ) ( ) ( ) Suitable Standard Grade ( ) (
2. ROW FERTILIZER per A
(Maximum N -J- 10,0 Z 60 lbs.) Nitrogen, row, lbs./A 1 ' [ P2®5» row, lbs„/A
f7 ~ L 0 V  DOWN ' ■ '
__ Remaining Needed N •/ i  Kofr N. P.P. or S.D. . lb./AJ 1 PoOe-P.D.. lbs./A
* Plant Efficiency: K, 6 0 P20c , ZJjo\ E20 , Uo£
** Preliminary Form; Not released for general use. Richard H. Wilson, Department of A, 
with personnel in Agricultural Extension and Department of Agronomy, Ohio State Unii
SOIL FERTILITY INVENTORY AND RE COMM SNDA'I ION SHEET**
FOR CORN
NITROGEN (N)
sc 2.5 lbs./bUs
' IStBf'S 'Peril I' Percent ' 
Per Percent Org. Matter1 
'org. Matter*(Soli Test 1
50
25 x  
2ft
( ) =  r u
Lbs. Nitrogen 
Available /A
60 ) 
30 ) 
10 ) 
)
1 = 4
!Tons/A 3 lbSo/ton)__ \-- 1
( ) H lbs./ton) i 1
PHOSPHATE (PpQf;) POTASH (KoQ)
x 2.P lbs./bu, 
Lbs.P Per A'1 
Available 
(Soil Test)1
( ) x 2.3 :
Lb s, P2O5 
Available /A
20 ) 
20 ) 
ie )
it! )
x 5.0 lbs./bu. t — j!
Lbs. K Per A' 
Available 
(Soil Test) '
( ) x 1.2 I C
x 2 lbs./ton) 
2 lbs./ton)'
i=d
rzi
Lb s •
Available/A
60 ) 
30 ) 
10 ) 
30 )
2 lbs./ton) 
5 lbs./ton)
Available Nitrogen/A tz Available PpQ^/A L.. . I Available Kpo/A -—
Nitrogen. lbs./A 3 KoO. lbs. I k  C~ZZl__________________________ 1— 4  PoOc,. lbs,/A
on in row to a total of 60 pounds of N -/ K^0o 
. K20 as possible within this limit.)
( ) ( ) ( ) Suitable Standard C-rade ( ) ( ) ( ) Rate per acre
Suggest row application af as much
lbs.
Nitrogen, row, lbs./A j [ row, lbs„/A j____ | row, lbs./A { |
^  N. P.D. or S.P. . lb./A-^— —  ^ PoOt-P.PA._ lbs./a  -1---- 1 K20. P.P. .lbs./A }--- *
, 25^; k2o, kofi
for general use. Richard H. Wilson, Department of Agricultural Education cooperating 
Extension and Department of Agronomy, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 1953.
CORN PLANTING- RATES AND 
ROW SPACINGS FOR4 YIELD GOALS
Yield 
Desired 
(A l’Oi ears')
Stand 
Required 
l4c stalks 
per bu.
Planting Plant Spacing: in Row
Rate Row Width
(allows Ipy
stand loss) 78 in. 40 in. 42 in.
_____I0_ 9800 11990 14.7 13,6 . . 12.9
vc; 10900 12379 13,3 12.7 12.1
dO 11200 13200 12.5 . 11.9 11.3
85 11900 14025 11.8 11.2 10.6
70 12600 14860 11.1 10.6 10.1
.95 17700 19679 10.5 10.0 9.5
100 i4ooo 16900 10.0 9.5 9.0
IGF 1U700 17.325 9.5 9.0 8.6
110 15400 18150 9.0 S.6 8.2
117 lGlQO 18975 ?.7 8.7 7.8
120 16800 19800 8.7 7.9 h 7.5
127 17900 206 25 8.0 7.6 7.2
130 18200 21450 ____........ 7,7 • 7.0
Formula for computing the plant spacing in drilled corn for any given row
i'id th :
6272649 square inches in acre - Spacing in row
Planting rate X row width
10.45 Spacing between stalksExam ple: 627 ?.64r
1500c. X 40
lant s 
Pei* Acre 
12000 
l40C0 
loOOO
:7:n;h.'E0,t ORIflSRIMJ SSu
Pounds of Seed oer Acre
9 i/4 
10 3/'4 
12 l / 4
11 l/4
13 1/2 
15 1/2
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New Practices Should be Tested on the Farm
1-fore attempt to secure yield checks should be 
made in small grain crops. In recent years, farmers
have shown a renewed interest in new practices offering s
promise of increased small grain yields. Many practices
which were once regarded as uneconomical are now being 
applied on a broad scale. Demonstration plots are 
being used by a number of progressive farmers who want
Do you really 
know the 
difference?
to learn how certain practices will show up on their
own farm. A fair evaluation of any practice can not be made unless crop
yields are accurately measured.
Many farmers who might attempt such faro trials have been handicapped 
because they know of no simple way of making reliable yield measurements* 
Often it lias seemed necessary to harvest an entire plot and weigh 
separately. Or else, rather inaccurate guesses were made of the 
quantity of grain in the combine bin. As a result, few attempts to 
make sound comparison of various practices have been carried on. The 
need for a simple, yet sufficiently reliable means of making yield 
checks in small grain has prompted this effort to bring together some 
information on the subject.
Yield Checks may be Made with the Combine
making yield checks at harvest 
time. However, the ordinary 
combine can be made to serve
is regarded as most suitable for
just as well, with some care
The self-propelled combine
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and planning* The self-propelled combine has the advantage of being 
able to harvest a clean swath from the center of a trial plot* A 
little more time and trouble is required for one to carefully trim up 
the side of a trial plot with the pull-type combine. Once the side of 
a tidal plot has been opened up, it is no more difficult to harvest a 
"test swath" with the ordinary combine, than with one of the self- 
propelled machines. The chief requirement for making yield measurements 
with any type of combine is the need for following the same procedure 
when cutting all strips from which yields are to be compared.
How to Make Yield Checks 
Making yield checks with a combine is simply a method of measuring 
the grain produced on a fraction of an acre. The fraction of an acre 
harvested will depend upon the width of the combine cut and the distance 
the combine travels* A table of travel distances for various combine 
sizes and three different fractions of an acre is given below.
TABLE OF DISTANCES FOR COMBINE TRAVEL
Width of Distance of Combine Travel
Combine Cut Harvest 1/100 Acre Harvest 1/50 Acre Harvest 1/25 Acre
1*2 in. 12U ft. 2h9 ft. U98 ft.
5 ft. 87 ft. I l k  ft. 3U8 ft.
6 ft. 73 ft. 1U5 ft. 290 ft.
7 ft. 62 ft. 12k ft. 2U9 ft.
8 ft. 5U ft. 109 ft. 218 ft.
9 ft. U8 ft. 97 ft. 19U ft.
10 ft. hk ft. 87 ft. 17U ft.
When making yield checks which are to be used in making compari­
sons, it is particularly important that harvest areas be selected which 
are uniform as to stand and soil type.
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Methods of Combine Measurement
In any procedure followed, one needs first to measure and stake 
out the distance over which the combine is to travel in harvesting the 
desired fraction of an acre* The stakes should be laid out so that 
the combine will travel in the same direction as the small grain rows 
and the same number of rows should be harvested each time* Stakes 
should be tall enough to be seen from the tractor and the combine*
A white cloth tied to the top may be of help* A long steel tape, a 
piece of electric fence, wire, or twine string marked at the proper 
length is convenient to use in laying out distances between stakes* 
METHOD A: Stop the combine at the
until no more grain is coming through*
Qnpty and bag the grain harvested. This method is probably the most 
accurate and the safest one to use*
METHOD B: The same procedure is followed as outlined in "A" above 
except the grain harvested is caught in a sack which is tied, or held 
under the grain spout while the combine moves-forward* The sack must 
be large enough to hold all the grain from the acre fraction being 
harvested* (If 1/25 acre of wheat is harvested and it is expected to 
yield at a rate of 25 bu* per acre, one bu* of grain would be collected 
in the bag,)
Caution: If the sample bag is held under the combine spout,
safety dictates that only a responsible person ride the combine 
as it travels forward.
first stake and let it run until no more
forward and harvest the plot up to the 
second stake* Again, run the combine
grain is coming from the grain spout* 
Empty the grain bin* Start the combine
/difficult
as you think.
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METHOD C; The combine is
moved forward at normal operab
ijte-A S ' t
,) i, i ' y
I' ’; I'ii/ i
places a sack under the grain 
spout. When the combine passes
ing speed, A responsible person 
rides the combine to collect the
grain sample* As the combine 
passes the first stake, he
the second stake, the sack is 
removed. The grain in the
sack should be equal to that
which would be harvested between the stakes. However, some of the 
grain was harvested before the first stake was reached. Thus, it is 
necessary that the grain ahead of the area staked out should also be 
within the plot being measured.
Though Method A is likely to be most accurate any one of these 
methods should be satisfactory so long as the same procedure is fol­
lowed in all cases involving yields which are to be compared. All 
methods assume that the tractor (or combine) operator will keep the 
combine cutting a full swath at a uniform rate of travel.
The samples collected from each plot should be accurately weighed. 
Do not forget to subtract the weight of the sample bag. Moisture deter­
mination tests should be made at the local elevator oj * “
Weigh and Run Grain Grading Tests
local elevator a moisture test should be
harvest. If the grain is weighed at the
run at the time of weighing. If the 
grain is weighed on the farm, a repre­
sentative sample of grain is collected
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at weighing time and placed in a moisture-proof bag. Pliofilm bags such 
as used in the freezer locker do nicely* Moisture test samples should 
be marked to identify them with their proper plots. Obviously, a grain 
sample must be taken from each plot harvested at the time of weighing* 
Grain may heat and mold in the moisture-proof bag if held beyond the day 
of harvest*
Calculating the Yield 
Calculating the yield is simple. The weight of the grain harvested 
is multiplied by a whole number depending upon the fraction of an acre 
which was harvested:
(a) 1/100 acre sample wt, x 100 *= acre wt*
(b) 1/50 acre sample wt. x 50 » acre wt,
(c) 1/25 acre sample wt. x 25 ■ acre wt.
Find the moisture test for grain sample in
column (l), table below. Opposite the moisture test is the number of 
pounds of grain needed to make a standard bushel at lb percent moisture. 
Use the figure in column (2) for wheat and soybeans, and those in 
column (3) for oats.
MOISTURE IN SMALL GRAIN A ®  POUNDS OF GRAIN 
TO MAKE A BUSHEL AT lb PERCENT
Percent 
Moisture 
in Grain
Lbs. Grain to 
Make 60 Lbs. 
Bu, at lb/^
Lbs. Grain to 
Make 32 Lbs., 
Bu, at lh%
Percent 
Moisture 
in Grain
Lbs, Grain to 
Make 60 Lbs, 
Bu. at Hn%
Lbs. Grain to 
Make 32 Lbs. 
Bu. at lh%
(1) (27“ (3) U ) (2) (3)
10.0 57.6 30.7 17.5 62.1 33.1
io.5 57.9 30.9 18,0 62.b 33.3
11.0 58.2 31.0 18.5 62.7 33.b
ii,5 58.5 31.2 19.0 63.0 33.6
12.0 58.8 31.b 19.5 63.3 33.8
12.5 59.1 31.5 20,0 63.6 33.9
13.0 59.U 31.7 20.5 63.9 3b.0
13.5 59.7 31.8 21,0 6b.2 3b. 2
lb.O 60.0 32.0 21.5 6U.5 3b.b
ib.5 60.3 32.2 22.0 6U.8 3b.6
15.0 60.6 32.3 22.5 65.1 3b.7
15.5 60.9 32.5 23,0 65 .b 3b,9
16,0 61.2 32.6 23.5 65.7 35.0
16.5 61.5 32.8 2U.0 66,0 35.2
17.0 61.8 33.0 2b.5 66.3 35.b
25.0 66.6 35.5
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Use formula below to calculate standard yields:
acrewrigtoof ^ a l n   . b A at lh* moisture
bu, wt. at moisture level
Example: Acre weight of grain harvested * 2U00 @ 16% moisture
From table, bu# wt. @ 16% to equal one bushel at lh% 
equals 61.2 lbs#
Calculation: . 31.2 bu. per A @ 1\\% moisture
The result will be a figure for yield per acre which may be used 
for comparison and also as a measure of production for a plot or field# 
Yield decks may be used to estimate the total grain production of 
a field# In such a case, at least five representative checks should be 
harvested and the average of these used to calculate yield per acre#
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A Research Project
DEVELOPING DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS 
FOR TEACHING FERTILITY AND OTHER CROPPING PRACTICES 
AND THE USE OF COMMERCIAL CREDIT 
IN CROP PRODUCTION
OBJECTIVES A. To stimulate the use of demonstration programs
on farms of students of vocational agriculture 
of all three groups^ high school, young and 
adult farmers, as a means of providing more 
convincing i nformation relative to the worth of 
selected fertility and other improved cropping 
practices.
B. To promote the use of commercial credit in con­
nection with demonstration programs as a means 
of financing improved cropping practices and 
providing opportunities for student experience 
in the use of commercial credit,
C. To demonstrate the effect of various fertility 
and other improved cropping practices designed 
to make the best use of the student's particu­
lar soil productive capability, and to develop 
maximum yields.
D. To demonstrate financing improved cropping 
practices by the use of commercial credit.
E. To develop and put into operation more accurate 
and systematic plans for the evaluation of the 
outcomes of various improved cropping practices 
by teachers and students of vocational agricul­
ture of all age groups.
F. To develop plans for the evaluation of the out­
comes of the use of commercial credit in crop 
production.
G. To secure some indication of the value of local 
demonstration programs as aids in teaching 
improved cropping practices.
H. To secure some indication of the value of use 
of commercial credit in crop production as an 
aid in teaching farm credit and financing 
improved practices.
I. To formulate suggestive patterns or plans which 
may be used by teachers of vocational agricul­
ture and other agricultural leaders in setting 
up and conducting demonstration programs and in 
making the results available to students and 
other interested persons in the community.
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REASONS FOR 
UNDERTAKING 
THE WORK
REVIEW OF
PREVIOUS
WORK
There are indications that while much infor­
mation concerning the value and application of 
desirable cropping practices has been available, 
too frequently it has been little used by farmers.
As many agricultural leaders are aware, information 
of a statistical nature often has less meaning to 
farmers than work carried out on the farm. Further, 
because farmers are not accustomed to accurately 
measuring and comparing results in terms of increased, 
or decreased yields, they are not always convinced 
of the value of improved cropping practices. As a 
result, they often fail to continue using such prac­
tices as they may try.
Thus, one of the overall purposes of this pro­
ject becomes that of developing the habit of a more 
scientific attitude in those engaged in farming.
It is hoped that through the application of experi­
mental findings on individual farms, and more accu­
rate evaluation of results achieved, there will be 
provided more convincing indications of the worth 
of various improved fertility and other cropping 
practices.
Many farmers lack ready cash for improved 
practices. This situation suggests the need for 
trials in the use of commercial credit for financ­
ing improved practices with plans for evaluating 
the outcomes of use of such credit.
This research project was originally initiated 
and has been conducted by Richard H. Wilson for 
nearly two years, Mr. Wilson identified improved 
fertilization and other crop production practices, 
developed mimeographed teaching aids, plans for 
conducting demonstration plots, procedures for yield 
checks, guides for crop fertilization, and encouraged 
teachers to conduct demonstration plots. Mr. Wilson 
plans to write a dissertation from his work on this 
project.
A research project somewhat related to the one 
here proposed has been carried on under the direction 
of the Department of Agricultural Education at the 
Pennsylvania State College for the past several years.
No program of this nature had been tried on a 
broad scale in Ohio, though some efforts had given 
encouraging results on a local basis. C. R, Fridline, 
H* E. Ridenour, John Borton, and Kenneth Wilson, 
teachers of Vocational agriculture in Ohio, did some 
pioneer work in securing demonstations in corn.
Various practices dealing with the application of 
fertilizer, rates of planting, etc. were tried and 
evaluated.
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WAYS AND MEANS 
OF ATTAINING 
OBJECTIVES
1, Survey the literature and research in Ohio 
and the other states. Identify now and 
improved fertilization and other cropping 
practices which hold promise for securing 
increased yieldse
2, Develop teaching aids, such as mimeograph, 
slides, and film strips to be made available 
to teachers for use in teaching corn and 
other crop production practices,
3, Flan to have members of classes in vocational 
agriculture set up and conduct demonstration 
test programs, first with corn and later with 
other crops, as a part of their regular farm­
ing programs.
U. Plan to have members of classes in vocational 
agriculture use credit in financing improved 
cropping practices,
0. Develop research procedures to be used by 
members of classes of vocational agricul­
ture in setting up, conducting, and measur­
ing results cf improved practices,
6. Assemble, summarize, and analyze the results 
of various practices on trial in the demon­
stration programs,
7. Assemble, summarize, and analyze the results
of use of credit in the demonstration programs.
8. Present the results of the demonstration 
programs to farmers, teachers, rural bankers, 
and other agricultural leaders by such means 
as descriptive reports, charts, graphs, 
slides, newspaper and magazine articles,
B, In cooperation with the staff of the Department 
of Agricultural Education, the staff in super­
vision in Vocational Agriculture, and the Voca­
tional Agriculture Teachers1 Association, carry 
out the activities named above and in addition 
the following:
1, Develop a plan to interest teachers, in dis­
trict and county groups, and individually 
in undertaking appropriate plans for the 
use of demonstrations in the farming pro­
grams of students•
A. In cooperation with members of the staff of the 
Department of Agronomy, Department of Rural 
Economics, and the Ohio Agricultural Experiment 
Station, carry out the following activities:
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PROBABLE
DURATION
PERSONNEL
FINANCIAL
SUPPORT
AGENCY IN 
CHARGE
COOPERATING
AGENCIES
2, Plan with teachers for an initial program 
of demonstration check plots in corn pro­
duction which particularly emphasizes trials 
of various practices in fertilization,
3, Plan for demonstration check plots to be 
expanded later to include pasture and other 
crops when deemed feasiblee
li. Plan for demonstration program to be expanded 
to include use of improved practices on a 
field basis,
5>, Plan for demonstration program to include 
financing of improved practices by use of 
commercial credite
6, Develop descriptive reports of the ways in 
which teachers may and do make use of the 
results of demonstration programs in class 
teaching and in demonstrations outside,
7. Develop with the aid of teachers, measures 
of the educational effectiveness of the 
demonstration programs,
C. Formulate generalizations on the various procedures
which are found to be effective.
Three years (subject to review and revision after 
three years)0
A, Research Fellow: Kenneth Wilson
B, Advisory Committee:
Ralph E, Bender, G, W. Volk, Mervin Smith, 
Virgil Wertz, Willard Wolf, George Gist,
Earl Jones, E. P, Reed, D e B, Robinson,
Warren Weiler, and Ralph J, Woodin
Coke Oven Ammonia Research Bureau through The Ohio 
State University Development Fund, $2000 per year 
to cover Research Fellow stipend*
Department of Agricultural Education, The Ohio 
State University,
Department of Agronomy, Department of Agricultural 
Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio Agricul­
tural Experiment Station, The State Department of 
Vocational Agriculture, The Agricultural Extension 
Service, The Ohio Bankers Association,
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SHORT CUTS 
TO
WHEAT FERTILITY PLOTS 
K. N. Wilson
1953
Seeding Time + Farm Visits = Demonstration Plots in Wheat 
NOW IS TEE TIME
Any time farm visits are made before seeding is completed you have 
a chance to secure fertility demonstrations in wheat. Farmers are inter­
ested this year in increasing fertilization on wheat as a means of main­
taining gross income from wheat after allotments cut acreage. The .job 
is easy; all the farmer has to do is move a lever on the drill. Most 
farmers know how to set their drills to apply the amount of fertilizer 
desired. It isn't difficult to get them to increase the application 
up to the recommended 500# rate for at least a part of the field.
HOW TO DO IT
Here are some ways that simple demonstration, plots may be laid out 
while the drill is in the field. Wheat is seeded by drilling around or 
back and forth. In either case demonstration plots are easy to include.
1. Seeding around the field
r
S/
-  / -
- 4 — — ■
-  -  -
Demonstration plots 
should be at least 
three drill widths 
arcund the field.
Demonstration Plot
Regular Seeding ___
2. Seeding across the field
Demonstration plots 
should be at least 
three drill widths 
across the field.
Repeat the plots twice 
for more accurate 
results,
Demonstration Plot ___
Regular Seeding ______
CAUTIONS
The demonstration plots should be at least two drill widths in from 
the fence row and wide enough to allow the combine to cut a full "test 
swath" from the center, after trimming.
Care should be taken not to overlap in drilling. Overlapping 
doubles rate of seeding and fertilization and may result in inaccurate 
comparisons. Care should be taken not to mix soil types in the areas 
to be compared. Demonstration plots have little value where variation 
in soil type causes erratic results.
SPRING TOPDRESSING
You will likely want to add to this test plot in the spring by 
topdressing with nitrogen. In this case the plot should be wide enough 
to allow half of it to be topdressed and half left with 500# of complete 
fertilizer. Both strips will need to be wide enough to allow for com­
bine checking.
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TIMELY TIPS ON BARLEY 
K. N. Wilson
1953
Questions on raising barley are coming to many teachers of vocational 
agriculture since wheat acreages have been cut by allotments* Some of 
the following recommendations have been made recently by extension 
agronomists«■
Varieties recommended are Ohio No, 1 and Keribar, Wong is an 
undesirable variety which may be offered for sale in CMj„
Seeding time should be about two weeks earlier than fly free date 
for wheat in order to decrease danger of winter killing. Earlier plant­
ing may produce extremely heavy spring growth that will be injurious to 
the meadow seeding, Less seed pe r acre than that recommended for wheat 
may be desirable to reduce the competition, about I; to 6 pecks per acre*
Fertilizer recommendations where a meadow seeding is to be made are 
less than for wheat on productive soils, 300-UOO pounds per acre. Grades 
of fertilizer recommended for wheat 3-12-12, 5-10-10, 3-18-9, etc. are 
suitable.
Harvesting should be done as soon as the moisture of the grain is 
low enough for safe storage because of the danger of lodging due to the 
relatively soft straw of barley.
Home feeding will be the most common use of the grain, Ground or 
crushed barley has about the same value as corn for hogs and cattle.
Barley competes more Wj •h meadow seedings than either wheat or 
oats. Grazing or clipping is often necessary in >.aily spring to 
reduce competition with the meadow seeding.
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Last year almost one thousand high school and adult vocational 
agriculture students in Ohio had crop demonstrations on their home 
farms. A few teachers have taken the point of view that, "A boy
doesn't have a crop project unless it contains some kind of a
demonstration.
Top-Dressing Wheat
If you are interested in moving into this type 
of program, top-dressing wheat offers one of the 
first opportunities this spring. In most communi­
ties, wheat fields vary from those where wheat is
not up, or looks quite sick, to those in which the
crop looks good.
"It’s an easy way of getting improved practices on new farms where new 
ideas are generally ignorede"
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The Nitrogen Supply
Nitrogen is usually limited in early spring 
at the time wheat is starting to grow. This is 
mostly due to leaching and low activity of soil 
bacteria at this time of year. During the past 
two years, the dry summer and winter seasons have 
likely permitted a build-up in the soil nitrogen supply due to less than 
normal leaching. Thus, there, may be less need for top-dressed nitrogen 
on good-looking wheat fields this spring.
Worth Trying
Ordinarily wheat is likely to benefit from a top-dressing of 
10-10-10 or 12-12-12 at the rate of 300 lbs. per acre.
Exceptions:
Wheat fields (a) in rotation in which good legume 
meadows have preceded the corn crop, or, (b) which 
have received heavy, or recent applications of 
manure. In these situations where the nitrogen 
supply is likely to be adequate, top-dress with
a lower nitrogen fertilizer such as 3-12-12 or
3-18-9 at 300 lbs. per acre. This may be a safer 
general practice in good-appearing wheat fields 
this spring.
Hold up on fields where the wheat has not appeared above ground.
The seed may sprout and come through or it may rot this spring. If
the field comes through and is left in wheat, top-dressing will prob­
ably be of considerable benefit. Here would be a chance, not often 
available, for some good trials.
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"Gives us a way of testing value of the new or improved practices which 
we attempt to teach,"
Pastures and Meadows
Go ahead and make plans for setting up 
plots demonstrating practices that you want 
to see tried on farms in your community. You 
will soon receive some help on ways of making 
yield checks on permanent pasture and meadow 
plots.
Demonstrations involving fertilizer applications can be started 
any time, as early as possible. Some good recommendations for fertiliz­
ing pastures and meadows may be found in Ohio Extension Bulletin No. 338, 
1953.
Oats
Here are some simple demonstration plots which may be laid out 
while the drill is in the field. Oats are seeded by drilling around 
the field or back and forth. In either case demonstration plots that 
may be checked with the combine are easy to include.
1. Seeding around the field
1
Demonstration plots 
should be at least 
three drill widths 
around the field.
Demonstration Plot
Regular Seeding ___
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"iMftr class is more interested in studying results from trials made on 
farms in the community."
2, Seeding across the field
<- -
Demonstration plots 
should be at least 
three drill widths 
across the field.
Repeat the plots twice 
for more accurate results.
Demonstration Plot _____
Regular Seeding ________
Cautions
The demonstration plots should be at least two drill widths in 
from the fence row and wide enough to allow the combine to cut a full 
"test swath" from the center, after trimming.
Care should be taken not to overlap in drilling. Overlapping 
doubles rate of seeding and fertilization and will result in inaccu­
rate comparisons. Care should be taken to avoid mixed soil types in 
the areas to be compared. Demonstration plots have little value 
where variation in soil type causes erratic yields.
Harvesting Plots
A rather simple way of making reliable yield measurement in all 
small grains is given in the mimeo, Small Grain Production Testing.
If you do not have a copy, send a request card to Room 200 Rehearsal 
Hall, Department of Agricultural Education, Ohio State University.
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"Gives me a genuine reason for year-round visitation."
Corn.
We have a long ways to go to reach maximum 
efficient yields in most of our com projects*
While we have experienced two dry years, on the 
average, we received enough rainfall during the 
growing season to support yields ranging from 
100 to 12£ bushels per acre. Because we have so 
many corn projects, here is one place we can make 
demonstrations pay dividends in terms of both yield and education. The 
fact that so many teachers have continued to carry on demonstration pro­
grams in c o m  projects is evidence of their value.
Keep These Things in Mind 
Nitrogen
In almost every case where fields are in c o m  for 
more than one year, application of additional 
nitrogen can be expected to increase yields.
Rate of Planting
Planting rates are often lower than they should be 
consjdering the fertility level of the field.
Student projects are too often planted like Dad's.
Here is your chance to get an improved practice 
on the farm by means of some trial rows in the 
boy's project.
wA
v_y
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*'The Sample Tells The Story"
I
H a w  To lake Yield 
Chooks In Ehy And Pastures
E. P. Reed K. N. Wilson
Extension Agronomist Agricultural Education
1954
Department of 
Agricultural Education 
The Ohio State University
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HOW TO MAKE YIELD CHECKS IN E Y  A ®  PASTURE
l&ny parsons concerned with teaching farmers ’//ant to secure local 
data on the value of improved praoticcs in forage production. They feel 
that the interest of individual farmers and the whole community in more 
efficient meadows and pastures can he increased by demonstrations of 
improved fertility practices.
Hay and pasture production per acre in Ohio has not kept pace with 
yield increases in other crops. Some farmers, however, have demonstrated 
that forage production per acre can be efficiently increased by fertili­
zation. Forage crops have, too often, been "fed at the second table" 
from residual fertilizer and manure remaining after grain crop production. 
With increasing interest in sod crops for soil conservation and livestock 
production, demonstration plots can indicate some desirable practices for 
farmers to include in their management plans.
Measurement of yields has been one of the problems in conducting 
desirable demonstration plots in forage production. A simple method of 
measurement used for many years in forage research in Ohio will be adequate 
for determining yields on demonstration plots.
let us show
WHAT WE CAU 
DO I
/
I.
20- 0-0
0-2
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STEPS IN MEASURE!ENT 0F FORAGE
1 • Size of Sam^l®
Fortj three anjl one half (43«5) square foet equals one-thousandth 
(l/lOOO) of an aore» A sample this size can be secured by taking three^ 
plots 45-g inohes square* A sampling device may be made by constructing 
a square frame of metal rod or wood strips with 45jg- inches inside measure­
ments. This would make a good shop project* Paint vfhite to avoid losing 
in high forage.
INSIDE
■'DIMENSIONS
/  Be sure corners 
/  are held rigid. If 
/ frame is wood, use light 
/weight metal to reinforce 
corners.
Three of these areas equal one-thousandth of an acre*
2. Investing
Three of the 45i inches square samples selected at random in 
eaoh plot i.o be tested will give a fair sampling. Use care in selecting 
uniform and representative areas, cut at the seme height, about two inohes 
from the ground, harvest the samples vdth a hand sickle and place the 
green forage in burlap bags or loosely woven sacks.
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3* I?ryin£
Hang the sacks containing the green samples in a barn or shed 
with good circulation of air, where they will cure out to air dry weight 
in three or four weeks*
4. Wei^gMnj;
The samples can be weighed in the sack on a milk scale, or other 
soale calibrated to tenths of pounds. Don’t forget to subtract the weight 
of the sacks. Weighing sample and sack to nearest one-tenth pounds will 
limit error to less than 100# forage per aore.
5. Calculating Yield
With the one-thousandth acre sample, each one-tenth pound of 
dry sample weight is equal to 100 pounds of forage yield per acre. For 
example, a 2 pound sample weight gives a 2000 pound yield of forage per aore.
6. Ca 1 oulating Returns for Fertilization
Returns for fertilization may be caloulated by giving a value to 
the hay or total digestible nutrient increases due to fertilization. Local 
hay prioes may be used for arriving at equivalent values in terms of hay.
TDN values may be estimated by determining local prices of TDN in grains.
Dry roughages contain about 1000 pounds of TDN per ton and 
grains contain about 80 pounds of TDN per 100 pounds.
(More accurate percentages may be found in Morrison’s Feeds an<l
Feeding.)
(See page 7 for sample record and calculations.)
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STEPS IN GOOD PASTURE MANAGEMENT
# • » > • »  • « 0.0 »«>■■ i a  i ■ ■ i » »■> ■
Good pasture requires!
1. Seedings of adapted legumes and grasses,
2. Adequate lime and fertilizer treatment when the pasture is 
being established and later as needed.
3. Regulated grazing to the capacity of the pasture, not 
closer than l^ r inches.
4. Clipping rotation or hay-type pastures at about the time 
hay would ordinarily be cut to get rid of unpalatable stubble 
and weeds and the clipping of permanent pastures whenever 
necessary to prevent a surplus growth of ungrazed grass and to 
control weeds.
SOME GUIDES TO DEMONSTRATION
■I’ >■' »  ^ 0 -  M A ft 0+A -  A —  s -  r v o  *  m.,+ 00. 0000
1. Band Seeding of Meadow and Pasture Crops in Spring Oats or as a Summer 
Seeding, using the same seeding mixture,
a. The plot treatments are:
Plot 1 - A seeding made by the standard or usual method 
(not band seeded).
Plot 2 - A band seeding, reducing the rate of seeding per acre 
one-third by weight.
b. The rate of fertilizer application should be the same for both 
plots, 400 to 500 pounds per aore of 3-12-12 or 0-20-20 grade, 
o» The size of eaoh plot shall be as determined by the demonstrator, 
but it should be at least 2 drill widths wide for ease of 
observation and for checking yields if desired.
Fertilization of Hew Meadow Seedxngs for maintaining a good stand 
through the first winter. This demonstration should be located where:
a. Less than 400 pounds per acre of fertilizer was applied to the 
grain crop at seeding time.
b. A good stand of meadow seeding was present at grain harvest time, 
o. Good management practices are followed, such as the removal of
combined straw, early fall clipping for excessive growth, and/or 
not over-grazed.
d. Excessive winter damage is not usually a problem.
e. The amount of fertilizer applied should be at the rate of 300 
pounds par acre of 0-20-20 or 0-10-20 grade.
f. The size of the area treated to be determined by the demonstrator. 
There should be a small area left untreated for observation or 
checking yields if desired.
Fertilizer Topdressing^ of Established (2nd or 3rd year) Meadow Stands 
to be used for hay and/or pasture for the purpose of maintenance of 
stands for high quality of forage and maximum yields.
a. The demonstration area should be in a field where there is a
satisfactory stand of a lep^ume-grass mixture that will be used 
for hay and pasture for a period of two or more years.
b. The rate of fertilizer topdressing should be 250 pounds per acre
of 0-20-20 or 0-10-20 fertilizer.
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o. The application can be made in early fall, spring, or after 
any hay harvest.
d. The size of area treated shall be determined by the demonstrator. 
There should be a small area left untreated for observation or 
oheoking yields if desired.
4. Fertilization of Established Meadow with Grasses Dominant to be used 
for hay or pasture for the purpose of obtaining maximum yields of 
quality grass forage,
a. The demonstration should be in a field where the legumes did not 
become established or have largely disappeared from the stand,
b. The rate of fertilization should be 400-500 pounds of 10-10-10 
per aore applied in the fall, winter, or spring,
5, Permanent Pasture Fertilization
a. The demonstration area selected should have a satisfactory stand 
of bluegrass and should not have been fertilized within the last 
two or three years,
b. The size of each plot area to be treated is one-half acre and the 
fertilizer is to be applied between March 15 and April 15, or as 
soon thereafter as possible to do so,
c* The treated plots may be arranged in the field as desired. One 
or two drill widths between each treatment would offer a better 
opportunity for observational purposes, 
d* The plot treatments are:
Plot 1 - 10-10-10 grade, applied at rate of 600 pounds per acre. 
Plot 2 - 0-20-20 grade, applied at rate of 300 pounds per aore. 
Plot 3 - 20-0-0 grade, applied at rate of 300 pounds per aore.
YIELD CHECKS I IT PASTURED FIELDS WILL REQUIRE SOME FORM OF WIRE CAGE OR
FENCE ARRANGEMENT TO PROTECT CHECK AREAS.
Sample R e c o r d  R E C O R D  FOR FORAGE P R O D U C T I O N  TESTS
F a r m e r _ C r o p _ _ _ _ _ _   _ County_
F e r t i l i t y  Applied: A m o u n t A n a l y s i s  Date.
‘ Inorea*
Yield: Fe r t i l i s e d P lot C h eck P l o t  Deorease
Size o f  Field: . _, .__   A c r es
V a l u e  o f  Forag e  Inorease:
Cost o f  Fertiliser:
Net Inoome Due to  Fertilizer:
P er  A o r e  F o r  F i eld
Y I E L D  p E T E R l v E M T I O N
Three 4 5 ^  inohes square samples (43*5 sq. ft.) eq ual o n e - t h o us a n d t h
o f  an acre. A i r  d r y  w e i g h t  o f  sample in tenths o f  pounds times 100
equals y i e l d  in pounds p e r aore.
Sample w e i g h t  in tenths o f  pounds x  100 s yield in pounds p e r  aore.
Sample W e i g h t  YieId
F e r t i l i ze d  P l o t    ._ x 100 a  pounds p e r aore.
C h e c k  Plot x 100 a . . . . . . . . . pounds p e r  aore.
Inorease in forage due to f e r t ilization s _ _ _ _ _  pounds p e r  aore.
V a l u e  Com pa r e d  to  H a y
Inoreased Yield in Loc a l H h y  Prioe _ V a l u e  of For a g e
Tons o f  Forag e  Per A o r e  x  Per T o n  = Ino r ea s e  Per A o r e
x  = 0
V a l u e  Compared to Grain
Inoreased Yield in x  L ocal C o s t  o f  T D N  _ V a lue o f  For ag e  
Pounds o f  T D N  Per A o r e  Per P o u n d  in Corn “ Increase Per A o r e
   x : §
A D A P T E D  VA R I E TI E S  /  LIHE /  FERTILIZER s IN C R E A S ED  M E A D O W  YIELDS
APPEI'IDK B
QUESTIONNAIRES u s ed in 
CONJUNCTION WITH 
THE STUB!
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TEACHER EXPERIENCE WITH DEMONSTRATION PLOTS
Name School
Please answer the following questions on the basis of your experience 
with demonstration plots. Give the opinions which are uppermost in 
your thoughts.
I, When you first decided to try the use of demonstration plots in 
your teaching program what did you expect no accomplish:
(a) With high school students?
(b) With parents of high school students?
(c) ’With adult or young farmer students?
(d) With the community as a whole?
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II. What procedures have worked well in getting demonstration plots 
started with:
(a) High school students?
(b) Adult or young farmer students?
III. When getting demonstration plots started, what characteristics ■ 
were common to home farm situations (circumstances, conditions) 
where you had:
(a) Most difficulty when the following were involved:
(l) High school students?
(2) Adult or young farmer students?
(b) Least difficulty when the following were involved:
(l) High school students?
(2) adult or young farmer students?
Once started, what difficulties have you had in using demonstra­
tion plots:
(a) With high school students?
(b) With parents of high school students?
(c) With adult or young farmer students?
What have demonstration plots accomplished:
(a) With high school students?
(b) With parents of high school students?
(c) With adult or young farmer students?
(d) With the community as a whole?
What place do demonstration plots have in the future in programs 
of vocational agriculture? Where and in what directions should 
emphasis be placed?
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H o w a r d  L. Bevis, President
C O L U M B U S  10
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
L. L. R u m m e l l , Dean
DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Ralph E. Bender, ChairmanDecember 20, 19$h
To
Teacher of Vocational Agriculture 
Dear Sir:
I am asking for names and address for certain of the farm families 
who have conducted demonstration plots* In order to learn more about 
why demonstration plots work, or do not work, I need information from 
the home farms of high school and adult studentsc I will contact them 
by mail. You, as well as I, will be interested in their answers because 
what they do depends so much on what they believe0
Enclosed are two lists for parents of high school students and two 
for adult students. One of each pair is for situations where you had 
"Least Successful Demonstration Plots" and the other is for situations 
where you had 11 Most Successful Demonstration Plots." Consider all those 
involved in your last one or two or three years' experience0 Please list 
the parents1 name and address (or the adult student’s name and address) 
for a representative number of the situations. Those teachers who have 
had many students conducting demonstrations may readily think of five 
or six names and addresses for each list,
You need not hesitate to take part in this project. The question­
naire to be sent to farmers will be handled so as to avoid embarrassing 
anyone. Farmers will be asked not to sign their names. Their answers 
will be returned to the Bureau of Educational Research at O.S.U,
Responses will be recorded from a number on the return envelope which 
will be separated from the questionnaire at the Bureau Office,
I hope to hear from you. Early attention to this request will 
enable me to progress with the study0
My sincere thanks
Richard H, Wilson, Instructor 
Department of Agricultural Education
/ch
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LEAST SUCCESSFUL DEMONSTRATION PtOTE - ADULT STUDENTS
307
Name and Address
Year Plot Teacher!s Opinion - Ma^or 
was on reason(s) why demonstration
Farm situation was least successful
EXAMPLE: Ifro Sam Jones 
Route 2
Junction Crossing, 0,
Would not take time to follow 
plan - made no yield c hecks0
(1)
(2)
(3)
(U)
(5)
(6)
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MOST SUCCESSFUL DEMONSTRATION PLOTS - ADULT STUDENTS
Name and Address
Year Plot 
was on 
Farm
Teacher’s Opinion - Major 
reason(s) why demonstration 
situation was most successful
EXAMPLE: Mr„ Joe Doak 
Route 2
Junction Crossing, d
Followed directions well • 
practices adapted on home 
farm*
(1)
(2)
(3)
(U)
(5)
(6)
i
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LEAST SUCCESSFUL DEMONSTRATION PLOTS - HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
Name and Address of Parent
Tear Plot 
was on 
Farm
Teacher*s Opinion - Major 
reason(s) wh|jr demonstration 
situation was least successful
EXAMPLE: 14*, Sam Jones 
Route 2
Junction Crossing, 0.
1952 Lack of parent cooperation - 
would not take time to follow 
plan - made no yield checks.
(1 )
(2 )
(3)
(U)
(5)
(6 )
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HOST SUCCESSFUL DEMONSTRATION PLOTS <- HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
Name and Address of Parent
Year Plot 
wad on 
Farm
Teacher^ Opinion - Major 
reason(s) why demonstration 
situation was most successful
EXAMPLE: Mr. Joe Doak
Route 2 
Junction Crossing, 0.
Boy and parent highly 
interested - followed direc­
tions well » Practices adapted 
on home farm,,
(1)
(2)
(3)
00
(5)
(6)
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INFORMATION AND OPINIONS FROM FARM PEOPLE
CONCERNING DEMONSTRATION PLOTS
1. Total tillable acres owned? _____
Total tillable acres rented from someone else? _____
Age of farm operator? _____ ”
2, How do you think your farm income compares with the incomes from 
other farms of the same size in your community? (Check one)
  Somewhat lower
  About the same
  Somewhat larger
Comment
3* Type of farming on your farm? (Check one)
_____ Mostly cash crop
  General: crop and livestock
  Mostly livestock
Other
U. Fertility of your farm compared to others in the community?
(C heck one)
  Low to fair
_____ Average to good
  Among best in community
C omment
3* Have you made much change in farming practices and operation?
(Check one)
  Changed no practices in past five years
  Changed only a few practices in past five years
  Changed several practices in past five years
_____ Changed many practices in past five years
6. Where have new practices been used most recently? (Check one)
  Mostly with the livestock
  Mostly with the crops
___ With both crops and livestock
7. What are your best sources of information on faming? (Check one 
or more)
  Radio and TV ___ Local dealer
____ Magazines and newspapers _____ Neighbor farmers
 Government bulletins _____ The Ohio State University
  Extension office or Experiment Station
____ Vo-ag department Other____________________
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8, Your influence on other farmers? (Check one or more)
  They do things their own way
  They often follow my example
  They occasionally ask me for information
____ They frequently ask my advice
O t h e r ________________
9# Your activity in farm organizations? (Check one)
  Don’t have much to do with them
  Belong, sometimes go to meetings
_____ Attend meetings regularly 
_____ Attend meetings and hold office 
Ot he r_____________________
10. Your activity in community affairs? (Check one)
  Don’t get out much
_____ Don't attend meetings much
  Attend meetings now and then
  Attend meetings quite a bit
  Often hold one or more positions of responsibility
Other
Your opinions about crop demonstration plots which have been on your 
farm in cooperation with the Vo-Ag Departmentj
11. What you think of crop demonstration plots? (Check one or more) 
_____ A waste of time
  Interesting but not too helpful
  Practical and worth the time
_____ Definitely they should be continued
Ot her ________________ ____
Other
12* As a result of demonstration plots on your farm, do you plan to - 
use any new cropping practices? (Check one or more)
____ Never thought much about it 
_____ Change doesn't seem practical
  Want to try again before deciding
_____ I'm definitely changing some practices
Other _
Ot her
13* Do you think the future net income of your farm will be improved 
as a result of the demonstration plot? (Check one or more)
  Never thought much about it
  Not enough difference in income to change
_____ Would have more income but can not finance the change
  Yes, the income will be improved
Other
Other
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lU* Have your neighbors and others been interested in the demonstration 
plot on your farm? (Check one or more)
  They were not interested
  They made fun of it
  They asked questions about it
  They came over to see it
_____ They wanted to know how it came out
  They are using some new practices as a result of the plot
Ot her______ ■
Other
15. Would you like to have more demonstration plots on your farm?
(Check one or more)
  No, I don’t think so
  Maybe
  Yes, if I could have some help in planning them
  I definitely plan to continue
Other________
Other
16. What farming practices are you likely to change as a result of the 
demonstration plots? (Check one or more)
No changes
  Use more fertilizer
  Use improved varieties
  Use newer seeding methods
  Use newer methods of spraying for weeds
  Use newer methods of insect control
Other________________________________________
Other_______________________________
17. What are the advantages in having a demonstration plot on your 
farm? (Check one or more)
   No particular advantages
  I learned something more about crops
_____ The vo-ag teacher comes around more often 
  The vo-ag teacher gives us more help
_____ New practices can be tested before taking a chance on them
Other________________________________________
Othe r________________________________________
18. What are the disadvantages in having demonstration plots on your 
farm? (Check one or more)
  No particular disadvantage
  They are not dependable
_____ They take too much time or work
  They cost too much
  Yield checks are a nuisance
Other
Other
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19* How might the vo-ag teacher, have helped make the demonstration 
plots better? (Check one or more)
 _ Helped make plans for the demonstration
  Helped start the demonstration in the field
  Visited farm during growing season
  Helped make yield checks
Other _______
Other"* ‘
20. What future action should vo-ag teachers take in the use of 
demonstration plots? (Check one or more)
  Not bother with them any longer
  Have plots now and then on farms of a few high school
and adult farmer students 
_____ Encourage most high school and adult farmers to have 
plots
  Require all high school students to have plots
   Urge all adult students to have plots
Other
Other ' "**
21* Below are listed some reasons why a vo-ag teacher might be using 
demonstration plots with high school, adult and young farmer stu­
dents, and the community.
In Column A check how well you believe each item has been accom­
plished by demonstration plots on your farm.
In Column B check how well each item has been accomplished in 
general by demonstration plots in your community.
A B
Degree 
This Has Been 
Accomplished 
on Vour Farm
Degree 
Thie Has Been 
Accomplished 
in the Community
Reason Much Some Little Much Some Little
1. Stimulate or increase 
class interest or 
understanding
2, Provide local data for 
educational purposes
3, Demonstrate or promote 
new practices
U. Stimulate farm trial of ’ 
new practices
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A B
Degree 
This Has Been 
Accomplished 
on Tour Farm
Degree 
This Has Been 
Accomplished 
.n the Community
Reason lyiuch Some Little Khch Some Little
5, Secure acceptance or use 
of new practices
6. Develop understanding of 
experimental procedures
7, Provide students actual 
experience with new 
practices
8, Improve crop yields, 
production, farm income
9, Increase value of teacher 
visits on home farm
10. Improve parent-vo-ag 
program relationships
11* Increase parent interest 
in farming programs
12, Publicize vo-ag-F.F,A, 
program
13, Increase parent confi- 1 
dence in boy ability 
and management
lU, Improve parent-son 
relationships
13>. Promote adult or young 
farmer program
16, Promote community under­
standing of vo-ag program
17. Others
.
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22. Should each high school vo-ag student include some new practices
in his crop project, which are different from those used on the
home farm? (Check one)
_____ Never 
_____ Occasionally
  Usually or often
  Always
C omment
23. Farmers could be of help to the Experiment Station by conducting
farm trials with the assistance of the local vo-ag teacher; would
you be interested in cooperating with such trials on your farm?
(Check one)
   No, I would not be interested
  I might be interested
  Yes, I would definitely be interested
Comment
2k• If you have other comments use this space. All of your answers 
will be kept strictly confidential.
Please return to: The Bureau of Educational Research, The Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio.
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